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Vision is the sense that human beings rely on the most in the daily life. The irreversibility of
retinal damage has been a great challenge to the modern medicine and remains an interest of
research in hope of treating, even curing the loss of vision. The work presented in this dissertation
utilizes transgenic Xenopus. laevis as an animal model to investigate the possibility of studying
progressive retinal degeneration in a species that is known for robust regeneration of damaged
retina. I investigated the expression of intermediate filament proteins during retinal gliosis, which
has been suggested to be an inhibitory component that prevents effective treatment in degenerating
retina. In order to understand the response of retinal bipolar cells in degenerating X. laevis retina, I
characterized the expression pattern of metabotropoic glutamate receptor 6 (grm6) and the
transgenic X. laevis model that expresses eGFP under the control of mouse Grm6 promoter in the
retina. As a follow up study of a previous study published by our lab, I optimized the condition of
using F2 transgenic animals in preparation of a long term study of retinal degeneration in X. laevis. In
conclusion, the work in my thesis includes development of tools to further the understanding of
retinal degeneration and regeneration in transgenic X. laevis.
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Chapter 1 General introduction
1.1 The structure and cellular component of the retina
Human beings rely heavily on their vision for daily tasks. The formation of vision relies on two
organs, the eyes to detect the light and initiate preliminary processing and the brain to form the
vision. The retina is a thin-layered tissue that lines the back of the eyes (Fig.1.1A). It is a part of the
central nervous system, and contains specialized neurons to sense the photons and convert them into
neural signals.
The retina is divided into three nuclear and two plexiform layers (Fig.1.1B). The outermost layer
is the outer nuclear layer, which is formed by the nuclei of the photoreceptors, the rods and cones.
The rods and cones are distinguished by the morphology, and may be further specified according to
the visual pigments they contain (Bowmaker et al., 1980; Bowmaker et al., 1997; Okano et al., 1992).
The rods have higher light sensitivity needed for the dim light vision, while the cones detect the
signals for daylight and color vision. Both types of photoreceptors have tightly stacked membranous
discs in the outer segments that contain different photopigments (Fig.1.2). These specialized neurons
convert the photons in the light stimuli into chemical signals, changing the amount of
neurotransmitter they release. Glutamate is the excitatory neurotransmitter used by the
photoreceptors (Crooks and Kolb, 1992; Sarthy et al., 1986). Rods and cones steadily release
glutamate in the dark, and when the light stimuli are present, they decrease the glutamate released
into the synapses that are located in the next retinal layer, the outer plexiform layer.
The outer plexiform layer contains the axon terminals of the photoreceptors and dendrites of the
bipolar and the horizontal cells. The processes of the bipolar and horizontal cells synapse to the axon
terminals of rods and cones, using different types of glutamate receptors to sense the change of
glutamate released by the photoreceptors corresponding to the light level ((Brandstatter et al.,
1997), reviewed in (Dhingra and Vardi, 2012)) (1.3A). The signals from the photoreceptors are
modulated by the horizontal cells and relayed by the bipolar cells to the downstream neurons
(Baylor et al., 1971; Copenhagen et al., 1990).
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The next adjacent retinal layer is the inner nuclear layer, which contains the cell bodies of the
retinal interneurons, the horizontal, amacrine, bipolar cells and Müller glial cells (Fig.1.4).
The Müller cells are the major glia in the retina, their processes span the whole thickness of the
retina to support the retinal structure ((Lundkvist et al., 2004), reviewed in (Bringmann et al.,
2006)). Müller glia also have multiple functions in maintaining retinal metabolism. The horizontal
and the amacrine cells modulate the visual signals at different levels, while the bipolar cells directly
participate the signal transduction, relaying the signal to downstream neurons (Kolb, 1974; Kolb and
Famiglietti, 1974).
The bipolar cells are classified into on-centered (ON) bipolar cells or off-centered (OFF) bipolar
cells based on their response to the light stimuli. The ON bipolar cells depolarize when the light is
present, and the OFF bipolar cells hyperpolarize in the same condition. The ON and OFF bipolar cells
are morphologically different, and can usually be distinguished by the ramification pattern of the
axons (Fig.1.3B). The axons of OFF bipolar cells ramify in the distal OFF sublayer of the inner
plexiform layer, and the axons of the ON bipolar cells ramify in the proximal ON sublayer (Stone and
Schütte, 1991; Wässle et al., 2009).
The bipolar cells may be further classified into subgroups according to the branching patterns of
the dendrites, their synaptic targets and the types of glutamate receptors they express. Both the ON
and OFF bipolar cells may synapse to the rods and cones and one bipolar cell can synapse to
multiple photoreceptors, converging and amplifying the incoming signals (Copenhagen et al., 1990;
Hack et al., 1999; Li et al., 2010).
The next retinal layer is the inner plexiform layer (IPL). The synapses between the amacrine,
bipolar and ganglion cells are found in this layer. Two amacrine processes or one dendrite of a retinal
ganglion cell and one amacrine process form synaptic dyads at the axon terminals of bipolar cells to
modulate and pass down the signals (Dubin, 1970; Kolb and Famiglietti, 1974; Strettoi et al., 1990).
The distinctive axon ramification pattern of ON bipolar cells and OFF bipolar cells is observed in the
IPL.
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The innermost retinal layer is the ganglion cell layer, where the cell bodies of retinal ganglion
cells are located. Being the last receiver of the visual signal cascade, the retinal ganglion cells convert
the chemical signals passed down by the bipolar cells into an action potential, which is then sent to
the brain via the optic nerve for final processing. The axons of retinal ganglion cells form the optic
nerve, projecting to the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus, the superior colliculus, the
pretectum, and the hypothalamus (Altman and Carpenter, 1961; Laties and Sprague, 1966; Moore
and Lenn, 1972; Perry et al., 1984).

1.2 Müller glia in normal retina
The structure of the retina and the energy demand of the neurons are supported by the retinal
glia, the Müller cells. The Müller glial cells belong to the family of radial glia (Dahl, 1979). Their apical
processes reach the outer nuclear layer, forming the outer limiting membrane and separate the
retina from the subretinal space. The endfeet of Müller cells extend deep beyond the ganglion cell
layer, forming the inner limiting membrane and separate the retina from the vitreous (Fig.1.4B).
The Müller glia provide structural support to the very soft retina (Lu et al., 2006; MacDonald et
al., 2015). The viscoelasticity of the glia is modulated by the expression level of intermediate filament
proteins (IFP) like glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) and vimentin (VIM). Increased expression of
the IFPs stiffens the Müller glia, (Lu et al., 2011), and the loss of these proteins renders the retina
vulnerable to tissue shearing caused by mechanical force (Lundkvist et al., 2004). Though GFAP and
VIM are known to form heteropolymers, the normal locations of GFAP and VIM in Müller glia are not
identical (Eliasson et al., 1999). GFAP expression is more restricted in the endfeet, but VIM is more
widely observable in both apical and basal processes of Müller glia. The expression of IFPs in healthy
retina is largely conserved among different species (Cerdà et al., 1998; Davidson et al., 1990;
Herrmann et al., 1996; Hippert et al., 2015; Koke et al., 2010; Mizutani et al., 1998).
In addition to providing mechanical support to the retina, Müller glia also participate in multiple
metabolic processes. Müller glia synthesize the antioxidant, reduced glutathione to protect the tissue
from oxidative stress resulted from light signal transduction in photoreceptors (Du et al., 2013;
Linsenmeier, 1986; Pow and Crook, 1995). Müller cells also secret neurotrophic factors, including
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nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic (BDNF), neurotrophin 3 (NT3) and vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) (Oku et al., 2002; Saint-Geniez et al., 2008). These trophic factors
are known to promote angiogeneisis, or increase the survival of retinal neurons (Frade et al., 1997;
Koeberle and Bahr, 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Meyer-Franke et al., 1995; Peinado-Ramon et al., 1996;
Rodriguez-Tebar et al., 1989).
Extracellular potassium concentration in the inner retina increases when light stimuli are
present (Steinberg et al., 1980), and it requires rapid removal to ensure the health and function of the
neurons. Müller glia express multiple types of inwardly-rectifying potassium channels (Kir), which
increase Müller glia’s permeability to potassium to buffer the concentration change (Hughes et al.,
2017; Kofuji et al., 2002). This osmotic regulation process is coupled with water transport (Nagelhus
et al., 1998; Pannicke et al., 2004), which is facilitated by the glial expression of water channel
protein aquaporin 4 for water clearance and cell volume regulation.
Re-uptaking neurotransmitters in the retina is another important task of Müller glia. Glutamate
is the excitatory neurotransmitter used in the vertical signal transduction in the retina, and Müller
glia remove glutamate released by other retinal neurons by expressing glutamate transporter
GLAST1/EAAT1 (Jojich and Pourcho, 1996; Kalloniatis and Fletcher, 1993; Rauen et al., 1998; White
and Neal, 1976). GLAST/EAAT1 actively transports the neurotransmitter into the glia, which then
covert the glutamate into glutamine and release it back to the retina (Derouiche and Rauen, 1995;
Poitry et al., 2000; Pow et al., 2000; Storck et al., 1992). This mechanism ensures signal transduction
between photoreceptors and bipolar cells

and prevents glutamate neurotoxicity from damaging

the retina (Burris et al., 2002; Harada et al., 1998; Mitori et al., 2016).

1.3 Bipolar cells in normal retina
The retina is constituted by five types of neurons, the photoreceptors, horizontal, amacrine,
bipolar and ganglion cells. Each type of retinal neurons is then categorized into multiple subgroups
depending on their connectivity, morphological, and molecular characteristics. The classification of
bipolar cells varies among different species. Teleost fish has fifteen to eighteen kinds of bipolar cells
while the mammals have about thirteen identified types (Behrens et al., 2016; Connaughton et al.,
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2004; Haverkamp et al., 2003b; Li et al., 2012; Light et al., 2012; MacNeil et al., 2004; Sherry and
Yazulla, 1993; Wässle et al., 2009) (Table 1.1). Generally, axons of the ON bipolar cells in mammalian
retina ramify in the inner IPL, and the OFF bipolar cells ramify in the outer OPL (Ghosh et al., 2004;
Wässle et al., 2009). This morphological difference is not as clear in the fish and some amphibians as
the axons of bipolar cell are often bistratified or multistratified (Connaughton et al., 2004; Witkovsky
et al., 1994). The symmetry of axon arborization and immunoreactivity of the cell are suggested to be
extra categorizing criteria for bipolar cells in lower vertebrate (Stone and Schütte, 1991).
Nevertheless, the bipolar cells of different species have different immunoreactivity, thus the
classification and characterization of the bipolar cell types are yet to be unified and completed
(Brown and Masland, 1999; Euler and Wassle, 1995; Ivanova et al., 2006; Jakobs et al., 2003; Milam
et al., 1993; Wässle et al., 2009).
A single bipolar cell may synapse to the cones or cones and rods simultaneously (Haverkamp et
al., 2003b; Tsukamoto et al., 2001; Tsukamoto and Omi, 2016).The rod bipolar cells are ON bipolar
cells that express the marker PKCα, and do not directly synapse to the ganglion cells but send signals
to the amacrine cells (Grunert et al., 1994; Kolb, 1979; Kolb et al., 1993; Wassle et al., 1991). Though
the rod bipolar cells are not observed in some amphibians, they were orinigally thought to synapse to
the rods exclusively in the mammals (Boycott and Wässle, 1991; Grunert and Martin, 1991; Hare et
al., 1986; Lasansky, 1973; Young and Vaney, 1991). However, it is recently reported that the rod
bipolar cells also have cone inputs in both mouse and zebrafish (Behrens et al., 2016; Li et al., 2012).
It remains to be determined whether this is a common characteristic among species.
The order of cell differentiation during retinogenesis is well conserved among different species.
The ganglion cells are the first type of retinal cells to differentiate, and followed by horizontal, cone,
amacrine, rod, bipolar, and Müller glial cells (Rapaport et al., 2004; Wong and Rapaport, 2009; Young,
1985). Though the IPL appears before the OPL, the relative timeline of retinal synaptogenesis varies
depending on the species (Grant et al., 1980; Hendrickson, 2016; Maslim and Stone, 1986; Smelser et
al., 1974; Spira and Hollenberg, 1973; Weidman and Kuwabara, 1969). In the cat, the formation of
lateral synapse among amacrine cells precedes the establishment of vertical ribbon synapses
between the bipolar cells and the ganglion cells or the amacrine cells in the IPL. Similar trend is
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observed in the OPL. The dendrites of bipolar cells do not synapse to the photoreceptors until after
birth, while the horizontal cells form the synaptic dyads with the photoreceptors within the
gestational period (Maslim and Stone, 1986). A centro-peripheral gradient of synaptogenesis is often
observed in mammals (Maslim and Stone, 1986; Morgan et al., 2008).
Synaptogenesis differs by species. In rhesus macaque and Xenopus laevis, the synapses of
amacrine and bipolar cells appear around the same time in the IPL, but the synapses of bipolar cells
in IPL still develop before the synapse in OPL (Chen and Witkovsky, 1978; Fisher, 1976; Smelser et
al., 1974). However, in the rodents, synapse formation in the OPL begins earlier than in the IPL
(Olney, 1968; Weidman and Kuwabara, 1969). The addition and maturation of retinal synapses
continue into the metamorphosis of X. laevis or well into post-gestational period in the mammals,
since cell pruning, photoreceptor proliferation and bipolar cell differentiation at the periphery are
still ongoing (Chen and Witkovsky, 1978; Dhingra et al., 1997; Fisher, 1976; Horsburgh and Sefton,
1987; Johnson et al., 1999; Olney, 1968).
The bipolar cells express different types of glutamate receptors on the dendrites post-synaptic to
the photoreceptors. The glutamate receptors control the opening of ion channels for signal
transduction under different lightings (DeVries, 2000; Masu et al., 1995; Puller et al., 2013). The OFF
bipolar cells utilize several different ionotropic glutamate receptors (GRI), specifically the AMPA and
kainate receptors (DeVries, 2000; Haverkamp et al., 2003a; Haverkamp et al., 2001; Puller et al.,
2013; Qin and Pourcho, 1999). It has been suggested that the response of OFF bipolar cells may
depend on the combination of expressed receptors (DeVries, 2000; Hack et al., 2001). Interestingly,
kainate receptors are suggested to be the only receptor that controls the light response of OFF
bipolar cells (Borghuis et al., 2014). Binding of glutamate in the dark activates the ionotropic
glutamate receptors. Since GRIs are ion gated ion channels, their activation opens the ion channels
and depolarizes the cells (reviewed in (Traynelis et al., 2010).
The ON bipolar cells specifically use metabotropic receptor 6 (GRM6) to indirectly modulate the
ion channels via G protein (Fig.1.5) (Masu et al., 1995; Vardi et al., 2000; Vardi and Morigiwa, 1997).
The exclusive expression of GRM6 by the ON bipolar cells has lead different groups to develop
transgenic mice that express transgenes under the control of endogenous Grm6 promoter to label the
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ON bipolar cells (Dhingra et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2009; Ueda et al., 1997). In order to overcome
the lack of bipolar cell marker in amphibian model, I characterized the expression pattern and
determined the usability of the mouse Grm6 promoter in X. laevis retina as a possible ON bipolar cell
marker in the third chapter of this dissertation.
The molecular components driving signal transduction in ON bipolar cells are not yet completely
characterized. But it is currently suggested that in the ON pathway, binding of glutamate to GRM6
activates GRM6. Activated GRM6 then couples to its G protein partner Go, which is composed of three
subunits Gαo, β3 and γ13 (Dhingra et al., 2004; Dhingra et al., 2000; Dhingra et al., 2012;
Ramakrishnan et al., 2015; Vardi, 1998; Vardi et al., 1993). These proteins, along with the regulatory
proteins RGS7, RGS11, orphan receptor GPR179 and anchor protein R9AP, form the GTPase
activation complex that closes the cation channel TRPM1, hyperpolarizing the ON bipolar cells (Cao
et al., 2012; Ray et al., 2014) (Cao et al., 2009; Jeffrey et al., 2010; Klooster et al., 2011; Koike et al.,
2010a; Koike et al., 2010b; Xu et al., 2016).
Since the bipolar cells relay the light signals from the photoreceptors to downstream neurons,
genetic mutations in the bipolar cell affect the formation of vision. The congenital stationary night
blindness (CSNB) is such an example. Some CSNB patients lack response of ON bipolar cells in the
dark, and mutations in GRM6 is one of the causes of CSNB (Dryja et al., 2005; Li et al., 2009; Zeitz et
al., 2005).

Mutations in GRM6 disable the bipolar cells from sensing the glutamate released by

photoreceptors, disrupting the signal transduction to downstream ganglion cells.
CSNB is a non-progressive condition that affects subgroups of secondary retinal neurons and
renders the retinal circuitry partially functional. However, the leading condition that compromises
vision, retinitis pigmentosa (RP), has a bleaker prognosis. One of its many causes is mutations in rod
visual pigment rhodopsin, which misfolds and aggregates abnormally (Chen et al., 2014; Illing et al.,
2002; Liu et al., 1996; Price et al., 2011; Tam et al., 2014). Rods degenerate consequently and initiate
a chain reaction that affects the whole retina.
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1.4 Progressive degeneration of the retina
The structure and functions of the retina are complicated and vulnerable to many different types
of damage. Injuries, indirect damage caused by metabolic diseases, e.g. diabetes, or genetic mutations
that directly affect different retinal neurons in visual transduction pathway may all lead to vision
loss. The degeneration of the photoreceptors is a leading cause of blindness in developed countries.
Among the reported conditions, retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is the most common form of inherited
degeneration of photoreceptors with a prevalence of 1 in 3000 people (reviewed in (Wright et al.,
2010)). Degeneration of photoreceptors may affect either scotopic or photopic vision at the onset of
the condition. More importantly, because the survival of rods and cones is interdependent, the
degeneration of one type of photoreceptor leads to the death of the other type, eventually causing
blindness (reviewed in (Narayan et al., 2016)).
The progressive degeneration of the retina may be initiated by different types of retinal damage
(Greenstein et al., 1989; Janssen et al., 1996; Nork et al., 2000). The common outcome is that other
types of retinal cells are indirectly affected by the initial condition. Photoreceptors can die in a retina
with chronic glaucoma, which initially affects the retinal ganglion cells (Nork et al., 2000; Panda and
Jonas, 1992). Similarly, the survival of retinal ganglion cells is compromised by diabetes, a condition
that is not specific to the retina (reviewed in (Kern and Barber, 2008).
Progressive degeneration initiated by the loss of photoreceptors is relatively well characterized.
Marc and colleagues define the progression of secondary degeneration following the loss of rods into
three phases based on observations in mammalian retina (Marc et al., 2003). Phase I is the
degeneration of the rods. In this phase, dim light vision is affected, and there is increased stress to
clear cell debris from the dying photoreceptors, which also leads to a prominent compression of the
subretinal space. The shortening of outer segments and mislocalization of visual pigments are
observed before cell death (Fariss et al., 2000). The Müller glia become hypertrophic, upregulating
the expression of intermediate filament proteins, glial fibrillary acidic protein and vimentin (Hippert
et al., 2015) (Fig. 1.6).
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Phase II of rod loss-initiated progressive retinal degeneration is marked by the degeneration of
the cones and the remodeling of interneurons. Different hypotheses have been proposed to explain
the death of cones. One of the hypotheses is that the health of the photoreceptors are interdependent,
since the transplantation of rods can delay the death of cones in retinal degeneration models
(Mohand-Said et al., 1998; Mohand-Said et al., 1997; Saade et al., 2013). Mohand-Said et al. propose
that a secreted factor expressed in rods may be required for cone survival. Léveillard and colleagues
later identify rod-derived cone viability factor (RdCVF), and demonstrated that RdCVF is critical in
maintaining the photoreceptors (Byrne et al., 2015; Cronin et al., 2010). The loss of rods leads to a
reduction in retinal RdCVF and an increase in the susceptibility of cones to oxidative stress,
eventually leading to cone death (Cronin et al., 2010).
Ripps suggests a different hypothesis that the death of the cones is likely a result of cell-cell
communication in the event of rod death. The death of the rods may result in the release of toxin into
the retina, killing bystanders- the nearby cones (Ripps, 2002). The “bystander effect” hypothesis was
later tested in a rat model of RP. The authors hypothesize that since cell death triggers an
inflammatory response, the signaling may affect the health of the tissue (reviewed in (Rock and
Kono, 2008)). It was found that when the rods die, activated inflammasomes lead to the death of
the cones (Viringipurampeer et al., 2016).
The loss of both types of photoreceptors causes the collapse of the subretinal space. The Müller
glia form a seal-like glial scar in the remnant of outer nuclear layer, compartmentalizing the
remaining photoreceptors. Because the survival of secondary neurons in the retina depends on the
inputs they receive from the photoreceptors, the horizontal cells and bipolar cells retract dendrites
from the OPL after the loss of photoreceptors and send new processes into IPL, presumably seeking
new inputs (Strettoi et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2015). This initiates the remodeling of retinal circuitry.
Phase III is characterized by the complete deafferentation of the neural retina and the formation
of compacted glial seal. Major remodeling of the retina occurs in phase III, in which all types of retinal
neurons either undergo degeneration or form aberrant synapses called microneuromas throughout
the retina (Humayun et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2003; Stone et al., 1992). Ectopic migration of the cells
is often detected in this phase (Marc et al., 2008). In some cases, retinal pigment epithelial cells that
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originally reside outside of the retina are found invading into the degenerating retina (Roberts et al.,
2017; Rodrigues et al., 1985). At the same time, the hypertrophic Müller glia fill the space left by dead
neurons, and the thickness of IPL is reduced due to neuronal cell death (Marc et al., 2003).
In summary, retinal degeneration in mammals is a process that directly and indirectly affects
every retinal cell types. Retinal function, metabolism and the structure are all compromised. The
vision loss is irreversible, and the retinal remodeling presents a great challenge to medical
intervention.

1.5 Reactive gliosis of the Müller cells to retinal degeneration
1.5.1 Responses of Müller glia to retinal degeneration
The common response of the retina to various stresses is the reactive gliosis of Müller glia. Müller
cells contact the cell body or the processes of every retinal cell type. Their roles in sensing and
modulating changes in retinal metabolism means Müller cells respond rapidly to retinal degeneration
(reviewed in (Bringmann and Wiedemann, 2012)).
When the mammalian retina is under stress, the Müller cells become hypertrophic. They
upregulate the expression of intermediate filament proteins, but downregulate ion channel
expression, resulting in a reduction in the efficiency of processing metabolic waste. The Müller cells
may also become proliferative and form a fibrotic layer separating the neural retina from RPE (Jones
et al., 2003). These responses are collectively categorized as reactive gliosis. The glial response to
retinal damage in lower vertebrates varies depending on the species. X. laevis Müller glia upregulate
the expression of IFPs, become hypertrophic and proliferative, and form glial scar after retinal
degeneration (Choi et al., 2011; Langhe et al., 2017; Martinez-De Luna et al., 2016). The Müller glia of
teleost fish also increase IFP expression and become proliferative after induced injury, but do not
form a glial scar. The lack of glial scar after CNS injury is consistently observed in fish (Baumgart et
al., 2012; Bignami and Dahl, 1976; Braisted et al., 1994; Kassen et al., 2007; Yurco and Cameron,
2005).
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The reactive gliosis spreads to the whole retina in mammals regardless if the original damage is
restricted to a local region, while in fish, the glial response is restricted to the injury site (Humphrey
et al., 1993; MacLaren, 1996; Song et al., 2003; Thomas et al., 2016). The upregulation of two
intermediate filament proteins, glial fibrillary acidic protein and vimentin, is commonly observed and
is routinely used as an indicator of Müller gliosis in histological study of retinal gliosis (Davidson et
al., 1990; MacLaren, 1996; Molnar et al., 1984).
Reactive gliosis changes the functions of Müller cells in multiple ways. The microglia activated by
retinal degeneration

partially modulate the release of trophic factors from Müller cells, which

indirectly enhances the survival of photoreceptors in stressed retina (Gupta et al., 2003; Harada et al.,
2002; Kassen et al., 2009; Langmann, 2007). Upon injury, the Müller glia increase the release of
ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF), which is suggested to have protective effects on the inner retinal
neurons (Honjo et al., 2000; Kirsch et al., 1997; Wahlin et al., 2001; Wahlin et al., 2000). Exogenous
CNTF suppresses the proliferation of Müller glia and promotes the survival of photoreceptors in the
damaged retina (Fischer et al., 2004b; Kassen et al., 2009).
Though the upregulation of intermediate filaments is commonly observed in different models of
retinal degeneration, some of the gliotic responses are more condition-specific. The downregulation
of inwardly rectifying potassium channel proteins, which disrupts the ion transport in gliotic Müller
cells, is observed in acute conditions like retinal detachment or neurotoxin induced cell ablation in
mammals and fish (Bringmann et al., 1999; Reichenbach et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2016; Ulbricht et
al., 2008). In contrast it is not observed in models of slow retinal degeneration (Felmy et al., 2001;
Iandiev et al., 2006). Although this observation suggests the downregulation of inwardly rectifying
potassium channel proteins may be affected by the speed of disease progression, it is observed in
retinas with diabetic retinopathy, which is a chronic condition (Bringmann et al., 2002). Therefore
the disease progression is not the only variable that activates the response. Additionally, increased
potassium in the retina due to the downregulation of inwardly rectifying potassium channel protein
in Müller cells may lead to glial proliferation (Bringmann et al., 1999; Reichelt et al., 1989)
Glutamate/ glutamine metabolism controlled by Müller cells is also affected in retinal gliosis. The
downregulation of glutamine synthetase (GS) is suggested to be a condition-specific response. GS
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downregulation has been reported in acute injury models in mammals and X. laevis, but not in slow
degeneration model (Grosche et al., 1995; Iandiev et al., 2006; Jablonski et al., 2001; Lewis et al.,
1989). Interestingly, the reduction of GS expression in Müller glia is not consistently observed in fish
with acute injuries in which the photoreceptor degeneration has been induced by a different means
(Thomas et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2001).

1.5.2 The role of Müller gliosis in progressive retinal degeneration
The effect of retinal gliosis has been extensively investigated. But whether it has protective or
destructive effect on the retina remains controversial. Increased expression of intermediate
filaments stiffens the Müller cells, possibly to strengthen retinal structure after the loss of retinal
neurons (Lu et al., 2011). However, the increased stiffness is suggested to inhibit the regrowth of
retinal neurites in recovery since the neurites may use softer glia for growth guidance in normal
condition (Anderson et al., 1986; Flanagan et al., 2002; Georges et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2010).
Additionally, the stiff scar is suggested to cause ectopic neurite and vessel growth (Jones et al., 2003;
Sethi et al., 2005).
The increased release of neurotrophic factors like CNTF or BNDF by the Müller cells during gliosis
may have protective effect to other retinal cells (Honjo et al., 2000; Peinado-Ramon et al., 1996).
However, the trophic factors from the Müller glia have paradoxical effect during retinal degeneration.
Reduced expression of BDNF correlates with enhanced photoreceptor survival in light damageinduced degeneration model (Wilson et al., 2007). The Müller cells upregulate the expression of
VEGF in early phase of diabetic retinopathy to counteract hypoxia caused by damaged blood vessel.
VEGF promotes neovascularization, but also promotes vascular permeability, causing retinal edema
that may lead to retinal detachment and vision loss (Murohara et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2010).
Müller cells express glutamine synthetase (GS) to synthesize glutamine from glutamate.

The

downregulation of GS expression in certain types of retinal degeneration thus disrupts the glutamate
metabolism in the retina. The expression of glutamate transporter of Müller glia, GLAST1/EAAT1, is
also known to be reduced in retinal degeneration (Barnett et al., 2001; Holcombe et al., 2008). These
changes may be responses to the loss of glutamate input due to photoreceptor degeneration. But in
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the case of acute retinal ischemia, in which the photoreceptors are intact, the reduction of GS activity
leads to accumulation of glutamate in the glia and extracellular space, increasing the likelihood of
glutamate toxicity in the retina (Napper et al., 1999).
In summary, reactive gliosis during retinal degeneration is a complicated combination of
responses that physically and chemically modify the local environment in the retina. The glial
response may be condition-specific, but the mechanism that distinguish the conditions from one
another remains to be determined.

1.6 The role of intermediate filament proteins in Müller gliosis
One of the hallmarks of retinal gliosis is the upregulation of intermediate filament proteins. The
upregulation of intermediate filaments is essential to the formation of glial scar (Lundkvist et al.,
2004). In addition to the commonly used glial markers, glial fibrillary acidic protein and vimentin,
other types of intermediate filaments, nestin and synemin have been reported to be upregulated
after retinal damage (Inman and Horner, 2007; Luna et al., 2010; Rodrigues et al., 1987; Xue et al.,
2006; Yang et al., 2015).
Intermediate filaments are cytoskeletal proteins that form filaments with an average diameter of
10nm, between the microfilaments (average 6nm) and myosin filaments (15nm) (reviewed in
(Herrmann and Aebi, 2016)). The IFPs are classified into six types by protein sequence homology
(reviewed in (Lowery et al., 2015)). Type I and type II are acidic and neutral/basic keratins, which
are usually expressed in epithelial cells. Type III intermediate filaments include desmin, GFAP,
vimentin and peripherin. Type IV are α-internexin and neurofilaments. Type V are nuclear lamins.
Type VI includes intermediate filaments that have low homology to type I to V proteins. Currently it
is suggested to group nestin, which used to be grouped as type IV, synemin, tanabin, transitin and
paranemin as type VI IFPs (Guérette et al., 2007).
IFP polymers are essential to maintain cellular structure, and the retina expresses various IFPs
(Chien and Liem, 1995; Jones and Schechter, 1987; Kong and Cho, 1999; Lohrke et al., 1995; Mayer et
al., 2003; Wakabayashi et al., 2011). The Müller glia express GFAP, vimentin and nestin, and the
upregulation of these IFPs in Müller glia is commonly observed in different retinal degeneration
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models (Chang et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 1989; Mayer et al., 2003; Wan et al., 2008). GFAP and
vimentin are routinely used as markers of Müller gliosis.
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the role of increased intermediate filament
expression during retinal degeneration. It has been suggested that the increase in intermediate
filament proteins is necessary to support the retinal structure following the death of retinal neurons
(Lundkvist et al., 2004). The expressions of nestin and synemin are both developmentally regulated
for cytoskeleton assembly in cell cycle (Chen et al., 2010; Chou et al., 2003; Tawk et al., 2003). Fisher
and colleagues suggest the re-expression of nestin and synemin may signify the Müller cells reverting
back to an immature state in preparation of de-differentiation and repair the damage (Luna et al.,
2010). The observation that the human retinal progenitor cells gradually decrease the expression of
vimentin and nestin as their proliferative ability declines with passaging implicates vimentin may
have a similar role in cell reprogramming (Schmitt et al., 2009).
How the intermediate filaments are upregulated in Müller glia is not well understood. Though
retinal astrocytes and Müller glia both upregulate the expression of GFAP during retinal
degeneration, these two types of glia appear to use different regulatory elements on the GFAP
promoter to control the protein expression (Fernández-Sánchez et al., 2015; Kuzmanovic et al., 2003;
Verderber et al., 1995). Recently, it is found that the transcription factor Lhx2 actively suppresses
gliotic response of Müller glia. The loss of Lhx2 induces upregulation of GFAP and vimentin but not
glial proliferation (de Melo et al., 2012). Lhx2 is known to suppress activation of GFAP promoter and
astrogliogenesis via Notch signaling pathway in hippocampus (Subramanian et al., 2011). The retina
may use the same pathway during Müller gliosis. The cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27 is
another molecule that represses GFAP expression in the Müller glia. p27 knock out mice showed
spontaneous GFAP upregulation and Müller cell hypertrophy (Vazquez-Chona et al., 2011). These
observations suggest that the increased expression of GFAP is correlated but not sufficient to induce
cell proliferation.
The expressions of GFAP and vimentin are regulated by trophic or growth factors.

CNTF and

TGF-β are known to stimulate GFAP expression in Müller cells (Fischer et al., 2004a; Hisatomi et al.,
2002; Sarthy et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2002; Xue et al., 2011). Since Müller glia express CNTF in
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injured retina, the expression of GFAP in Müller cells may be autoregulated (Ju et al., 1999; Roesch et
al., 2012). However, a single-cell Affymetrix screen of Müller glia in degenerating retina did not find
the correlation of GFAP and CNTF expression, suggesting other regulatory mechanism may be
needed, or such a response to CNTF is not homogeneous among the Müller cells during retinal
degeneration (Roesch et al., 2012).
In vitro analysis indicates serum or platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) upregulates vimentin
expression (Ferrari et al., 1986). PDGF is enriched in serum, and its level in the vitreous increases in
patients with diabetic retinopathy (Antoniades and Scher, 1977; Freyberger et al., 2000; Mudhar et
al., 1993). The breakdown of blood-retina barrier during retinal degeneration changes retinal PDGF
level, which is sensed by PDGF receptor-expressing Müller cells during retinal degeneration, and
increases the expression of intermediate filaments in Müller glia (Cunha-Vaz et al., 2011; Qaum et al.,
2001). It is not known if other intermediate filaments expressed by the Müller cells are affected by
similar mechanism during retinal gliosis, and if other signaling molecules can control the expression
of GFAP or vimentin are still questions to be answered.
The expression of GFAP and vimentin is suggested to regulate the immune response of the injured
retina (Livne-Bar et al., 2016; Nakazawa et al., 2007). Nakazawa et al. reported that mice deficient for
GFAP and vimentin had attenuated c-fos and Erk signaling after retinal detachment.
Pharamacologically inhibiting the formation of intermediate filament using the vimentin-specific
small molecule withaferin A in the retina blocks apoptosis mediated by TNF-α, a cytokine that is part
of inflammatory response (Bargagna-Mohan et al., 2007; Livne-Bar et al., 2016).
The effect of IFPs on glutamate metabolism in the Müller cells is not as well-studied. It is known
that the expression of glutamate transporter GLAST1/EAAT1 is enriched in normal Müller glia but its
function is compromised during retinal degeneration (Barnett et al., 2001; Holcombe et al., 2008).
Studies on brain GFAP expression indicate the lack of GFAP reduces the expression of
GLAST1/EAAT1, and GFAP is reported to anchor GLAST1/EAAT1 in the cell membrane (Hughes et
al., 2004; Sullivan et al., 2007). However, the upregulation of IFPs in genetically induced Müller
gliosis does not change the glutamate/ glutamine metabolism in intact retina (Vazquez-Chona et al.,
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2011). Overall, the data suggests that the disruption of glutamate metabolism in the gliotic retina
may not be a direct result of upregulated IFPs.
The glial scar has long been regarded as a major obstacle to treat CNS injury for it blocks the
injury site from other parts of the retina (reviewed in (Silver and Miller, 2004)). Intermediate
filament content plays a major role in the Müller glia hypertrophy and the formation of glial scar
(Bargagna-Mohan et al., 2010; Nakazawa et al., 2007). Genetically removing GFAP and vimentin not
only attenuates the glial response to retinal injury but also provides a more permissive environment
for integration of retinal transplant, a potential method of treating retinal degeneration (Kinouchi et
al., 2003; Verardo et al., 2008). However, the expression of IFPs does not always have negative effect
to the retina. Retinal explants from mice that expressed different amount of GFAP suggests that GFAP
supports neurite outgrowth (Toops et al., 2012).
In conclusion, the expression of IFPs in retinal gliosis has paradoxical effect on the retina.
Currently, it is suggested that the upregulation of IFPs may be involved in regulating immune
responses and providing structural support. GFAP binds to GLAST1/EAAT1, but may not be directly
involved in mediating the glutamate metabolism in the retina. The mechanisms that regulate
expression of intermediate filaments and the effect the intermediate filaments during gliosis in
different models are still to be understood. In order to further our understanding of retinal gliosis in
different species, I addressed the hypothesis that the glial response, specifically the expression of the
IFPs, in X. laevis retinal degeneration model is different from mammals in the second chapter of this
dissertation.

1.7

X. laevis as a model organism of photoreceptor degeneration

Various animal models have been developed to study rod-initiated retinal degeneration. These
models include naturally occurring and transgenic mammals and lower vertebrates (reviewed in
(Fauser et al., 2002)).
Each species has its distinct advantage with respect to studying retinal degeneration. Powerful
genetic tools are available for rodents and zebrafish, allowing studies on various genetic mutations
that cause RP in humans in the hope of developing successful treatment. Rodent retinas respond to
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photoreceptor degeneration in a manner similar to human, with the irreversible, progressive retinal
degeneration following rod loss characterized in multiple models (Lu et al., 2013; Zabel et al., 2016).
In contrast to rat and mouse models, progressive retinal degeneration and glial scar are not
observed in zebrafish. Zebrafish maintains different populations of stem cells in the retina to
generate cells for retinal growth (Raymond et al., 2006). Following injury, Müller glia in zebrafish
retina serve as the retinal stem cells instead of forming glial scar, and readily regenerate retinal
neurons (Bernardos et al., 2007). Analysis on how fish Müller glia de-differentiate to become retinal
progenitor cells has elucidated some of the molecular components that may play the critical role in
retinal regeneration (Gorsuch and Hyde, 2014; Meyers et al., 2012; Morris et al., 2008; Nelson et al.,
2012).
Compared to these aforementioned species, the pseudotetraploidity of Xenopus laevis renders it a
less advantageous genetic model (Chesneau et al., 2008; Hellsten et al., 2007). However, the
characterization of X. laevis opsin promoter enables robust transgene expression in the rod
photoreceptors. Several groups have successfully generated X. laevis rod degeneration models to
provide insights into retinal degeneration in a species that can also regenerate the retina robustly
(Batni et al., 1996; Choi et al., 2011; Knox et al., 1998; Martinez-De Luna et al., 2011; Tam et al., 2013;
Tam et al., 2014; Tam et al., 2006; Yoshii et al., 2007).
Our lab previously reported the loss of cones following rod ablation in the transgenic X. laevis
model Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB)(Choi et al., 2011). Using F1 tadpoles generated from one founder female,
Choi et al. demonstrated secondary loss of cones following prolonged rod ablation, consistent to the
response observed in mammalian retina. Hypertrophy of Müller cell was first detected in the inner
retina, then the hypertrophic processes gradually invaded subretinal space, forming a glial scar.
Despite of the progressive degeneration, the authors observed regeneration of rods when the
animals were given recovery.
Retinal remodeling during retinal degeneration presents the technical challenge of preserving
retinal circuitry. It is of interest to understand how regenerative species like X. laevis re-establish the
synapses between the photoreceptors and the interneurons and why it is capable of retinal
regeneration.
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In summary, retinal degeneration initiated by loss of photoreceptors is an irreversible and
progressive process in the mammals. To elucidate the mechanism of progressive degeneration and
explore treatment options and the potential of regenerating lost neurons in mammalian retina,
animal models of different advantages are needed. X. laevis is a model organism that is capable of
regenerating retinal cells robustly but also shows signs of progressive retinal degeneration.
In the follow-up study that further extends the induced rod ablation treatment, it is found that the
efficiency of rod regeneration is reduced (Fig.1.7A-C). The dendrites of a subgroup of bipolar cells
retract from the OPL (Fig.1.7E, arrowheads) and form microneuroma-like structures observed in
phase III of progressive degeneration (Fig.1.7F, arrowheads)(Choi and Zuber, unpublished)(Marc et
al., 2003). It is thus possible to gain more insight on progressive degeneration and the requirement
for successful regeneration using this model organism.
In this dissertation, I present the data describing:
1.

The expression of intermediate filament proteins in gliotic Müller cells using two X. laevis

models of retinal damage.
2.

The development and characterization of a transgenic X. laevis model using mouse Grm6

promoter to label retinal bipolar cells.
3.

The usability of F2 Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) animals to continue investigating progressive retinal

degeneration in X. laevis.
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Figures:
(A)

(B)

Fig.1.1 Schematic of an adult human eye and section view of the retina
(A) Modified from the work by Rhcastilhos of English Wikipedia. The original image is released into the
public domain. (B)Image is adapted from Webvision, http://webvision.med.utah.edu/
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Fig.1.2 structure of a rod photoreceptor
Modified from the work by Kosigrim of English Wikipedia. The original image is released into the public domain.
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(A)

(B)

Fig.1.3 Schematic of retinal bipolar cells and synapse
(A) The axon terminal of a cone photoreceptors. The invaginated synaptic triad is formed with processes of
two horizontal cells (HC) that express ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluR/Gri), and dendrites of on
bipolar cells, which express metabotropic glutamate receptor 6 (mGlur6/Grm6). The off bipolar cells
synapse to the flattened base of the cone pedicle. Off bipolar cells also use ionotropic receptors
(iGluR/Gri) to sense the change of glutamate released by the photoreceptors.
(B) Morphology of selected types of retinal bipolar cells. The branching patterns of bipolar cells dendrites in
the outer plexiform layer vary among the types.

The axons of OFF bipolar cells ramify in the distal OFF

layer of inner plexiform layer, while the axons of the ON bipolar cells ramify in proximal ON layer.
Images are adapted from Webvision, http://webvision.med.utah.edu/
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(A)

(B)

Fig.1.4 Müller glia in X. laevis retina
(A) Golgi staining of Müller glia in retinas of different species. (B) The Müller glia are labeled by

anti-glutamate synthetase antibody in red fluorescence. It is visible that the processes span the
thickness of the retina. The endfeet of Müller glia form a continuous membrane beyond the GCL,
separating the retina from the vitreous. The cell bodies of Müller glia are visible in the INL. Fig.1.4A
is adapted from Image is adapted from Webvision, http://webvision.med.utah.edu/
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A
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A

A

Type B1
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Table 1.1: classification of bipolar cells in macaque and mouse retina (Ghosh et al., 2004;
Haverkamp et al., 2003b; Tsukamoto and Omi, 2014; Tsukamoto and Omi, 2016)
Macaque and mouse have 12 identified types of bipolar cells.
Abbreviations:
RB: rod bipolar cells
DB: diffuse bipolar cells
IMB: invaginating midget bipolar cells
BB: blue bipolar cells
GB: giant bipolar cells
FMB: flat midget bipolar cells
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Fig.1.5 Ionotropic glutamate receptors (Gri) and metabotropic glutamate receptors (Grm) regulate gated
channel via different means.
Gris directly gate the ion channels, while Grms regulate the channel via G protein-mediated cascade.
Image is adapted from Webvision, http://webvision.med.utah.edu/
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Fig. 1.6 Upregulation of vimentin in a degenerating X. laevis retina
Transgenic Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) tadpoles that expressed nitroreductase (NTR) in the rods were
treated with metronidazole (Mtz) for seven days. NTR converted Mtz to cytotoxic substance which
ablates the rod photoreceptors (red). (A) Wild type tadpole treated with Mtz and (B) transgenic
tadpole treated with DMSO vehicle solution had low vimentin expression in Müller glia (green). (C)
Transgenic retinas that lost the rods had upregulated vimentin expression.
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Fig.1.7 Prolonged Mtz treatment prevented regeneration of rods after recovery and dendrite
retraction of bipolar cells.
(A) Wild type sibling of transgenic Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) (XOPNTR) tadpoles had healthy rod
photoreceptors labeled by anti-transducin antibody (red). The nuclei were stained by DAPI
(blue). (B) A Retinal section of a transgenic treated with Mtz for 35 days. No transducin positive
cell is observed in the retina besides of the CMZ. (C) Retinal section of a transgenic tadpole that
was treated with Mtz for 35 days and recovered in drug-free environment for thirty days. No
transducin positive cell was observed besides of the CMZ. Boxed regions: magnified views of the
sections. (D)Wild type retina that was treated with Mtz for 50 days. The section was stained with
bipolar cell marker anti-calretinin (green). Arrows: dendrites of bipolar cells. (E-F) Retinal
sections of two transgenic tadpoles that were treated with Mtz for 50 days. Arrowheads: possible
formation of microneuroma by retracted dendrites of bipolar cells.
The samples were processed and imaged by Dr. Rene Choi.
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Chapter 2 Müller glia reactivity follows
retinal injury despite the absence of the glial
fibrillary acidic protein gene in Xenopus
2.1 Introduction
Müller cells are the major glial cells in the retina. Their processes span the whole thickness of the
retina, forming contacts with all retinal cell types (reviewed in (Bringmann and Wiedemann, 2012)).
Müller glia maintain the metabolism (Derouiche and Rauen, 1995; Iandiev et al., 2008; Rauen et al.,
1998) and help to protect the retinal structure against mechanical forces (Lundkvist et al., 2004;
Verardo et al., 2008), possibly as shock absorbers (Lu et al., 2006). The viscoelasticity of the Müller
cells against the mechanical forces is correlated to the expression level of intermediate filament
proteins (IFP) (Lu et al., 2011).
Intermediate filament proteins are one of the main components of cytoskeleton.

IFPs are

assembly blocks that form filaments of homopolymers or heteropolymers (Quinlan and Franke,
1983) to provide structural support in various tissues including muscle, skin and retina (Chan et al.,
1994; Li et al., 1997; Lundkvist et al., 2004). There are over 70 known IFP-coding genes found in
mammals (reviewed in (Lowery et al., 2015)), and are categorized into six subtypes based on
sequence homology and protein structure. The structure of IFPs includes a head domain, a conserved
alpha-helical rod domain and a highly variable tail domain.
Type I and type II IFPs are acidic and basic keratins that form obligatory heteropolymers in
epithelial cells (reviewed in (Fuchs, 1995)). Type III IFPs include vimentin (VIM), glial fibrillary acidic
protein (GFAP), peripherin (PRPH) and desmin (DES). These proteins form homopolymers or
heteropolymers (Quinlan and Franke, 1983). Type IV IFPs are α-internexin (INA), neurofilaments,
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synemin and syncoilin. Type V are lamins, and nestin (NES) is categorized as type VI IFP(Guérette et
al., 2007).
The retinal Müller glia express several IFPs, including type III VIM, GFAP, PRPH, type IV INA, and
type VI NES (Liu et al., 2013; Roesch et al., 2008; Roesch et al., 2012; Xue et al., 2006; Zhao and Szaro,
1997). The expression levels of these IFPs in the retina are developmentally regulated and affected
by physiological stress (Ly et al., 2011; Mizutani et al., 1998). Upregulation of VIM and GFAP are
immunohistochemical hallmarks of retinal gliosis upon the occurrence of retinal stress due to injury
or disease (reviewed in (Bringmann et al., 2009)).
Reactive gliosis in the retina is a combination of glial responses that include cell proliferation,
changes in ion channel expression, transmitter reuptake, cell dedifferentiation and IFP upregulation.
With physiological stress, the Müller glial cells rapidly become reactive (Geller et al., 1995; Kim et al.,
2013). For example, the upregulation of gfap transcript is observed as early as 18 hours post-damage
in zebrafish (Thomas et al., 2016).
The function of Müller gliosis has been a long-standing debate. Müller cells may become
proliferative during gliosis (Joly et al., 2011; Lewis et al., 2010). Depending on the species, Müller glia
differentiate to serve as retinal progenitors that replace the lost cells (Bernardos et al., 2007), or
form a glial scar (Lewis et al., 2010). The glial scars formed by Müller cells is suggested to protect
surviving cells from immune response, similar to glial scars found in other types of the CNS injury
(Bush et al., 1999). But it is also thought to be a barrier preventing neurite growth or transplant
integration (Anderson et al., 1986; Johnson et al., 2010; Kinouchi et al., 2003; Thummel et al., 2008b).
The increased expression of GFAP and VIM stiffens Müller glia against mechanical stress (Lu et al.,
2011), and may reduce the likelihood of newborn neurons using the glia as axon guidance (Lu et al.,
2006). Studies using Gfap/Vim knockout mice show that glial hypertrophy and scar formation are
reduced following retinal injury (Nakazawa et al., 2007; Verardo et al., 2008).
Though reactive gliosis may be detrimental to degenerating retina, the glial responses to retinal
degeneration is observed in non-regenerative as well as regenerative species. Restricted and mild
upregulation of Gfap and Vim is observed in a reptile optic nerve transection model (Romero-Alemán
et al., 2013), incontrast to the progression and extensive damage observed in mammalian retinas
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(Fernández-Sánchez et al., 2015; Goel and Dhingra, 2012). The light-damaged fish retina also shows
signs of retinal gliosis, including the upregulation of Gfap (Thomas et al., 2016). However, the
upregulation of Gfap in zebrafish does not persist. gfap expression is reduced even when the fish are
continuously exposed to light intensities that induces photoreceptor degeneration. Regenerated
photoreceptors are observed three days following the light treatment (Thummel et al., 2008a).
Our lab previously reported Müller gliosis in a X. laevis model of inducible rod ablation. Though
the animals are able to regenerate lost photoreceptors, Müller cell hypertrophy and upregulation of
vimentin were observed after rod ablation (Choi et al., 2011). The hypertrophy of Müller cells
worsened when rod ablation is extended, and the regeneration of rods become less robust (Choi,
unpublished). These results suggest a negative correlation between IFP expression in Müller cells
and the regenerative ability.
While characterizing the retinal gliosis observed in X. laevis, we discover X. laevis lacks the gfap
gene. Phylogenetic analysis suggests a deletion event occurred approximately 290 million years ago
when the anura diverged from the last common ancestor of anura and caudate lineages diverged.
Previously reported Gfap expression in X. laevis therefore was likely due to a cross reactivity of the
polyclonal anti-GFAP antibody to other type III and IV IFPs of X. laevis. Post-injury upregulation of
vimentin and peripherin suggest these two IFPs may substitute for Gfap in X. laevis Müller glia during
the gliotic response.
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Abstract
Intermediate filament proteins are structural components of the cellular cytoskeleton with celltype specific expression and function. Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) is a type III intermediate
filament protein and is up-regulated in glia of the nervous system in response to injury and during
neurodegenerative diseases. In the retina, GFAP levels are dramatically increased in Müller glia and
are thought to play a role in the extensive structural changes resulting in Müller cell hypertrophy and
glial scar formation. In spite of similar changes to the morphology of Xenopus Müller cells following
injury, we found that Xenopus lack a gfap gene. Other type III intermediate filament proteins were
induced following rod photoreceptor ablation and retinal ganglion cell axotomy. The recently
available X. tropicalis and X. laevis genomes indicate a small deletion most likely resulted in the loss
of the gfap gene during evolution. Lastly, a survey of representative species from all three extant
amphibian orders including the Anura (frogs, toads), Caudata (salamanders, newts), and
Gymnophiona (caecilians) suggests that deletion of the gfap locus occurred after the common
ancestor of the Anura and Caudata. Our results demonstrate that extensive changes in Müller cell
morphology following retinal injury do not require GFAP in Xenopus, and other type III intermediate
filament proteins may be involved in the gliotic response.

Introduction
Intermediate filaments (IFs) are constituents of the cell cytoskeleton. IFs are composed of one or
more intermediate filament proteins (IFPs), a large family consisting of over 70 genes in humans
(Lowery et al., 2015; Szeverenyi et al., 2008). Vertebrate IFPs are currently categorized into six
different classes based on their sequence homology and structural motifs (Gray et al., 2015;
Szeverenyi et al., 2008). Class I and II IFPs are the acidic and basic keratins and include over 50
genes. Class III proteins are most commonly expressed in the nervous system or muscle and include
Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP), Vimentin (VIM), Peripherin (PRPH), and Desmin (DES). Class IV
IFPs are expressed mostly in neurons and include the neurofilaments, α-Internexin (INA), and Nestin
(NES). Class V and VI are the nuclear lamins that form intranuclear filaments and two beaded
filament structural proteins in the lens, respectively. As part of the cytoskeleton, IFPs provide
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mechanical support for the cell. Recent accumulating evidence suggests that IFPs also function in
other ways: organelle stabilization, cell migration, mechanotransduction, and signal transduction
(Chernoivanenko et al., 2015; Goldman et al., 1996; Guo et al., 2014; Helfand et al., 2003; Ivaska et al.,
2007; Matveeva et al., 2015).
The Class III IFPs, GFAP and VIM, are key players in reactive gliosis, a response to injury and
disease thought to be an attempt to protect neural tissues from further damage. In the retina, Müller
glia become reactive following injury and in the course of retinal degenerations. Müller cell gliosis is
a complex response that involves changes in cell physiology, gene expression, and morphology.
Although restricted gliosis is proposed to benefit the damaged retina, extensive, proliferative gliosis
has the opposite effect, contributing to further retinal degeneration (Bringmann et al., 2006;
Bringmann et al., 2009; Bringmann and Wiedemann, 2012). An early and prominent molecular
change in response to retinal injury or disease is the upregulation of GFAP and VIM (Bignami and
Dahl, 1979; Davidson et al., 1990; Erickson et al., 1987; Grosche et al., 1997; Lewis et al., 1989; Okada
et al., 1990). Evidence suggests that excess expression of these IFPs results in glial scar formation,
which drives abnormal retinal remodeling and inhibits regeneration of the damaged tissue.
Consistent with this idea, Gfap-/-/Vim-/- double knockout mice exhibit reduced reactive gliosis in the
spinal cord and improved axonal regeneration in the hypothalamus following injury (Menet et al.,
2003; Wilhelmsson et al., 2004). Gfap-/-/Vim-/- mice also displayed reduced Müller cell gliosis
following retinal detachment or photoreceptor degeneration, and cells transplanted into the Gfap-//Vim-/- retina migrate, integrate and form neurites more efficiently than in wild-type controls
(Kinouchi et al., 2003; Nakazawa et al., 2007; Verardo et al., 2008). Together, these results
underscore a functional importance for IFs during reactive gliosis.
Class III Vim, Prph, Des, and Class IV Ina and Nes have been identified in X. laevis. As in other
vertebrates, X. laevis Vim is expressed in cells of mesenchymal origin including the gut connective
tissue (Herrmann et al., 1989a; Sharpe, 1988). In the nervous system, Vim is first detected at the time
of neural tube closure, and its expression increases in the nervous system during development (Dent
et al., 1989). Des expression is restricted to the muscles, and Ina to neurons (Herrmann et al., 1989b;
Zhao and Szaro, 1997a). The expression patterns of X. laevis and mammalian prph however, are
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distinct. While both Xenopus and mouse prph are expressed in axon-elaborating postmitotic neurons,
Xenopus prph is also expressed in radial glia and in regions of the nervous system actively
proliferating (Gervasi et al., 2000). The transcriptional expression pattern of Xenopus gfap has not
been reported. Multiple reports have described a GFAP or GFAP-like protein expression patterns in
Xenopus using immunohistochemistry. However, cross-reactivity of mammalian GFAP antibodies
with Xenopus IFPs, and large differences in the molecular mass of putative Xenopus and known
mammalian GFAP proteins have been noted and bring into question the identity of the detected
proteins (Godsave et al., 1986; Messenger and Warner, 1989; Szaro and Gainer, 1988).
We previously reported that X. laevis Müller glia undergo hypertrophy, and form a glial scar in
response to rod photoreceptor ablation (Choi et al., 2011). Although GFAP-like immunoreactivity is
observed in the normal and injured retina, we present evidence demonstrating commonly used GFAP
antibodies recognize multiple X. laevis IFPs, including Vim, Prph, Des, and Ina. The recently available
X. tropicalis and X. laevis genomes indicate the gfap locus was most likely lost due to a small deletion.
A survey of the three extant amphibian orders suggests gfap was most likely lost after the last
common ancestor shared by the Caudata and Anura. Using two injury paradigms (rod photoreceptor
ablation and retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axotomy), we show that X. laevis Müller glia upregulate vim
and prph suggesting, in the absence of Gfap, Vim and/or Prph, may participate in the Müller glia
response in X. laevis.

Methods
Animals
Xenopus embryos were obtained by in vitro fertilization following standard protocols and
developmental stages were determined according to (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1994). XOPNTR
(Xl.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB)zuber) transgenic tadpoles were obtained by fertilization of eggs from F2 females
with wild-type sperm. Generation of XOPNTR transgenic line was previously described (Choi et al.,
2011). The Committee for the Humane Use of Animals at SUNY Upstate Medical University approved
all procedures.
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Metronidazole-induced rod ablation, genotyping and axotomy
Metronidazole (Mtz) treatments and genotyping were done as previously described (Choi et al.,
2011). Axotomy was performed on one eye of anesthetized stage 50 embryos using forceps and a 26gauge needle and collected at 1 and 3 days post-axotomy (Viczian and Zuber, 2014).
Degenerate PCR for identification of GFAP and Vimentin orthologs
Genomic DNA was isolated using DNAeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). GFAP and
Vimentin primers were designed to conserved sequence regions specific to GFAP or Vimentin (Table
S8). Cycling conditions for the first round of PCR were an initial denaturation step at 95ºC for 3 min,
40 cycles of denaturing at 95ºC for 30 sec, annealing at 42ºC-56ºC (see Table S9 and S10) for 30 sec,
extension at 72ºC for 30 sec, and a final extension step at 72ºC for 5 min. Second round nested PCR
amplification was performed using the first PCR reaction diluted 1:10 as template with cycling
conditions identical to the first round PCR. Annealing temperatures used are listed in Tables S9 and
S10. All PCR products of the expected amplicon size were gel extracted, TA cloned, and verified by
sequencing.
Phylogenetic and molecular evolution analysis
When referring to the gene/mRNA or protein of a specific species the symbol convention for that
species is used. When referring to multiple species with distinct symbol conventions, we have used
gfap and GFAP for gene/mRNA and proteins, respectively. Nucleotide sequences of all clones
obtained were aligned using TranslatorX (Abascal et al., 2005) using MAFFT version 7.245 (Katoh et
al., 2002; Katoh and Toh, 2008) to compute the protein alignments. Obvious alignment ambiguities
and frame shifts were checked and corrected by hand. Deduced amino acid alignments of clone
nucleotide sequences were profile-aligned to the master amino acid alignment containing IFP
sequences, as well as transcriptomic sequence data of caecilian species from an unpublished, ongoing
project by DSM. The best-fit model of amino acid substitution was then determined with ProtTest
version 3.4 (Abascal et al., 2005; Darriba et al., 2011) using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
JTT (Jones et al., 1992) + Γ (Yang, 1994) + I (Reeves, 1992) were selected.
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The resulting alignment was analyzed using maximum likelihood (ML; Felsenstein, 1981) and
Bayesian inference (BI; Huelsenbeck et al., 2001), which are currently the standard methods for
molecular phylogenetic inference (reviewed in San Mauro and Agorreta, 2010). Analyses were run on
the CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller et al., 2010). ML analyses were performed with RAxML version
8.2.4 (Stamatakis, 2006) using the rapid hill-climbing algorithm (Stamatakis et al., 2007). BI analyses
were performed with MrBayes version 3.2.6 (Ronquist et al., 2012) conducting two independent
MCMC runs (with four chains each) for 10 million generations, sampling every 1000 generations, and
discarding the first 25% of samples as burn-in. Adequate convergence of the BI runs was judged by
plots of scores versus generation time, low standard deviation of split frequencies, as well as
convergence diagnostics (Estimated Sample Size [ESS], Potential Scale Reduction Factor [PSRF]), as
implemented in MrBayes. Support for internal branches was evaluated by non-parametric
bootstrapping with 1,000 replicates (RAxML) and posterior probabilities (MrBayes).
Plasmid construction
Mouse Gfap variant 2 (IMAGE; NM_010277; MmGFAP.pGEM-T) (advertised as variant 1) was
obtained from Sino Biologicals, Inc (Beijing, China). X. laevis des.S (IMAGE: 5514607; NM_001093564;
XlaDesmin.pCMVSport6), peripherin (IMAGE: 5543232; NM_001087060; Xla.Pprh.pCMVSport6), and
vim.L (IMAGE: 4888155; NM_001087439; Xla.Vim-a.pCMVSport6) were obtained from Source
Bioscience (Nottingham, UK). X. laevis ina.L (NM_001087060; Xla.Ina.pGEM4) was kindly provided by
B. Szaro (Zhao and Szaro, 1997a). The coding sequence for each intermediate filament protein was
PCR amplified using the primers listed in Table S8, TA cloned, and sequence verified. Coding
sequences were then excised and ligated in frame into pCS2+MT. All plasmids and sequences are
available upon request. Xla.Nestin.pBSKS- was kindly provided by R. Harland (Hemmati-Brivanlou et
al., 1992).
RNA synthesis and microinjection
Capped RNAs were synthesized in vitro from NotI linearized plasmids using the SP6 mMessage
Machine Kit (Ambion/ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). cRNAs were injected (500 pg) into
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both blastomeres at the 2-cell stage or into one dorsal blastomere at the 4-cell stage and cultured to
stage 15 or 35/36.
Probes and in situ hybridization
Digoxigenin (DIG) labeled antisense riboprobes were in vitro transcribed from
XlaDesmin.pGEMTEZ (NcoI, SP6), XlaPrph.pGEMTEZ (NcoI, SP6), XlaVim-a.pGEMTEZ (NcoI, SP6),
XlaIna.pGEMTEZ (NcoI, SP6), and Xla.Nestin.pBSKS- (NotI, T7) (Hemmati-Brivanlou et al., 1992)
using RNA Polymerase Plus (Ambion/ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) according to
manufacturer’s instructions. In situ hybridization on tissue sections was performed as previously
described (Hemmati-Brivanlou et al., 1992; Matsuda and Kondoh, 2014; Viczian et al., 2006).
Immunohistochemistry
Tadpoles were euthanized as previously described (Choi et al., 2011). Dissected eyes and tailbud
stage embryos were fixed in Dent’s overnight at -20ºC, rehydrated in PBS, embedded in 15% cold
water fish gelatin/15% sucrose, and cryostat sectioned (16 µm). Immunohistochemistry was done as
previously described (Martinez-De Luna et al., 2013; Viczian et al., 2003). A complete list of
antibodies and dilutions at which they were used are in Supplementary Tables S11 and S12.
Western blotting
Injected stage 15 embryos were lysed and protein extracted using intermediate filament
enriching buffer (Szaro and Gainer, 1988) and protease inhibitors were replaced with cOmplete
protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and PhosphoSTOP phosphatase inhibitor
cocktail (Roche, Basel, Switzerland). Samples were centrifuged at 16,000 X g for 90 minutes and
supernatant and pellet fractions were collected. Amount of total protein was determined using Pierce
660nm protein assay kit according to manufacturer’s instructions (ThermoFisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA). For chemiluminescence detection, 10 µg of supernatant or 30 µg of pellet fractions
were separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred, and stained per antibody specifications as previously
described (Wong et al., 2015). Images were captured by Gel Doc and quantified using Image Lab 5.0
(BioRad). For fluorescence-based detection, 30-90 µg of pellet fractions were used, blots were
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blocked using Odyssey Blocking Buffer and stained per manufacturer’s instructions (Li-Cor, Lincoln,
NE). Images were captured using ODYSSEY CLx and signal quantitation was done with Image Studio
4.0 (Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE). Complete list of primary and secondary antibodies used are listed in Tables
S11 and S12.
Image acquisition and processing
Images were collected using the 20X HC PLAN APO (0.7NA) objective lens on a conventional
Leica DM6000 B upright microscope (Leica Microsystems, Bannockburn, IL) fitted with a Retiga SRV
camera (Q-Imaging, Surrey, BC, Canada). Tissue sections were scanned using a motorized XY stage
then stitched together using Volocity Software version 6.3 (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA).

Results
GFAP-like immunoreactivity in Müller Glia following retinal injuries.
GFAP expression and reactive gliosis is induced in mammalian Müller glia following injury and
during retinal degeneration. Following rod photoreceptor ablation in X. laevis, the R5 antibody labels
filamentous components of Müller cells in a pattern reminiscent of GFAP (Choi et al., 2011; Sakaguchi
et al., 1989). Unfortunately, the epitope for R5 is unknown (Dräger et al., 1984). In an attempt to
determine if X. laevis Müller cells upregulate Gfap expression in response to rod ablation, we treated
stage 50 XOPNTR tadpoles with Metronidazole (Mtz) for 17 days (when gliosis is severe Choi et al.,
2011), and stained retinal sections using two commercially available anti-GFAP antibodies. The GFAP
pAb (Dako, Product Number Z0334) and GFAP mAb (Sigma-Aldrich, clone G-A-5, Product Number
G3893) both faintly stained the retinas of wild-type (untreated as well as Mtz-treated) and untreated
XOPNTR tadpoles (Fig. 1A-E, G). Stained structures were filamentous and spanned the retina,
consistent with the morphology of Müller glia. The GFAP pAb and mAb staining patterns were not
identical however. In addition to the Müller glia, the GFAP pAb labelled both the inner and outer
plexiform layers, while the GFAP mAb was much more restricted to the Müller glia and their
processes (Compare Fig. 1A, E, I to C, G and K). Following rod ablation, there was a dramatic increase
in the GFAP pAb and mAb immunoreactivity, which extended well into the outer nuclear and
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ganglion cell layers (Fig. 1E, G versus F, H). To determine if an upregulation of GFAP-like
immunoreactivity was also observed following retinal axotomy, we unilaterally severed the axons of
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in age matched wild-type tadpoles. Although much less pronounced
than the response to rod ablation, GFAP-like immunoreactivity was clearly induced when the
unoperated and operated sides of the same tadpoles were compared (Fig. 1I, K versus J, L). The
increase in immunoreactivity was particularly obvious in the ganglion cell layer, where Müller glia
endfeet are located (asterisks in Fig. 1I, K versus J, L). As with untreated and unoperated retinas, the
staining pattern of the GFAP pAb and mAb in injured retinas were not identical (Fig. 1J versus L).
Although the GFAP mAb staining pattern appeared restricted to the Müller glia and their endfeet in
the RGC layer (Fig. 1L), an increase in GFAP pAb immunoreactivity was also evident in retinal
ganglion cells (Fig. 1J). Together, these results indicate that retinal injury via rod photoreceptor
ablation or RGC axotomy results in an increase in GFAP pAb and mAb immunoreactivity within
Müller cells, but also indicates the GFAP pAb and mAb staining patterns are distinct, suggesting that
they may not recognize the same antigen(s).
No Xenopus gfap transcript or protein sequences annotated in public databases.
We attempted to identify gfap transcripts that would allow us to confirm the upregulation of
Gfap following injury (Fig. 1). However, blastn, blastp and tblastn searches of the NCBI
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and Ensembl databases (www.ensembl.org/) using the reference nucleotide
and protein sequences (including isoforms) of the human, mouse, chicken and zebrafish GFAP failed
to identify any X. laevis Gfap ortholog. The most similar reference transcripts and proteins coded for
the Xenopus laevis Type III Intermediate Filament Proteins (IFPs) vimentin (Vim), desmin (Des),
peripherin (Prph) and Type IV internexin neuronal intermediate filament protein, alpha (Ina; Table
S1). A search of all available X. laevis ESTs (at NCBI and Xenbase http://xenbase.org/) also failed to
identify any gfap transcripts (not shown). Similarly, we were unable to identify any nucleotide or
protein sequence corresponding to a Xenopus tropicalis Gfap ortholog (not shown). Although X. laevis
and X. tropicalis Unigene records for vim, des, prph and ina were identified, none exist for gfap (Table
S1).
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To identify regions conserved among GFAP orthologs, we aligned the human, mouse, chicken,
green anole (Anolis carolinensis), X. tropicalis, X. laevis, and zebrafish, IFPs GFAP, VIM, DES, PRPH and
INA, as well as their isoforms. The GFAP consensus contains five regions, ranging in size from 6 to 31
sequential residues that are invariant among GFAP orthologs, but vary at one or more positions in
the IFPs VIM, DES, PRPH and/or INA (Figure 2A and S1). No X. laevis nor X. tropicalis protein or
mRNA sequence was identified that included all of these GFAP consensus regions including the
glutamine (Q) and leucine (L) residues that are invariant and unique to GFAP orthologs (Figure 2A,
S1 and not shown).
We identified multiple unnamed X. laevis and X. tropicalis protein (and translated DNA) records
with similarity to the GFAP consensus sequence (Table S1 and not shown). To determine if one or
more of these unnamed sequences might be Gfap, we aligned the 17 most highly similar to GFAP,
with the GFAP orthologs from human, mouse, chicken, green anole, and zebrafish. None of the
unnamed sequences contained the complete GFAP consensus sequence (Figure S2). We also built
phylogenetic trees to compare the relative similarity of the unnamed records to GFAP orthologs and
other Xenopus IFPs. None of the unnamed records grouped in the GFAP clade, rather, all showed
greater sequence similarity to other Xenopus IFPs including Type I and II keratins, Type IV
neurofilaments, and Type V lamins in addition to the IFPs described above (Fig. 2B). Clade
assignments were recovered (often with high support) irrespective of the alignment algorithm
(Clustal Omega, MAFFT or MUSCLE), method of inference (Bayesian inference or Maximum
likelihood) or if GBlocks masking was used prior to alignment (Fig. 2B and Supplementary Figs. S3 S14).
The GFAP gene in human consists of 9 coding exons, and 23 GFAP splice variants have been
identified. Alternative splice variants might explain why no single Xenopus record contained all 5
GFAP consensus regions. Therefore, we identified the exons containing each of the five consensus
GFAP regions (Fig. 2A). GFAP conserved region b spans exons 4 and 5, therefore we used the coding
regions of exons 1, 5 and 6 (from human, mouse, chicken, green anole, and zebrafish) independently
as probes to search for Xenopus gfap. No reference nucleotide nor protein was identified that
matched the consensus GFAP sequences from exons 1, 5 or 6 (Table S3). All similar sequences were
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identified as another intermediate filament protein or one of the unnamed sequences sharing greater
sequence similarity to other Xenopus IFPs described above (Fig. 2B, S1, S2, Table S1). Finally, none of
the GFAP consensus sequences of Figure 2A were detected in any Xenopus (laevis or tropicalis)
expressed sequence tag (EST) present in NCBI (not shown).
In conclusion, we were unable to identify a transcript or protein sequence coding for a Xenopus
gfap in the publicly accessible sequence databases, suggesting Xenopus gfap is either not transcribed
or not present in the X. laevis and X. tropicalis genomes.
Syntenic analyses indicate a chromosomal rearrangement resulted in the loss of Xenopus gfap gene.
To determine if the gfap gene is present in the Xenopus genome, we first identified and compared
the regions surrounding the gfap gene in the human, mouse, chicken and green anole genomes to
that of X. tropicalis (Fig. 3A, B). Both the gene order and orientation were well conserved in the
genomic region surrounding the gfap genes from humans to green anole. Exceptions were the lack of
HIGD1B in chicken and a rearrangement of the region including the adam11 and dbf4b genes, which
appears in a reverse orientation in green anole (Fig. 3A). In the corresponding region of the X.
tropicalis genome however, the gfap locus is notably absent (Fig. 3B). A region flanked by the c1ql1
and ccdc103 genes, which includes kif18b, gfap and fam187a, is not syntenic with that of the other
species. In amniotes fam187a is located immediately 3’ to gfap. In contrast, X. tropicalis fam187a
(Chr10) is inverted in orientation and located 5’ to its position in other species (Fig. 3B). kif18b is
located 5’ to GFAP in amniotes, while X. tropicalis kif18b is located on a different chromosome
altogether (Chr7; Fig. 3C). Despite the relative close proximity of gfap to kif18b and fam187a in other
species (between 1.0 and 84.1 kb), we did not detect GFAP consensus sequences on either the kif18b
or fam187a containing chromosomes 7 and 10, respectively.
Similar disruptions encompassing syntenic regions in X. laevis were also observed (Fig. 3B, C). A
genome allopolyploidization event between two ancestral 18-chromosome species resulted in nearly
double the number of X. laevis chromosomes (N=36), relative to X. tropicalis (N=20) (Bisbee et al.,
1977; Chain and Evans, 2006; Evans et al., 2004; Hellsten et al., 2007). Consequently, two X. laevis
regions syntenic to each X. tropicalis region were identified. Minor genomic rearrangements
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including small deletions, inversions and insertions distinguish between the two Xenopus species.
Nevertheless, X. laevis chromosomes including the c1ql1/ccdc103 (Chr9_10L and S; Fig. 3B) and
kif18b (Chr7L and S; Fig. 3C) genes, were generally syntenic with the corresponding X. tropicalis
regions, and also lacked consensus sequences for GFAP. These results, and the absence of any
transcript or protein sequences homologous to GFAP, suggest both these Xenopus species, lack a gfap
gene, and the chromosomal rearrangement resulting in gfap deletion occurred before these species
diverged from their common ancestor 64 to 45 million years ago (Evans et al., 2004; Wiens, 2007).
Commonly used GFAP antibodies are nonspecific and detect multiple X. laevis Intermediate Filament
Proteins.
GFAP-like immunoreactivity is detected following retinal injury (Fig. 1), however, syntenic
analyses indicates the X. laevis genome lacks a gfap gene (Fig. 3). We used Western blots to determine
if the GFAP antibodies only detect GFAP (Fig. 4A and B). If nonspecific, we reasoned GFAP antibodies
would most likely detect closely related, Type III IFPs (Fig. 2). Therefore, we expressed myc-tagged
versions of mouse GFAP (as a positive control), X. laevis IFPs Vim, Des, Prph, as well as the Type IV
IFP Ina in Xenopus embryos to test the specificity of the GFAP pAb and mAb (Fig. 4). Myc antibodies
detected all of the myc-IFP fusion proteins in extracts from injected embryos, confirming they were
successfully expressed (Fig. 4A and B, middle panels, lanes 2, 3, and 5-8). The GFAP pAb and mAb
both detected products consistent with the size of myc-MmGFAP, that was co-labeled with the myc
antibody (Fig. 4A and B, lanes 2 and 3). The GFAP pAb did not detect a product in uninjected embryos
(Fig. 4A, lane 4), but did detect proteins in embryos expressing myc-XlaVim, myc-XlaDes, mycXlaPrph and myc-XlaIna, which ran at the same position as the myc-tagged IFPs (Fig. 4A, lanes 5-8).
The GFAP mAb by contrast, only detected the overexpressed myc-MmGFAP, and did not cross-react
with any of the myc-XlaIFPs tested (Fig. 4B).
The ability of other IFP antibodies to detect GFAP, Vim, Des, Prph and Ina was also determined
(Fig. 4C-F). Polyclonal antibodies generated in two rabbits using the same X. laevis Prph C-terminal
peptide both detected myc-XlaPrph, but no other IFP tested (Fig. 4C and D; Gervasi et al., 2000).
Similarly, a mouse monoclonal antibody (14h7) generated using extracts of the X. laevis A6 kidney
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epithelial cell line as an immunogen and later shown to detect vimentin, detected myc-XlaVim, but
none of other IFPs tested (Fig. 4E; Dent et al., 1989; Klymkowsky et al., 1987). The monoclonal
antibody R5 was generated using isolated ganglion cell layers from adult mice as the immunogen
(Dräger et al., 1984). The R5 antigen was not identified, but labels filamentous components of
predominantly non-neural cell types in mouse in a pattern similar, but not identical, to the
distribution of the IFP vimentin. In mouse retina R5 strongly labels the regularly spaced Müller glia,
astroglia of the optic fiber layer, and axonless horizontal cells, while only Müller glia appear stained
in the X. laevis retina (Dräger et al., 1984; Sakaguchi et al., 1989). By Western blot R5 mAb detected
myc-XlaPrph but not myc-XlaVim or any of the other IFPs (Fig. 4F).
The different retinal staining patterns of the GFAP pAb and mAb suggest they detect different
antigens (Fig. 1). To test this hypothesis, X. laevis embryos were cultured to tailbud stages (stg.
35/36) and immunolabeled with either GFAP pAb or mAb (Fig. 4G-H’’’). Both GFAP antibodies
showed bilaterally symmetric staining patterns (Fig. 4G and H). However the GFAP pAb and mAb did
not stain identical tissues. The GFAP pAb had a filamentous labeling pattern in the brain and retina,
labelled the notochord, the cortex of cells in both layers of the skin epidermis, as well as the
processes of ocular motor neurons immediately dorsal and ventral to the optic cup (Fig. 4G-G’’’).
Although the GFAP mAb also had a filamentous labeling pattern in the brain (most intensely staining
ventrolateral regions; Fig. 4H’), staining of the retina, notochord, skin and extra-ocular structures
was greatly reduced or absent, relative to the GFAP pAb (Fig. 4H-H’’’).
Together, these results indicate the GFAP mAb, two Prph pAbs and the Vim mAb recognize their
respective mouse and X. laevis IFP targets, but not the other IFPs when tested by Western blot.
Furthermore, we conclude that XlaPrph is an R5 mAb antigen. Importantly, the GFAP pAb is not
specific for GFAP, but also detects the four additional Xenopus IFPs tested here by Western blot
(summarized in Table S5). The staining patterns of the GFAP pAb and mAb are distinct, also
suggesting they do not exclusively recognize the same antigen. In combination with our inability to
detect a Xenopus gfap gene, transcript or protein, these observations suggest the GFAP-like
immunoreactivity detected in the Xenopus tadpole retina following injury may be Vim, Des, Prph, Ina
or another as yet unidentified antigen.
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Expression patterns of the IFPs vim, des, prph, ina and nes in pre-metamorphic X. laevis.
Since X. laevis lack gfap, and the GFAP pAb antibody recognized multiple IFPs, we wondered
which IFPs are expressed in the retina and induced following retinal injury. We first used in situ
hybridization to determine the normal expression patterns of the IFPs in central retinal sections of
stage 50 tadpole retina, and adjacent spinal cord and brain regions. The type IV intermediate
filament protein nestin (nes) was previously shown to be upregulated in mouse, rat and chicken
retina following mechanical or chemical injury (Fischer and Omar, 2005; Kohno et al., 2006; Luna et
al., 2010; Xue et al., 2006; Xue et al., 2010). Therefore, in addition to the X. laevis type III intermediate
filament proteins vim, des, prph, and type IV ina we also determined the expression pattern of nes.
In the uninjured retina, vim expression was detected in the ciliary marginal zone (CMZ), cells
dispersed within the inner nuclear and ganglion cell layers, the optic nerve head as well as the optic
nerve (Fig. 5A). Elsewhere in the eye, vim was detected in the lens epithelium and the epithelia lining
the outside of the peripheral retina (Fig. 5A). Expression was also detected in cells of the spinal cord
and brain ventricular zones (Fig. 5B and C). In contrast to vim (and all other IFPs tested), des was not
detected in retinal, spinal or brain tissues (Fig. 5D-F). However, consistent with previous findings, des
expression was observed in muscle tissues, including the muscles surrounding the eye and the
somites surrounding the spinal cord (Fig. 5D and not shown; Herrmann et al., 1989b).
In the pre-metamorphic tadpole retina prph expression is detected at the ciliary marginal zone
(CMZ), but not in the stem cells located at the very periphery (Fig. 5G). prph expression is most
abundantly detected in newly born ganglion and other retinal cells adjacent to the CMZ, consistent
with previous findings (Gervasi et al., 2000). Transcripts were also detected at the inner and outer
plexiform layers of the peripheral retina (Fig. 5G). In the spinal cord, prph is expressed in cells of the
ventricular zone lining the central canal, but its expression is strongest in a patch of ventral neurons
and the marginal zone (Fig. 5H). Expression was also observed in the dorsal root ganglia (not shown,
and Gervasi et al., 2000). In the brain, prph transcripts appeared restricted to cells of the ventricular
zone (Fig. 5I). Northern blot analyses of X. laevis tissues indicated ina was expressed in the nervous
system, and in situ hybridization confirmed that ina is expressed in the brain, retina, and spinal cord
(Zhao and Szaro, 1997b). Retinal expression of ina at stage 50 is restricted to the ganglion cell layer
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(Fig. 5J and Matsuda and Kondoh, 2014). Expression was also observed in a few cells dispersed in the
inner nuclear layer, possibly Müller gila, amacrine or displaced ganglion cells (Fig. 5J). In the spinal
cord ina was expressed in differentiated cells outside the ventricular zone (Fig. 5K). Similar to prph,
ina expression was also observed in the DRG (not shown, and Matsuda and Kondoh, 2014). ina
expression was also detected in the lateral brain (Fig. 5L). Nestin had the most extensive expression
pattern of the IFPs investigated. In the stage 50 retina nes was detected in the CMZ, ganglion cell,
inner and outer nuclear layers, as well as both plexiform layers (Fig. 5M). In both the spinal cord and
brain, nes expression was detected in the ventricular and marginal zones (Fig. 5N, O).
In summary, the expression patterns of the IFPs determined here are distinct and only partially
overlap in the stage 50 tadpole retina, brain and spinal cord. In the retina, expression of the IFPs vim,
prph, ina and nes, but not des, are detected.
vim, prph and ina expression are altered in response to retinal injuries in X. laevis.
To determine which, if any, IFPs were upregulated follow retinal injury, we first examined the
expression of vim, prph, ina and nes by in situ hybridization on retinal sections of XOPNTR tadpoles
treated with Mtz for seven and seventeen days to ablate rod photoreceptors (Fig. 6). These time
points were selected for in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry since preliminary results
indicated peak transcript expression at day 7, while Müller cell hypertrophy peaks at day 17 (Choi et
al., 2011). Rod photoreceptors and vim expression in wild-type animals were unaffected by Mtztreatment (Fig. 6A and not shown; n=4). Mtz-treated XOPNTR tadpoles lacked rod outer segments
and an increase in vim expression was observed in both the inner and outer nuclear layers, where
expression of vim in wild-type animals was below detectable levels (Fig. 6A vs B, white asterisk, n=4).
The morphology of the INL cells expressing vim was consistent with that of Müller glia (Fig. 6B). To
distinguish between the RPE and the signal produced by vim expression, we treated retinal sections
with hydrogen peroxide. Bleaching of the RPE pigment revealed that vim expression was
dramatically increased in the subretinal space of XOPNTR animals lacking rod outer segments
(Supplementary Fig. S15, white asterisk). Although much less dramatic in comparison to the INL and
ONL, there was also a detectable increase in vim in the ganglion cell layer (Fig. 6A, B and S15A, B). At
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day 17, vim expression was no longer detected in the INL or subretinal space of Mtz-treated XOPNTR
tadpoles (not shown, n=4).
prph expression in the Mtz-treated wild-type tadpole retina was only observed at the CMZ and
expression was not detected in the central retina (Fig. 6E and not shown; n=2). Rod ablation in
XOPNTR tadpoles increased prph levels in the GCL, INL, as well as subretinal space of the central
retina (Fig. 6F). Compared to the expression of vim, prph subretinal expression was reduced, yet
detectable by in situ hybridization (Fig. 6F, white asterisk). Similar to vim, prph expression was not
detected in the retina of rod ablated XOPNTR tadpoles by day 17 (not shown, n=2).
In contrast to the increase observed with vim and prph transcripts, the expression patterns of
ina and nes were unchanged in response to rod ablation at day 7 and 17 (Fig. 6I, J and not shown).
These results indicate that vim and prph transcript levels are increased, but neither ina nor nes are
altered following rod loss in the X. laevis retina.
We next asked if an increase in vimentin- and peripherin-immunoreactivity could be detected
following rod loss. Control and rod ablated retinas were stained by immunohistochemistry using Vim
mAb, Prph pAb 1 and 2, as well as the R5 mAb. In control, Mtz-treated wild-type tadpoles, Vim mAb
immunoreactivity was detected in Müller glia from the end-feet at the inner limiting membrane,
through the ganglion cell layer, but only extended into the first half of INL (Fig. 6C). Vim-labeled
processes were not observed at the outer limiting membrane in wild-type tadpoles (Fig. 6C). In rod
ablated XOPNTR retinas however, Müller glia processes were detected in the inner as well as outer
limiting membranes, with staining intense enough to trace individual Müller cells and their processes
through the entire thickness of the retina (Fig. 6D).
Prph pAb 1 immunolabeling was weak, but detectable in control retinas (Fig. 6G). In the absence
of injury, only short, faintly labeled processes were observed in the GCL (Fig. 6G). In rod ablated
retinas however, Müller glia processes were easily detected using Prph pAb 1, with processes
extended from the GCL to the OLM (Fig. 6H). In spite of detecting myc-XlaPrph by Western blot (Figs.
4D) we were unable to detect Müller glia in either the uninjured or rod ablated retina using Prph pAb
2 (not shown).
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R5 mAb stained Müller cell processes in wild-type control retinas, but only faint, thin Müller cell
processes were detected, extending from the GCL into the INL (Fig. 6K). Consistent with our previous
results, rod ablation resulted in a dramatic increase in Müller cell immunoreactivity, with staining
observed from the Müller cell endfeet to the OLM (Fig. 6L and Choi et al., 2011).
To determine if changes in IFP gene expression also occurred when neurons on the opposite side
of the retina were damaged, we performed RGC axotomy on stage matched (stg. 50) premetamorphic tadpoles (Fig. 7). Changes in vim, prph, ina, and nes expression were identified by
comparing the in situ expression patterns of retinal sections from unoperated tadpoles, to the
unoperated (control; left) and operated (optic nerve severed; right) eyes of operated tadpoles 3 days
post surgery. vim, prph, ina, and nes expression patterns on the unoperated left eyes of operated
animals (Fig. 7A, E, I, and not shown), were indistinguishable from the expression in unoperated
animals (Fig. 5A, G, J and M). However, we observed an increase in vim and prph expression when the
operated and unoperated eyes of the same animals were compared (Fig. 7A vs B, n=5 and E vs F,
n=4). vim expression was detected in both the GCL and INL (Fig. 7B). Expression was present in
filamentous processes extending from the ILM to the base of the ONL, where vim transcripts
appeared to accumulate (Fig. 7B). The vim pattern of expression was consistent with the morphology
of Müller cells, with strong expression also detected throughout the INL (Fig. 7B). The increase in
prph expression was detected in distinct spots along the GCL and the optic nerve (Fig. 7F and not
shown). These findings are consistent with the upregulation of prph observed in the GCL of postmetamorphic frogs following optic nerve crush (Gervasi et al., 2003). Interestingly, the location of
both vim and prph expression was injury dependent. Rod ablation resulted in increased expression in
the outer nuclear layer (Fig. 6B, E), while RGC axotomy intensified vim and prph expression in GCL
(Fig. 7B, F).
ina was strongly expressed throughout the GCL of the wild-type and unoperated eye (Figs. 5J and
7I; n=6). Contrary to vim and prph, ina expression was reduced in the GCL of the operated versus
control eye 3 days post-axotomy (Fig. 7I vs J; n=6). Downregulation of ina was also reported
following optic nerve crush in post-metamorphic frogs (Gervasi et al., 2003). In contrast to other
IFPs, we detected no change in the expression of nes following RGC axotomy (not shown).
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We also used indirect immunohistochemistry to detect changes in Vim mAb, Prph pAb 1, and R5
mAb immunoreactivity following retinal axotomy. In the unoperated contralateral eye, Vim
immunoreactivity was observed mostly at the Müller glia endfeet and in thin Müller cell processes
extending into the INL, but not beyond (Fig. 7C; 100%, n=5). In the operated eye, Vim
immunoreactivity was increased in the Müller glia (Fig. 7D; 60%, n=5). Strong Vim staining was
observed at the glial endfeet, which extended through most of the GCL. Müller cell processes in the
injured retina appeared enlarged and in most cases, spanned the entire width of the retina (Fig. 7D;
60%, n=5). Similar to Vim, Prph pAb 1 immunoreactivity was also increased after the optic nerve was
severed, but to a lesser extent and not in every retina. In the unoperated contralateral eye, Prph
immunoreactivity was mostly detected at the Müller glia endfeet (Fig. 7G; 100%, n=5). In contrast, at
3 days post-axotomy, Prph pAb1 immunoreactivity was observed at the endfeet, but also in Müller
glia processes extending into the INL (Fig. 7H; 40%, n=5). R5 immunoreactivity was also detected
mostly at the endfeet in the unoperated eye, although faintly labeled processes were also observed as
far as the outer plexiform layer (Fig. 7K; 50%, n=6). Following axotomy, R5 strongly labeled the
Müller cell endfeet and processes into the ONL (Fig. 7L).
A summary of the IFP in situ and immunohistochemistry expression results are shown in Table
S6. The extent of Vim and Prph immunoreactivity in response to axotomy varied somewhat from
animal to animal, possibly due to undetectable differences in surgery success. Nevertheless these
results demonstrate that transcripts for vim and prph were both higher following RGC axotomy as
well as rod photoreceptor ablation. Interestingly, although ina was unchanged after photoreceptor
ablation, ina expression was reduced following RGC axotomy. The increases in Vim and Prph
immunoreactivity, however, paralleled the changes in vim and prph transcript levels, supporting the
conclusion that both were higher in response to retinal damage. The IFP response also appeared
injury dependent. For example, peripherin levels appeared to increase in Müller cells following rod
ablation, but in Müller and RGCs following axotomy. The differences observed in the expression
patterns of vim and ina also suggest the response was injury-dependent since transcript as well as
immunoreactivity locations were dependent on the injury paradigm used and appeared more
localized to the injured retinal layer.
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gfap detected in representative species from Caudata and Gymnophiona, but not Anura, amphibian
Orders.
In the absence of gfap, gliosis and/or glial scar formation might be reduced or delayed, providing
a permissive environment for retinal regeneration in Xenopus. In addition to X. laevis, other
amphibians can also regenerate retina (reviewed in Araki, 2007; Barbosa-Sabanero et al., 2012;
Chiba, 2014; Mitashov, 1997). To determine if gfap loss was restricted to X. laevis and X. tropicalis, we
designed degenerate PCR primers and attempted to amplify gfap and vim from multiple amphibian
species. Template gDNA was isolated from representatives of the three living Orders of amphibians
including six Anura (frogs and toads), two Caudata (salamanders and newts) and three limbless
Gymnophiona (caecilians) species (Fig. 8). Despite multiple attempts, and the fact that vim was
amplified from the same gDNA of all six anuran species, we were unable to amplify gfap (Fig. 8 and
Table 1). Degenerate gfap primers were designed using human, mouse, chicken, anole and zebrafish
sequences, and were successfully used to amplify gfap from mouse and zebrafish gDNA (Fig. 8 and
Table 1). In addition, gfap was also successfully amplified from other non-anuran species, including
Viviparous lizard, West African lungfish and Marbled bichir, suggesting the failure to amplify gfap
from anuran species did not represent a false negative. In contrast to the lack of gfap in anurans, we
were able to amplify gfap from both salamanders and one of the three caecilian species (Fig. 8 and
Table 1).
We used phylogenetic analyses to test if the PCR products amplified were most similar to gfap
and vimentin or to other IFP orthologs (Supplementary Fig. S16). Although support was low in the
more internal parts of the tree, both GFAP and VIM clusters are well differentiated and strongly
(nearly maximally) supported. Support values of some nodes within these two clusters are low, but
this lack of support is unsurprising given that amino acid sequences of the clones are short compared
to the other sequences of the full matrix, and overlap is relatively small (for example, only 37 amino
acid positions shared between GFAP and VIM clones). In any case, the results clearly and confidently
support the hypothesis that gfap is present in the genome of both caecilians and salamanders, having
been amplified from one caecilian (R. bivittatum) and two salamander (A. japonicus and C. lusitanica)
representatives. Amino acid sequences of the clones obtained were all normal and there is no reason
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to suspect that they are not functional. No frameshifts or irregular stop codons were identified, and a
similar amino acid composition for GFAP orthologs from other vertebrates was observed. All these
phylogenetic results, plus the absence of gfap positive clones in the anuran representatives, suggest
that the deletion of gfap most likely occurred in the ancestor of all Anura after its divergence from
the Caudata ancestor around 290 million years ago (San Mauro, 2010).

Discussion
We report that despite an increase in GFAP-like immunoreactivity following retinal injury,
Xenopus lacks a gfap gene. The epitope(s) detected by the GFAP antibodies remain unknown.
However, the GFAP pAb cross-reacts with multiple related IFPs, including Vim and Prph, which are
both transcriptionally elevated in Müller glia following retinal injury. The antigen recognized by the
GFAP mAb remains unknown. Interestingly, vim and prph transcription as well as Vim and Prph
immunoreactivity were induced in an injury-dependent manner. We provide evidence that a
chromosomal rearrangement, most likely an unbalanced translocation, resulted in deletion of the
gfap gene during amphibian evolution. Deletion of the gfap locus does not appear to be restricted to
Xenopus, but most likely occurred early in the anuran lineage, since gfap was not detected in basal
anuran species, but was amplified from species of the two other amphibian Orders.
GFAP and cross-species antibody specificity
The GFAP pAb was generated using GFAP isolated from cow spinal cord (Dako, Carpinteria, CA).
The epitope has not been reported, making determination of the specificity of the antibody
problematic, particularly with respect to its cross-species use (Bordeaux et al., 2010; Saper, 2009).
Perhaps unsurprisingly, we found by Western blot the GFAP pAb was non-specific and recognized X.
laevis Vim, Prph, Des, and Ina, as well as mouse GFAP (Fig. 4). The GFAP mAb was generated using pig
GFAP, also isolated from spinal cord (Debus et al., 1983). The GFAP mAb epitope was mapped to the
rod domain in the C-terminus of the protein (Sigma-Aldrich Technical Service, personal
communication). The rod domain is highly conserved in size, sequence and secondary structure
(Chernyatina et al., 2015; Kornreich et al., 2015; Strelkov et al., 2002). Within the rod domain is a
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highly conserved sequence known as the intermediate filament consensus sequence present in all
IFPs (Hatzfeld and Weber, 1992). The mapped epitope for the GFAP mAb includes the IF consensus
sequence, suggesting this antibody might recognize other IFPs. Yet despite having the IF consensus,
the GFAP mAb failed to cross-react with any of the Xenopus IFPs tested and only detecting mouse
GFAP by Western blot (Fig. 4).
Since both the pAb and mAb had been previously used for IHC on X. laevis brain, spinal cord and
retinal tissues, we directly compared their expression patterns by immunohistochemistry. Their
distinct expression patterns suggest they are unlikely to be recognizing a single common antigen. The
GFAP mAb epitope shares between 63% to 66% sequence identity with the corresponding regions of
X. laevis Vim, Prph, Des and Ina (not shown). However, additional work will be necessary to identify
the antigen detected by the GFAP mAb.
The specificity problems we encountered using the GFAP pAb and mAb re-emphasized to us an
important issue for work in Xenopus and other non-mammalian species. Most antibodies used in
Xenopus are generated against mammalian proteins and therefore specificity can be an issue. For
example, disparities in specificity have been previously observed for antibodies raised against
mammalian IFPs used to immunolabel X. laevis CNS structures (Szaro and Gainer, 1988). Our current
results extend previous findings that raise caution to the use of mammalian antibodies in X. laevis
without thorough characterization. One example is the antibody R5, which was generated in mice
using homogenized mouse ganglion cell layers as the immunogen (Dräger et al., 1984). By Western
blot R5 detected X. laevis Prph (Fig. 4). Furthermore, prph transcripts and R5 immunoreactivity were
both upregulated in Müller cells following retina injury (Fig. 6). However, R5 was only tested against
five IFPs by Western blot. We can conclude that X. laevis Prph is an R5 immunogen. We cannot
however, discount the possibility that R5 may also detect other, unidentified proteins in reactive
Müller cells.
Response of X. laevis Müller glia cells to retinal injuries
Müller glia become reactive in virtually every known disease and injury of the retina (Bringmann
et al., 2006). The adverse response of Müller glia to retinal injury includes upregulation of IFPs and
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formation of a gliotic scar, which are not only implicated in progressive retinal degeneration, but also
in the reduced capacity of new retinal neurons to integrate and differentiate in the damaged retina.
Mice deficient in GFAP and vimentin exhibit decreased reactive gliosis and improved neural
regeneration following injury, indicating IFPs are not only a marker, but might have a causal link to
reactive gliosis (Kinouchi et al., 2003; Menet et al., 2001; Menet et al., 2003; Nakazawa et al., 2007;
Verardo et al., 2008; Wilhelmsson et al., 2004). GFAP expression is induced after retinal injury in fish
and mammals and thought to be important for cytoskeletal changes that drive alterations in cell
morphology (Bignami and Dahl, 1979; Davidson et al., 1990; Erickson et al., 1987; Grosche et al.,
1997; Lewis et al., 1989; Lu et al., 2011; Lundkvist et al., 2004; MacDonald et al., 2015; Okada et al.,
1990; Raymond et al., 2006; Sethi et al., 2005). X. laevis Müller glia also respond to retinal injury by
changing their morphology, swelling (hypertrophy), and forming a gliotic scar (Choi et al., 2011). The
question is, what mediates these changes in Xenopus Müller cells that lack a GFAP? Other IFPs are the
logical possibility. One possibility is that Müller cell gliosis in Xenopus may be mediated by different
IFPs. Based on our current results, two logical candidates for mediating the observed morphological
changes following injury are Vim and Prph (Fig. 6 and 7).
In mammals and fish vimentin immunoreactivity is induced in Müller glia after injury (Cerdà et
al., 1998; Lewis and Fisher, 2003; Sethi et al., 2005). Prior to injury, vimentin immunoreactivity in the
retina nears undetectable levels, with staining only present in endfeet of mammalian Müller glia
(Cerdà et al., 1998; Lewis and Fisher, 2003). Following either rod ablation or RGC axotomy vimentin
transcripts and immunoreactivity were significantly upregulated in X. laevis Müller glia suggesting,
like in mammals, vimentin might be involved in the morphological changes observed in Müller glia
after injury (Fig. 6 and 7).
Prph is a second IFP with the potential to mediate the gliotic response in X. laevis. Prph is an
interesting candidate because in mammals and zebrafish, it is only expressed in neurons (Fuchs and
Weber, 1994; McLenachan et al., 2008), while Xenopus Prph is expressed in neurons, proliferating
cells as well as glia (Gervasi et al., 2000). In mammals, peripherin is abundant in PNS neurons and is
also expressed in RGCs (McLenachan et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2007). The peripherin response to
retinal injury has not been determined in mammals. In the goldfish retina, Prph is expressed in
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ganglion cells and after optic nerve crush, its expression is induced in RGCs (Fuchs and Weber, 1994;
Glasgow et al., 1992). Interestingly, and distinct from the response in mammals and fish, in X. laevis,
increased prph expression was dependent on the method used to injure the retina. After rod
photoreceptor ablation, prph expression appeared to be enriched in Müller cells (Fig. 6). In contrast,
ganglion cell axotomy caused elevated prph expression in both Müller and ganglion cells (Fig. 7). The
increased expression following both injury paradigms is consistent with peripherin also potentially
participating in the gliotic response of Xenopus Müller glia. Because Prph shows a more restricted
expression pattern in other species, it is interesting to consider the possibility that the broader
expression domain of Prph, may have been an evolutionary adaptation in Anurans to compensate for
the loss of gfap. Together, Vim and Prph may function to replace the role GFAP plays in mammalian
glia to support the changes in morphology associated with injury induced gliosis. Further work is
necessary to define the role of these IFPs in the response of X. laevis Müller glia to retinal injury.
Possible consequences of gfap gene loss in anuran species
The PCR-based survey of the three extant amphibian orders, suggests the gfap gene was deleted
in an anuran ancestor (Fig. 8). The event resulting in gfap loss, likely took place early in the Anura
lineage, since two of the species surveyed (D. galganoi and L. archeyi) are from Families that include
the most primitive frogs (San Mauro, 2014).
GFAP is clearly not required for frog survival. Similarly, Gfap-/- mice are born and survive,
exhibiting only subtle defects (Liedtke et al., 1996; McCall et al., 1996; Pekny et al., 1995).
Interestingly, mice deficient for both GFAP and VIM also survive but have attenuated reactive gliosis
in the brain, spinal cord and retina following injury or disease (Giménez Y Ribotta et al., 2000; Menet
et al., 2003; Nakazawa et al., 2007; Wang et al., 1997; Wilhelmsson et al., 2004). Xenopus have a
remarkable regenerative capacity, with the ability to generate retina following the ablation of single
retinal cell types, partial, and even complete retinectomy (Araki, 2007; Choi et al., 2011; Filoni, 2009;
Martinez-De Luna et al., 2011; Martinez-De Luna and Zuber, 2014; Vergara and Del Rio-Tsonis,
2009). Might a reduction in the gliotic response following retinal injury, due to the loss of gfap, result
in the ability of X. laevis to regenerate retina?
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One argument against this hypothesis would be that fish do not lack gfap, yet can regenerate
retina. Gfap is induced in the damaged zebrafish retina, however, glial scars do not form. Instead of
inhibiting regeneration, Müller cells are the source of new retinal neurons in fish. In response to
retinal injury, fish Müller glia re-enter the cell cycle, then differentiate to generate new retinal cells
that ultimately regenerate the retina (reviewed in Lenkowski and Raymond, 2014). A more
compelling argument against the hypothesis that deletion of gfap allows retinal regeneration is that
some Caudata, a sister Order to the Anura that includes salamanders, also regenerate the retina, yet
they also have a gfap gene (Fig. 8 and Table 1). Caudata, like fish, may have evolved an independent
mechanism to control the gliotic response in Müller cells, thereby permitting regeneration. It should
be noted, that it is not known if gold-stripped or Japanese giant salamanders can regenerate retina.
Therefore it will be important to determine if the gfap gene is present and functional in Caudata that
can regenerate retina. Although loss of gfap may be a contributing factor, is unlikely to be the sole
explanation for retinal regeneration in Anura.
In spite of no gfap and the remarkable regenerative capacity of the X. laevis retina, upregulation
of IFPs, gliotic scar formation, and progressive retinal degeneration still follow rod photoreceptor
ablation in Xenopus (Fig. 6, 7 and Choi et al., 2011). Additional work is needed to determine how
these events are linked. In addition to providing mechanical support to cells, IFPs also function in cell
migration, mechanotransduction, and signal transduction (Chernoivanenko et al., 2015; Goldman et
al., 1996; Guo et al., 2014; Helfand et al., 2003; Ivaska et al., 2007; Matveeva et al., 2015). To better
understand the role of IFPs in these processes, it will be important to know if reducing or eliminating
other IFPs, such as Vim and Prph, alters the gliotic response, progressive retinal degeneration and
promotes more robust retinal regeneration.
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Figure 1. GFAP-like immunolabeling in the normal and injured X. laevis retina.
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Retinal sections of wild-type (A-D, I-L) and XOPNTR transgenic (E-H) tadpoles were co-stained
with GFAP pAb and XAP2 mAb (A, B, E, F, I, J) or GFAP mAb and GαT1 pAb (C, D, G, H, K, L). Green
fluorescent secondary antibodies were used to visualize GFAP antibody staining, while red
fluorescent secondary antibodies detect XAP2 (unknown epitope) and GαT1 (Transducin) antibodies,
which stain rod photoreceptors. Wild-type controls and XOPNTR transgenic tadpoles were treated
for 17 days with either DMSO-alone (A, C, E, G) or Mtz (B, D, F, H) to ablate rod photoreceptors.
Retinal sections of wild-type tadpoles were stained three days following retinal axotomy. The left,
unoperated eyes (I and K) are compared to the right, operated eyes (J and L) of the same animals.
Hoescht (blue) stains nuclei of the ONL, INL and GCL, which are the outer nuclear, inner nuclear, and
ganglion cell layers (asterisks in I-L), respectively. Scale bar = 25 µm.
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Figure 2. Sequences most similar to GFAP in Xenopus.
A GFAP consensus used to distinguish candidate GFAP sequences from other intermediate
filament proteins. Conserved regions (labelled a-e) are present in all GFAP orthologs identified and
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separated by regions of varying length (Xn). The gfap exon in which each region is coded is shown.
The numbering system below the consensus is for human GFAP Isoform 1 (NP_002046). All residues
shown are invariant in the GFAP orthologs aligned (Figure S1). The residues (*) at positions 347 (Q)
and 357 (L) are unique to GFAP. Consensus region b is coded for in two exons (4 and 5). Vertical line
(|) demarcates sequence coding for exons 4 and 5. B Cladogram of GFAP orthologs, Xenopus IFPs and
untitled Xenopus proteins with similarity to GFAP. Midpoint rooted Polar Tree based on MAFFT
alignment of GFAP orthologs, selected known X. laevis and X. tropicalis IFPs and the 17 untitled X.
laevis and X. tropicalis sequences showing greatest similarity to GFAP (Katoh and Standley, 2013).
Untitled X. laevis (Xla) and X. tropicalis (Xt) sequences are shown in red. Green branches show
location of the GFAP clade. Groupings of IFP types are shown. Maximum likelihood bootstrap (above)
and Bayesian inference posterior probabilities (below) for each branch are included (Felsenstein,
1981; Huelsenbeck et al., 2001). Accession numbers for each sequence in the tree can be found in
Supplementary Table S2.
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Figure 3. Syntenic analyses of gfap genomic regions.
The genomic regions surrounding gfap genes in select vertebrates are illustrated. For clarity,
homologous genes have been similarly colored. Non-coding RNAs and pseudogenes were not
included. Although human FAM187a is not annotated on the most recent reference assembly
(GRCh38), it was included on previous assemblies and its location is included here. Chromosome
number as well as the size of the regions depicted in the schematic are shown in parenthesis. The
reverse complement of sequences were used so the gfap gene appears 5’ (left) to 3’ (right) in all
species. The location of hypothesized deletions, duplications and inversions are also illustrated. The
sequence source and locations used to build these syntenic schematics can be found in Table S4.
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Figure 4. Specificity of intermediate filament protein antibodies.
Western blots were used to determine the specificity of GFAP pAb (A), GFAP mAb (B), Prph pAb
1 (C), Prph pAb 2 (D), Vim mAb (E), and R5 mAb (F). Extracts were prepared from embryos injected
with mRNA coding for the indicated myc-tagged IFP. Blots were probed with the indicated
combination of primary antibodies. Green fluorescent secondary antibodies were used to detect the
IFP and myc primary antibodies, respectively (A-E). Red fluorescent signals were pseudocolored to
make visualization easier. Merged images indicate myc-IFP proteins detected by both antibodies (AE, yellow). Enhanced chemoluminescence was used to test the specificity of the R5 mAb and myc pAb
(F). One-sixth the volume of extract from myc-MmGFAP expressing embryos in lane 2 was used in
lane 3. Immunohistochemistry was use to compare the staining pattern of the GFAP pAb (G-G’’’) and
GFAP mAb (H-H’’’) in sections of stage 35/36 X. laevis embryos. G’/H’, G’’/H’’ and G’’’/H’’’ show
magnified views of the brain, notochord and retina, respectively. Arrow and arrow heads, indicate
the location of skin epidermis and ocular motorneuron projections dorsal and ventral to the optic
cup, respectively. Scale bar, 50 µm.
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Figure 5. Expression patterns of vim, des, prph, ina, and nes in the pre-metamorphic tadpole
nervous system.
In situ hybridization on retinal, brain and spinal cord sections for vim (A-C), des (D-F), prph (G-I),
ina (J-L), and nes (M-O). Sections were obtained from pre-metamorphic stage 50 tadpoles. Location of
the lens (L), outer (O), inner (I) and ganglion (G) cell layers are indicated. Scale bars, 100 µm in A, D,
G, J and M; all others are 50 µm.
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Figure 6. Retinal expression of intermediate filament proteins after rod photoreceptor
ablation.
vim (A and B), prph (E and F), and ina (I and J) in situ hybridization in retinal sections from wildtype (A, E, and I) and XOPNTR (B, F, and J) tadpoles treated with Mtz for 7 days. Dashed white lines
indicate the boundary between the RPE (dark pigment) and neural retina. White asterisks in B and F
indicates expression of vim (B) and prph (F) adjacent to the RPE in the subretinal space.
Immunolabeling of retinal sections with anti-Vim mAb (C and D), Prph pAb 1 (G and H), and R5 mAb
(K and L) in Mtz-treated wild-type (C, G, and K) or XOPNTR (D, H, and L) retinas. Retinal sections
were co-stained with DAPI to visualize nuclei. Scale bars, 50 µm.
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Figure 7. Retinal expression of intermediate filament proteins after retinal ganglion cell
axotomy.
vim (A and B), prph (E and F), and ina (I and J) in situ hybridization on retinal sections from
control unoperated (A, E, and I) and operated (retinal axotomy) (B, F, and J) eyes. Vim mAb (C and D),
Prph pAb 1 (G and H), and R5 mAb (K and L) immunolabeling of retinal sections from control (C, G,
and K) and operated (D, H, and L) eyes. Rod photoreceptors were labelled with either
GαT1(Transducin) pAb (C and D) or XAP-2 mAb (G, H, K, and L). Sections were counterstained with
DAPI to visualize nuclei. Scale bars, 50 µm.
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the evolutionary relatedness of species in the survey for
gfap and vim genes.
Orders for amphibian species are indicated. Asterisk illustrates last common ancestor shared by
Anura and Caudata. + and - indicate presence or absence of indicated gene in the PCR surveys,
respectively. Photo credits: B. bufo, R. bivittatum (DSM), C. lusitanica (Benny Trapp:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Benny_Trapp)
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Tables

Table 1. Results of PCR survey to identify gfap and vim sequences in the genomes of
representative amphibian and other vertebrate species.
See Supplementary Fig. S16 for detailed phylogenetic analysis used to confirm the vim (column
8) and gfap (column 11) sequences identified in PCR survey.
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Figure S1. IFP alignment used to identify conserved regions of GFAP proteins.
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A consensus sequence (GFAP Consensus, Fig. 2A) was generated by aligning intermediate
filament proteins GFAP, vimentin, desmin, peripherin and internexin neuronal intermediate filament
protein, alpha. IFPs (and known isoforms) from human (Hs), mouse (Mm), chicken (Gg), green anole
(Ac), X. laevis (Xla), X. tropicalis (Xt) and zebrafish (Dr) were aligned using the Clustal W algorithm
(Thompson et al., 1994). For simplicity, only regions corresponding to residues 76 - 374 of human
GFAP Isoform 1 (NP_002046) are shown. Residues identical to the GFAP Consensus are shaded black.
Dashes represent gaps that have been inserted into sequences to increase their similarity in the
alignment. Accession numbers for each sequence in the alignment can be found in Supplementary
Table S2.
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Figure S2. Alignment of GFAP orthologs with untitled Xenopus proteins showing greatest
similarity to GFAP.
Clustal W alignment of GFAP orthologs from human, mouse, chicken, green anole, and zebrafish
and the 17 most similar, yet untitled X. laevis and X. tropicalis sequences. For simplicity, only regions
corresponding to residues 76 - 374 of human GFAP Isoform 1 (NP_002046) are shown. Residues
identical to the GFAP consensus are shaded black. Dashes represent gaps that have been inserted
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into sequences to increase their similarity in the alignment. Accession numbers for each sequence in
the alignment can be found in Supplementary Table S2.
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Figure S3-S14. Assignments of unnamed sequences to clades other than GFAP supported
irrespective of the alignment algorithm, method of inference, or use of GBlocks masking.
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Midpoint rooted Polar Trees based on Clustal Omega (Figs. S3, S4, S9 and S10), MAFTT (S5, S6,
S11 and S12) or MUSCLE (S7, S8, S13 and S14) alignment of GFAP orthologs (Edgar, 2004a; Edgar,
2004b; Katoh and Standley, 2013; Sievers et al., 2011). GBlocks was used prior to alignments (Figs.
S3, S5, S7, S9, S11, S13) (Castresana, 2000; Talavera and Castresana, 2007). Substitution rates are
indicated by branch length variation. Bayesian inference posterior probabilities (Figs. S3 - S8) and
Maximum likelihood (S9 - S14) bootstrap support values are shown for each branch (Felsenstein,
1981; Huelsenbeck et al., 2001). Accession numbers for each protein sequence in the trees can be
found in Supplementary Table S2.
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Figure S15. vim expression in the subretinal space after rod ablation.
Wild-type (A) and XOPNTR (B) stage 50 tadpoles were treated for seven days with Mtz. Retinal
sections were stained by in situ hybridization for vim expression and then bleached with hydrogen
peroxide to clear RPE pigment. White dashed lines in both panels mark the boundary between RPE
and photoreceptors. White asterisk in B labels vim expression in the subretinal space in response to
rod ablation. Scale bar, 50 µm.
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Figure S16. Phylogenetic analysis of sequences identified in PCR survey for gfap and vim in
amphibian lineages.
Maximum likelihood phylogeny of IFP sequences from GenBank (black), PCR survey clones
(green) and unpublished transcriptomic data (red). Branch lengths represent substitutions per site.
Bootstrap proportions (above the branch) and posterior probabilities (below the branch) are
indicated only for those branches receiving significant support (i.e. bootstrap support > 70%,
posterior probability > 0.95). Naming nomenclature in tree: Species name clone# Gene Symbol.
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Table S1. Xenopus laevis reference proteins most similar to human, mouse, chicken and
zebrafish GFAP orthologs.
List of the six most highly similar reference proteins in Xenopus laevis (Xla) to the orthologs of
human (Homo sapiens: Hs), mouse (Mus musculus: Mm), chicken (Gallus gallus: Gg) and zebrafish
(Danio rerio: Dr) GFAP proteins and their known isoforms. E-value was determined using blastp of
each species isoform against NCBI X. laevis reference sequence. Highlighted in pink are X. laevis NCBI
records for which the ortholog has not yet been assigned. X. laevis and X. tropicalis IFPs and their
orresponding Unigene numbers are shown.
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Table S2. Accession numbers for proteins of Figures 2 and Supplementary Figures S1-S14.
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Table S3. Xenopus laevis and tropicalis reference proteins most similar to human, mouse, chicken, anole and zebrafish amino acid
sequences coded on GFAP exons 1, 5 and 6.
List of the six most highly similar reference proteins in Xenopus laevis (Xla) and Xenopus tropicalis (Xt) to the orthologs of human (Homo
sapiens: Hs), mouse (Mus musculus: Mm), chicken (Gallus gallus: Gg), anole (Anolis carolinensis: Ac) and zebrafish (Danio rerio: Dr) GFAP
proteins coded on exons 1, 5 and 6. E-value was determined using blastp of each species against NCBI X. laevis and X. tropicalis reference
sequence. NCBI Gene ID numbers are shown.
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Table S4. Genomic sequence sources for syntenic analysis.
NCBI and Xenbase accession numbers, position and assembly version used to generate syntenic
schematic of Figure 3.
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Table S5. Summary of Western blot results presented in Figures 4.
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Table S6. Summary of the response of IFP expression to rod photoreceptor ablation and RGC
axotomy presented in Figures 5, 6 and 7.
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Table S7. Origin of biological samples used for PCR survey.
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Primer name
MmGFAP2 F
MmGFAP2 R
XlaVim-L F

Primer sequence
gatcctcgaggagcggagacgcatca
gatctctagatctagactaagggagagctggcagg
gatcaggcctgcaacaaccaagtcatcc

Restriction site
XhoI
XbaI
Stu I

XlaVim-L R

gatctctagatcactcaaagtcatcgtggtgC

XbaI

XlaDes-S F

gatcaggcctagccagtcctactcaagca

Stu I

XlaDes-S R

gatcctcgagttacataatctcctggtgctgc

XhoI

XlaPrph-L F
XlaPrph-L R
XlaIna-L F
XlaIna-L R

gatcaggcctagtcactctggtctaagaagca
gatctctagatcacttctctccttctgaagac
gatcaggcctagtttcggctcggatcat
gatcctcgagctaaggtttcaccatagcttc

StuI
XbaI
StuI
XhoI

GFAP Deg F1

arygarmrkgyrgagatgatg

None

GFAP Deg R1

dgymarryygtcyctctc

None

GFAP Deg F2

gagatgatggrsytvaaygacccg

None

GFAP Deg R2

arryygtcyctctsvayctcc

None

Vim Deg F1

gayttcdssctrgcmgakgcy

None

Vim Deg R1

agrttgkcbckstcyacytc

None

Vim Deg F2

gccrtmaacmyygagttyaa

None

Vim Deg R2

sakctcyckcatctcctcctc

None

Table S8. Primer sequences.
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GFAP amplification
First PCR (ºC)

Second PCR (nested) (ºC)

51.6

56.7

Leiopelma archeyi (Archey’s frog)

51.6

40.0

Discoglossus galganoi (Iberian painted frog)

51.6

40.0

Rhinophrynus dorsalis (Mexican burrowing frog)

51.6

47.8

Pipa carvalhoi (Carvalho’s Suriname toad)

51.6

56.7

Bufo bufo (Common toad)

51.6

47.8

Andrias japonicus (Japanese giant salamander)

51.6

56.7

Chioglossa lusitanica (Gold-striped salamander)

51.6

52.5

Rhinatrema bivittatum (Two-lined caecilian)

51.6

56.7

Ichthyophis kohtaoensis (Koa Tao Island caecilian)

51.6

52.5

Microcaecilia unicolor (Tiny cayenne caecilian)

51.6

40.0

Zootoca vivipara (Viviparous lizard)

51.6

56.7

Protopterus annectens (West African lung fish)

51.6

56.7

Polypterus palmas (Marbled bichir)

51.6

52.5

Danio rerio (Zebrafish)

51.6

56.7

Mus musculus (Mouse)

51.6

56.7

Species

Xenopus laevis

(African clawed frog)

Table S9. Annealing temperatures for GFAP amplification.
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Vimentin amplification
Species

First PCR (ºC)

Second PCR (nested) (ºC)

56.7

51.6

Leiopelma archeyi (Archey’s frog)

56.7

51.6

Discoglossus galganoi (Iberian painted frog)

56.7

51.6

Rhinophrynus dorsalis (Mexican burrowing frog)

56.7

51.6

Pipa carvalhoi (Carvalho’s Suriname toad)

56.7

51.6

Bufo bufo (Common toad)

56.7

47.8

Andrias japonicus (Japanese giant salamander)

56.7

51.6

Chioglossa lusitanica (Gold-striped salamander)

56.7

51.6

Rhinatrema bivittatum (Two-lined caecilian)

56.7

51.6

Ichthyophis kohtaoensis (Koa Tao Island caecilian)

56.7

51.6

Microcaecilia unicolor (Tiny cayenne caecilian)

56.7

51.6

Zootoca vivipara (Viviparous lizard)

56.7

51.6

Protopterus annectens (West African lung fish)

56.7

47.8

Polypterus palmas (Marbled bichir)

56.7

51.6

Danio rerio (Zebrafish)

56.7

51.6

Mus musculus (Mouse)

56.7

51.6

Xenopus laevis

(African clawed frog)

Table S10. Annealing temperatures for Vimentin amplification.
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Xenbase name

Source

Species

Catalog #

Dilution
(WB)

Dilution
(IF)

V
+
-

P
+
-

D
+
-

I
+
-

Hansen et al. 1989
Debus et al. 1983

-

+

-

-

-

Dent et al. 1989

1:3,000

-

-

+

-

-

Gervasi et al. 2000

1:3,000

-

-

+

-

-

Gervasi et al. 2000

1:5

-

-

+

-

-

Drager et al. 1984

n/a
GFAP Ab1, 2

Dako
Sigma

Vimentin

Vim Ab1

DSHB

Peripherin (1)

n/a

B. Szaro

Rabbit
Mouse
(GA5)
Mouse
(14h7)
Rabbit

Z0334
G3893

1:2,000
1:1,000

14h7

1:20

1:500
1:250 or
1:400
1:50

Peripherin (2)

n/a

B. Szaro

Rabbit

1:3,000
1:3,000

R5

Muller glia Ab1

W. Harris

Mouse

1:50

XAP2

DSHB

Mouse
(5B9)
Rabbit

5B9

Transducin (GaT1)

Photoreceptors
Ab1
Gnat1 Ab1

myc

n/a

Sigma

M5546

1:1,000

1:100

myc

Myc Ab6

Santa Cruz

Mouse
(9E10)
Rabbit

Sc-789

1:200

1:100

1:25

Sc-389

Reference

G
+
+

GFAP
GFAP

Santa Cruz

In WB detects

Harris and Messersmith, 1992

1:100
Evan et al. 1985

WB, western blot; IF, immunofluorescence; G, GFAP; V, Vimentin; P, Peripherin; D, Desmin; I, Internexin
Table S11. Primary antibodies.
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Secondary antibodies
Symbol/Name
Source
Species
Catalog #
Dilution (WB)
Dilution (IF)
1
Rabbit IgG
Li-Cor
Goat
827-08365
1:20,000
Mouse IgG2
Li-Cor
Goat
926-68170
1:20,000
Rabbit IgG3
Millipore
Goat
AP307P
1:5,000
3
Mouse IgM
Millipore
Goat
AP128P
1:5,000
Rabbit IgG4
Invitrogen
Donkey
A21206
1:500
Rabbit IgG5
Abcam
Goat
Ab150079
1:500
4
Mouse IgG
Invitrogen
Goat
A21236
1:500
Mouse IgG5
Abcam
Goat
Ab150113
1:500
Mouse IgM4
Invitrogen
Goat
A21042
1:500
WB, western blot; IF, immunofluorescence; 1, IRDye 800CW; 2, IRDye 680RD; 3, HRP conjugated; 4,
Alexa488 conjugated; 5, Alexa647 conjugated,
Table S12. Secondary antibodies.
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Preface
The founder frog of Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) was generated by Dr. Shobana Mani for Dr. Eduardo
Solessio’s lab.
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Chapter 3 Expression of the metabotropic
glutamate receptor 6 (grm6) during
Xenopus laevis development and generation
of a transgenic line to study retinal ON-type
bipolar cells
3.1 Introduction
There are two types of glutamate receptors: metabotropic (Grm) and ionotropic (Gri). Glutamate
receptors detect the glutamate released by neurons, and modulate synaptic responses. Grms are
membrane-bound receptors that signal via G proteins to indirectly regulate downstream signal
cascades. Grms are categorized into three subgroups depending on sequence similarity, agonist
selectivity, and effector system differences (reviewed in (Nakanishi, 1992)). Subgroup I includes
Grm1 and 5. Subgroup II includes Grm2 and 3, while Grm4, 6, 7 and 8 are subgroup III members. All
metabotropic glutamate receptor types, with the exception of Grm3, are expressed in the retina
(reviewed in (Dhingra and Vardi, 2012)).
The structure of Grm receptors includes an extracellular region containing a ligand binding
domain and cysteine rich region, seven transmembrane domains, and a carboxyl intracellular domain
(Masu et al., 1991). In the mammalian retina, Grm6 protein is detected postsynaptically at the
dendrite tips of ON bipolar cell, and binds glutamate that is steadily released by photoreceptors in
the absence of light stimuli. Glutamate binding activates the receptor that in turn stimulates the
activity of its G protein partner, Go (Dhingra et al., 2000). The signaling cascade results in the closing
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of the ion channel Trpm1 (Morgans et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2016), which maintains the hyperpolarized
state of ON bipolar cells. Glutamate release is reduced upon light stimulation of photoreceptors
resulting in a deactivation of Grm6, the opening of Trpm1 channels and depolarization of BP cells.
Expression of Grm6 is developmentally regulated. In rat, it is first expressed diffusedly in cell
bodies and the dendrites of developing cells in the inner nuclear layer. Expression of GRM6 becomes
restricted to the dendrites of ON bipolar cells in the mature retina, and is detected in a punctate
staining pattern at dendrite tips in the outer plexiform layer (Akazawa et al., 1994; Nomura et al.,
1994). Grm6 continues to be expressed in the retina during photoreceptor degeneration; however,
the expression pattern is diffuse in somata similar to the pattern observed at earlier stages of
development (Nomura et al., 1994). Due to its cell-type specificity (Vardi et al., 2000) and persistent
expression, Grm6 has served as a useful marker for labeling ON bipolar cells during development and
retinal degeneration.
In our inducible model of rod ablation, Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB), progressive retinal degeneration is
observed following rod loss. Among the changes observed are Müller cell gliosis, the degeneration
and death of cone photoreceptors, and a reorganization of inner retinal neurons – which includes the
retraction of retinal bipolar cell dendrites (Choi et al., 2011). These observations are consistent with
the changes that occur during retinal degeneration in mammals (Strettoi and Pignatelli, 2000). In
contrast to the mammalian retina, the X. laevis retina can regenerate to form a functional retina
following retinal cell death (Choi et al., 2011). This begs the question of how functional circuits
between rods and bipolar cells are reestablished during regeneration. These questions prompted me
to ask if transgenic X. laevis expressing eGFP under the control of the mouse GRM6 promoter could
be used to investigate the development of X. laevis bipolar cells, the changes in bipolar cell
morphology and survival following rod ablation and during retinal regeneration in
Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) animals.
Bioinformatics was used to identify both homeologs of the grm6 gene in the X. laevis genome.
Using gene specific PCR primers I present evidence that only grm6.S is expressed in developing
tadpoles. A detailed analysis of the genomic sequences indicates grm6.L is a pseudogene. I report the
sequence and mRNA expression pattern of Xla grm6.S. Interestingly, I found grm6.S expression is not
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limited to X. laevis bipolar cells, but is also expressed in post-mitotic cells of the inner nuclear layer
and ganglion cell layer. In addition to retinal expression, I found grm6.S is also detected in the
tentative pineal gland. In an effort to label and track X. laevis bipolar cells, I characterized the
expression pattern of eGFP in F2 tadpoles expressing eGFP under the control of the mouse Grm6
promoter (Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP)) (Ueda et al., 1997). GFP protein was first detected in both inner
and outer nuclear layer cells at stage 37/38. By stage 50 however, eGFP+ cells were restricted to the
inner nuclear layer, most expressed one or more bipolar cell markers and/or have a morphology
consistent with that expected of bipolar cells. My results indicate this transgenic line will be a
valuable tool, not only for investigating the development of bipolar cells during retinogenesis, but
also to track the changes in bipolar cell processes during retinal degeneration and regeneration.

3.2 Methods and materials
3.2.1 Generation of Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) transgene and transgenic animals
The transgene construct and the founder frog was generated by Dr. Shobana Mani. The XhoI and
NgoMIV fragment of mouse Grm6 promoter (Ueda et al., 1997) was inserted into pEGFP vector after
digestion by XhoI and BamHI with a linker sequence. Transgenic X. laevis were generated by using
restriction enzyme-mediated integration (Kroll and Amaya, 1996) and one founder female survived
to adulthood.
3.2.2 Generation, genotyping and screening of F1 and F2 transgenic animals
The founder female was primed with 100 unit pregnant mare’s serum gonadotropin (Calbiochem,
Billerica, Massachusetts) a week before being induced by 500 unit human chorionic gonadotropin
(Merck, Kenilworth, NJ). The eggs were then fertilized with wild type sperm. Genomic DNA of F1
progeny was extracted from tissue isolated from tadpole tails or frog toe webbing (E.Z.N.A Tissue
DNA Kit; Omega Bio-tek., Norcorss, GA). Primers GRM6 For2 and 3 Xtrop EGFP that are specific for
mouse Grm6 promoter and eGFP were used to identify the transgenic animals by PCR (table.4-1). F1
animals positive for the transgene Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) were grown to adults then mated with wild
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type J strain frogs to screen for transgene expression in vivo or by immunohistochemistry in F2
progeny.
For live screening, F2 stage 43 tadpoles were anethesized with 0.01% MS222 (MP biochemical,
Santa Ana, CA) in 0.1X MMR and sorted on a dissecting fluorescent microscope for eGFP expression
in the brain. At least 50 tadpoles were sorted per clutch to determine the percentage of transgenic
animals from each adult. To quantify the expression level of the transgene, retinal sections were
stained with anti-GFP antibody (DSHB clone 4C9, Iowa City, Iowa). The numbers of GFP positive cells
were counted and the densities of GFP cells per 100µm of retinal distance were than compared
between the clutches. Sections that contained the optic nerve head were scored. At least two eGFPexpressing tadpoles were scored per batch. The counts were analyzed by one way ANOVA with
Prism6, the result was considered significant when α<0.05.
Expression pattern of the transgene was characterized using F2 progeny of one F1 male with two
F1 females. The Committee for the Humane Use of Animals at SUNY Upstate Medical University
approved all procedures, and all procedures adhered to the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals
in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.
3.2.3 Identification of grm6 genomic sequence
The reference sequences of mouse Grm1-8 transcripts were obtained from NCBI. Transcripts of
other species (predicted sequences were used if reference sequences were not available) of the same
homology to mouse Grm transcripts were obtained (table 3.3). The putative grm sequences of Anolis
carolinensis were used in BLAST searches against X. laevis genome (version 9.1, Xenbase) to locate
the sequences of putative grms.
3.2.4 Cloning X. laevis grm6
Primers were designed using the putative coding sequences of X. laevis grm6.S homeolog (table.41: grm6-1 F1 BamHI, grm6-1 F2, grm6-1 R2 EcoRI, grm6-1 R1 XbaI) and grm6 L homeolog (table.4-1:
grm6-2 F1 BamHI, grm6-2 F2, grm6-2 R2 EcoRI, grm6-2 R1 XhoI). Total RNA was isolated from heads
of stage 43 J strain embryos using RNAzol® RT (Molecular Research Center, Inc. Cincinnati, OH). 1µg
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of the total RNA was used for reverse transcription using MMLV reverse transcriptase and random
hexamer per manufacturer’s protocol (Promega, product # M1701. Madison, WI) to synthesize cDNA.
The grm6 transcript was cloned from stage 43 cDNA in two steps using Herculase II (Agilent
#600675, Santa Clara, CA). The 5’ fragment was amplified using primers grm6-1 F1 BamHI and
grm6-1 R2 EcoRI, and the 3’ fragment was amplified using primers grm6-1 F2 and grm6-1 R1 XbaI
(table. 4-1). PCR products were first TA cloned (Promega A1360, Madison, WI). 5’ fragment was then
isolated by BamHI and EcoRI digestion, subcloned into pCS2 vector. This construct was then digested
with EcoRI and XbaI for subcloning. 3’ fragment in pGEMTEZ vector was isolated by EcoRI and XbaI
digest then subcloned into pCS2 that contained the 5’ fragment to generate the full length grm6.S
cDNA.
The 3’UTR sequence was cloned by first using primers AD-DT and grm6 S&L 3’ flanking 1
targeting mRNA with poly A tail. Nested primers AD and grm6 S&L 3’ flanking 2 were then used to reamplify the PCR product in the second round of PCR. The fragment was TA cloned for future
manipulation.
3.2.5 Phylogenetic analysis of isolated X. laevis grm6
The sequence of the isolated X. laevis grm transcript was aligned with the transcripts of mouse,
human, zebrafish, chicken, anole and zebrafish by clustal W method in MegAlign of LaserGene
(DNASTAR, Madison, WI.). The result was further confirmed by aligning X. laevis Grm to the putative
or reference Grm proteins of the aforementioned species. The symbol convention for each given
species was followed when the DNA/mRNA or protein of a single species is described. When multiple
species are discussed, grm/Grm is used to distinguish nucleotide/peptide in this chapter.
3.2.6 RT-PCR to determine transcriptional expression of endogenous grm6 or GFP
The heads of five embryos were pooled at each tested stage and total RNA extracted. The
extraction of RNA and cDNA synthesis was described in section4-2-4. To determine transcript
expression during eye development, tissue from 20 embryos (stage 22, 25, 28), 15 embryos (stage
33/34, 35/36, 37/38, 40), 10 embryos (stage 40, 42, 43, 45), 3 tadpoles (stage 50) or 1 animal
(froglet) was used for RNA extraction. Animals were staged according to Nieuwkoop and Faber
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(1994). cDNA was then synthesized as described in section 4-2-4 using 250ng of total RNA as
template. PCR was performed using Econotaq (Lucigen, Madison, WI). Primers grm6-1 F2 and grm61 R2 EcoRI (table.4-1) were used to determine expression of grm6. The expression of the transgene
expression was determined by PCR using primers 5EGFP65 and 3 EGFP 251 (table.4-1). PCR
conditions were optimized to 2 minutes of denaturation at 94°C, 94C for 30 seconds, annealing at
67°C (for grm6), 58°C (for ef1α and H4) or 65.2°C (for GFP) for 30 seconds, extension for 30 seconds
at 72°C. 27-35 cycles of amplification were used and ended with final extension at 72°C for 10
minutes. Result of electrophoresis was imaged by Gel Doc and quantified by ImageLab 5.0 (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA).
3.2.7 Purification of PCR product and restriction digestion
PCR products were purified using PCR Clean-up kit (MoBio, product# 12500. Carlsbad, CA). The
purified PCR products were digested with ScaI, HindIII or EcoRV-HF to examine the digestion
pattern. All restriction enzymes were purchased from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA).
3.2.8 Sample preparation and RNA in situ hybridization
Tadpoles of various stages up to stage 37/38 were euthanized in 1% MS-222 then fixed in 4% PFA
for 1 hour at room temperature. Following dehydration, fixed samples were stored in methanol at 20°C. The probes and samples were prepared as described in (Shimamura et al., 1994) with following
modification: RNA probes were synthesized with RNA polymerase Plus (Ambion, Austin, TX) using
the first 1056bp of grm6.S homeolog as template (pGEMTEZ.XlGrm6S_F1R2, BamHI, T7). Embryos
were bleached with 0.5% SSC, 10% H2O2, 5% formamide. Proteinase K treatment was at 10µg/mL for
five minutes. Hybridization was done with 3µg/mL of probe overnight at 60°C. The embryos were
blocked with 2% blocking reagent (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) in 1X maleic acid buffer, 0.1% Tween20
(MABT) containing 2mM levamisole. Samples were washed in MABT prior to transferring to
colorization buffer (Roche).
Samples for sections in situ hybridization were fixed in Dent’s fixative (stage 22-35/36) overnight
at -20°C or 4% PFA (stage 37/38) for 1 hour at room temperature. Embryos fixed in Dent’s fixative
were rehydrated in 1xPBS on the next day before transferred to 15% cold-water fish gelatin (G7765,
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Sigma St. Louis, MO) in 15% sucrose. Embryos were incubated overnight at room temperature. The
embryos were then mounted in fresh 15% fish gelatin on the next day. PFA-fixed samples were
cryoprotected in 20% sucrose in 1X PBS overnight at 4°C then mounted in OCT (Sakura FineTek,
Torrance, CA). Samples were cryosectioned at 12µm. Section in situ hybridization was performed as
previously described
3.2.9 Immunohistochemistry
Tadpoles were euthanized and the heads were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS for one hour at room
temperature. The fixed tissue was cryoprotected in 20% sucrose in 1X PBS overnight at 4°C. The
samples were mounted in OCT and cryosectioned at 12µm for immunohistochemitry. The sections
were washed in 1x PBS containing 0.1% Triton-X 100 (PBST) three times, blocked in 5% goat serum
and incubated in primary antibody overnight at 4°C. Samples were washed in PBST three times prior
to incubation in secondary antibody solution containing 10 mg/ml 4,6-Diamidino-2-phenyindole,
dilactate (DAPI, Sigma Aldrich) for two hours at room temperature. Slides were mounted in
FluorSave reagent (VWR, Radnor, PA) containing 2% 1,4-Diazabicyclo [2.2.2]octane (DABCO, Sigma
Aldrich) after three washes in PBST. For PCNA staining, sections were boiled in sodium citrate buffer
(19mM citric acid and 9.34mM of sodium citrate) pH 6.0 for ten minutes prior to blocking. Antibodies
used in this study were listed in table 4.2.
3.2.10 Imaging and cell count
Stained sections were imaged using Leica DM6000 B upright fluorescence light microscope with
motorized Z-focusing (Leica Microsystems, Bannockburn, IL) fitted with a Retiga-SRV camera (QImaging, Surrey, BC, Canada) controlled by Volocity (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA). To determine the
expression pattern of the transgene through retinal development, the density of eGFP positive cells in
each layer was calculated based on the size of the scored section. The data was then analyzed using
Prism 6 (Graphpad, La Jolla, CA) with two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons
test. The difference is considered significant when α<0.05.
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3.3.1 X. laevis only expresses grm6.S homeolog
Using human GRM6 as a probe, I performed BLAST searches and identified two grm6 homeologs
in the X. laevis genome (Fig 3.1). The two putative homeologs (grm6.S and grm6.L) were detected at
positions chr8S:84995003..85001391 and chr8L:647289..655128, respectively. Gene specific
primers based on these putative sequences were generated and PCR used in an attempt to amplify
the predicted transcripts from cDNA generated from stage 43 tadpole total RNA.

All four PCR

products cloned and sequenced, coded for the grm6.S homeolog suggesting the grm6.L homeolog was
not expressed. The nucleotide and predicted protein sequence including functional domains of X.
laevis Grm6.S are presented in Figure 3.2
To confirm the cloned sequence was indeed grm6 instead of another metabotropic glutamate
receptors, I performed phylogenetic analysis. The transcripts and protein sequences of the cloned X.
laevis grm6.S was aligned with the reference and predicted grm transcripts of other species (Table
3.3). My result indicated that the cloned sequence was most similar to other grm6, confirming it as
grm6. (Fig. 3.3).
To determine the temporal pattern of grm6 expression during development and determine if
grm6.L might be expressed at other developmental stages, RT-PCR was used to test total cDNA
prepared from the tissue of embryos at multiple stages. A single set of primers was used to amplify
both homeologs due to the high sequence similarity. The gDNA PCR products of the two homeologs
are not distinguishable by electrophoresis, however a unique restriction site can be used to
distinguish PCR products amplified from grm6.S and grm6.L genes or transcripts.
PCR using genomic DNA as a template resulted in amplification of products of approximately
600bp (Fig. 3.4A, lane 1), which was consistent with the expected sizes of both S (612bp) and L
homeolog (601bp). Restriction digest using ScaI partially digested the 600bp-long product,
generating two fragments of 392bp and 209bp (Fig. 3.4A lane 2). This results is consistent with my
prediction that ScaI digestion of the L homeolog, leaving undigested S sequences intact at 612bp.
Restriction digest using HindIII also partially digested the PCR product, generating a doublet that was
slightly larger than 300bp. This observation matched my prediction that the PCR product of S
homeolog gDNA would be digested by HindIII, and the two fragments at 319bp and 293bp formed
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the doublet (Fig. 3.4A lane 3). Double digestion with ScaI and HindIII generated fragments that
matched the result of the combined single digests (Fig. 3.4A lane 4). In summary, these results
demonstrate that this set of primers can successfully amplify both grm6 homeologs.
The same strategy was then used to determine when grm6 is first detectable in the heads of
embryonic X. laevis (stages 22-45) (Fig. 3.4B). Due to the increase of animal size, the tissue of stage
50 tadpoles was separated into eyes and brains, and only the retinas of the froglets were used. A
weak band at 339bp was observable by stage 22. The size of the RT-PCR product was consistent with
the predicted size of amplified S homeolog at 339bp, no product that matched predicted 219bp-long
L homeolog was observed at any tested stage. The purified RT-PCR product was only digested by S
homeolog-specific EcoRV, and not by L homeolog-specific ScaI. This result suggested that only the S
homeolog of grm6 was expressed at all developmental stages tested.
To determine the temporal expression of grm6.S in the developing eye, I performed RT-PCR using
mRNA of isolated from optic vesicles (stages 22, 25), optic cups (stage 28) and eyes (stages 33/34,
35/36, 37/38, 42, 43, 45, 50 and froglet). The 339bp product of grm6.S homeolog was first detected
in the eyes of stage 33/34 embryos (Fig. 3.4C). Semi-quantitative PCR suggested grm6.S expression
increased most dramatically during stages at which retinal differentiation was taking place at stages
33/34-42. No PCR product matching the predicted size of the L homeolog transcript (219 bp) was
ever detected. In conclusion, my result suggested grm6.S is expressed in the head by stage 22. grm6.S
transcript was first detectable in eyes until stage 33/34. The expression level of grm6.S increased in
both heads (not shown) and the eyes. Transcripts for grm6.L were not detected at any developmental
stage tested.
3.3.2 X. laevis grm6.L is a pseudogene
The machine annotated splicing pattern predicted for grm6.L may not reflect the actual
intron/exon boundary. If the EcoRV site in intron 4 of the putative L homeolog predicted by the
software was not removed during splicing, then EcoRV digestion described in the previous section
would not distinguish the PCR products of the S and L homeologs. To determine if the EcoRV site is
lost in differently spliced putative L homeolog, we generated a second putative sequence of L
homeolog based on the intron/exon boundary of the cloned S homeolog (Fig. 3.5). I found that EcoRV
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site would also be retained in this putative L transcript. Therefore, the primer set used in the
previous section would not distinguish PCR products of S and L homeolog by size (S: 339bp, L:
337bp). EcoRV digest was predicted to generate fragments of similar sizes in both conditions (S:
235bp, 104bp. L: 233bp, 104bp), but the ScaI restriction site remained to be specific to L homeolog.
Therefore, the inability of ScaI to cut the PCR product (Fig. 3.4B) is consistent with my conclusion
that the L homeolog is not expressed.
The fact that no PCR product for the L homeolog was detected, and the observation that the
predicted grm6.L was predicted 88 nucleotides shorter than the S homeolog suggested to me that
grm6.L is be a psudogene. To test the idea further, I compared the two predicted Grm.6L proteins to
the genuine grm6.S protein sequence. I found that unlike the first version of putative L homeolog,
which predicted full translation, the sequence of the second putative L homeolog contained multiple
in-frame stop codons and nucleotide changes that resulting in frame shifts (Table. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6). In
summary, my data suggested that even if transcribed, the X. laevis grm6.L mRNA would not be
translated into a functional protein.
3.3.3 Transcript of grm6.S is expressed in the X. laevis brain
Mouse Grm6 promoter drives transgene expression in the brains of transgenic mice (Ueda et al.,
1997; Vardi et al., 2011), and my RT-PCR result suggests grm6.S is also expressed in the head. I
hypothesized that endogenous grm6 is expressed in the brain of X. laevis. To test this hypothesis, I
performed whole mount in situ hybridization on embryos from stage 22 to stage 37/38 (four
independent experiments).
The spatio-temporal expression pattern of grm6.S during embryonic development was
determined by whole mount RNA in situ hybridization. For the purpose of excluding the possibility
that the RNA probe synthesized from the coding sequence of grm6.S cross hybridized with
transcripts of other grm genes, I compared the nucleotide sequence of the S homeolog to the
predicted sequences of X. laevis grm 1-5 and 7-8. Each grm sequence was independently aligned to
the in situ probe sequence to identify the most similar region. The most similar region of each grm
was then compiled to determine their similarity to the probe sequence (Table 4.6). The grm6.S probe
sequence shared 70% or less sequence identity with all grm transcripts, which is insufficient for
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probe hybridization under the condition I used. (Table 4.6, yellow shade). Nevertheless, as a second
test for specificity, I compared the expression pattern detected with the coding sequence probe to
that of a probe generated exclusively from grm6.S 3’ UTR. Altogether the staining intensity was
greater with the coding sequence probe, the staining patterns produced by the coding sequence and
3’UTR probes were indistinguishable (not shown). Therefore, I concluded the expression detected
was grm6.S specific.
grm6.S transcript was not detected at stage 22 (not shown) or 25 (Fig. 3.8A-A’, F-F’). grm6.S was
first detected in the pineal at stage 28 (Fig. 3.8B, G). This restricted expression pattern was also
detected in the brain of embryos at stages 33/34 (Fig.3.8 C, H) and 37/38 (Fig.3.8 D, I). Faint staining
was observed in the heads of stage 33/34 and 37/38 embryos (Fig.3.8 C-D, H-I) and (although
weaker) in controls suggesting the non-pineal expression in the brain was nonspecific. Staining was
also observed in the somites of embryos at older stages, however it was nonspecific since a sense
probe generated an identical staining pattern at these same stages (Fig.3.8C’, D’).
To better define the location of grm6.S transcriptional expression in the brain, I performed RNA in
situ hybridization on cryosectioned brains. The results were consistent with what was observed by
whole mount in situ hybridization. No signal was detected in stage 25 embryos or younger (Fig.
3.9A). Expression was first detected in the forebrain of stage 28 embryos (Fig. 3.9B), and at all
developmental stages tested through stg 45 (Fig.3.9C-G). No staining was detected outside of the
forebrain, confirming the signal observed in the heads by whole mount in situ hybridization were
likely nonspecific. In conclusion, expression of grm6.S transcript was restricted to the forebrain and
expressed at least through stage 45. Based on its morphology, the grm6.S-expressing region is
tentatively identified as the subcommissural organ (ScO) and/or pineal gland.
3.3.4 grm6.S expression during retinal development in X. laevis
To determine the expression pattern of grm6.S during retinal development, I performed RNA in
situ hybridization on sectioned retinas. Retinal sections of stage 22, 25, 28, 33/34, 35/36, 37/38, 40,
42, 43, 45, 50 embryos, tadpoles and froglets were tested. grm6.S was not detected in the eye
primordia, optic vesicle or optic cup prior to stage 28 (Fig. 3.10A and not shown). grm6.S transcript
was first detected at stage 33/34 in the central portion of presumptive inner nuclear layer of the
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retina (Fig. 3.10B). The transcript was next observed in proximal and distal inner nuclear layer (INL)
and ganglion cell layer (GCL) throughout the differentiating retina at stage 37/38 (Fig. 3.10C). This
expression pattern was maintained in retinas of older animals at stages 40, 43, 45, 50 and froglets
(Fig. 3.10D-H, K, M). The mutual exclusion of RNA in situ signal and proliferation markers, PCNA
(green) and phospho histone H3 (red) in the ciliary marginal zone (CMZ) suggested grm6 transcript
is only expressed in postmitotic retinal cells (Fig. 3.10I-J). The observed staining pattern suggests
grm6.S homeolog is expressed in bipolar (distal INL), amacrine (proximal INL), as well as ganglion
cells (GCL), of the developing and mature retina.
3.3.5 Germline transmission of the Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) transgene
X. laevis retinal bipolar cells are not well characterized by immunohistochemistry, making them
difficult to study during development, retinal degeneration and regeneration. Mammalian GRM6 is
expressed specifically by ON bipolar cells of the retina (Nomura et al., 1994; Ueda et al., 1997; Vardi
et al., 2000; Vardi and Morigiwa, 1997). Most anti-GRM6 antibodies used for immunohistochemistry
were generated against the less conserved C-terminus, which distinguishes the protein from other
metabotropic glutamate receptors. The epitopes of these antibodies are not well-conserved in X.
laevis (Fig. 3.7) preventing their use in frog samples. Therefore, it was not possible to determine the
pattern of X. leavis Grm6 protein expression.
In an attempt to label X. laevis bipolar cells, we generated transgenic frogs expressing eGFP under
the control of mouse Grm6 promoter (Ueda et al., 1997). To determine if the transgene detected in
the founder female (Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP)1Solessio) would be transmitted through the germline, I
first screened F1 progeny generated by in vitro fertilization of F0 founder eggs with wild-type sperm
(Fig. 3.11A). One hundred and forty-nine F1 tadpoles were grown to sexual maturity. PCR-genotyping
identified 21 F1 frogs carrying the transgene (Fig. 3.11A dark orange). eGFP expression was
detecteded in the brain starting at stage 42, which became more intense at stage 43 (Fig. 3.11C). PCR
genotyping of embryos confirmed that every transgene positive embryo expressed detectable eGFP.
Therefore, I used eGFP expression in the brain as a simple screening method to identify transgenics
v.s. non-transgenic animals.
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To select F1 frogs that produce progeny with high expression of the transgene for future studies, I
performed natural matings, crossing transgenic F1 and wild type animals. The percentage of stage 43
F2 tadpoles expressing eGFP in the brain and the number of eGFP positive cells in the inner nuclear
layer were determined. Of the 21 F1 frogs, 7 males and 3 females generated transgenic progeny when
crossed with wild-type mates. The percentage of transgenic animals in each clutch was scored in vivo
by eGFP expression in the brain at stage 43 (Fig. 3.11B). The percentage of transgenic F2 tadpoles per
clutch varied from 20% to 55%.
Retinal sections of these F2 tadpoles were then stained with anti-GFP antibody to quantify the
density of GFP positive cells per unit length of retina (Fig. 3.12). The numbers of GFP positive cells
were not significantly different among clutches of tadpoles. Male 9 was selected for its overall
advantages on success of transgene transmission and of its average body size. Female 1 was selected
for the ability to generate high number of eggs and generating the highest proportion of transgenic
progeny among other females. Female 6 was chosen over 16 due to the low number of oocytes the
latter tended to generate.

3.3.6 Retinal expression of transgene protein is detectable at stage 37/38 and labels cells in
inner nuclear layer
Retinal sections of stage 22, 25, 28, 33/34, 35/36, 37/38, 40, 42, 43, 45, 50 animals and froglets
were stained for GFP. GFP expression was not detected in stage 22, 25, 28, 33/34 or 35/36 embryos
(not shown and Fig. 3.13A). GFP protein was first detected by immunohistochemistry at stage 37/38,
and was detected in both the inner and outer nuclear layers, however GFP positive cells were also
occasionally detected in the GCL (Fig. 3.13B). The GFP expression in photoreceptors and retinal
ganglion cells was reduced relative to INL expression level, and became restricted to the INL as the
retinas matured (Fig. 3.13C-F). Most GFP-positive INL cells had a morphology consistent with that of
bipolar cells, including dendrites that projected vertically into the OPL, cell bodies locate in the INL
and axons projected into the IPL (Fig. 3.13J-K). GFP positive cells were occasionally observed in the
proximal INL, consistent with the position of amacrine cells. By stage 50 GFP staining was only
detected in the distal INL (Fig. 3.13G), and was expressed similarly in the froglet retina (Fig. 3.13 H).
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At stg 37/38 an approximately equivalent number of ONL and INL cells expressed GFP. Starting at
stage 40 GFP-positive cells became significantly more abundant in the INL (Fig. 3.13I). GFP staining
was found to not only label cell bodies, but also the dendrites and axons of bipolar cells (Fig. 3.13J-K).
Bipolar cells that expressed eGFP were near uniformly positioned in the outer INL, their axons
ramified in the inner IPL (Fig. 3.13K, sublayer b) with no branching observed in outer IPL. This
observation matches the morphological description of ON bipolar cells (Hare et al., 1986; Weiler,
1981), suggesting the transgene labels a defined group of bipolar cells in X. laevis retina. In summary,
transgene expression was detected predominantly in the INL and ONL at the earliest stages, then
became restricted to cells of the INL of the mature retina. The morphology of GFP positive cells was
consistent with that of ON bipolar cells.
3.3.7 Majority of eGFP positive cells co-express known bipolar cell markers
GFP-positive cells in the INL of Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP)2Zuber retinas had the morphology of ON
bipolar cells. To verify this observation, I co-stained stage 42 (N=6) and stage 50 (N=2) retinal
sections for eGFP, calretinin, a marker that labels subgroup of bipolar cells (Gábriel et al., 1998;
Morona et al., 2007), and Go protein α subunit (Goα), an ON bipolar cell marker (Vardi, 1998; Zhang
and Wu, 2003) (Fig. 3.14). Cells positive for GFP staining were categorized into four subgroups, cells
that were double positive for GFP and calretinin (Fig. 3.14A-A”, arrow), cells that were double
positive for GFP and Goα (Fig. 3.14B-B”, asterisk), cells that expressed all three markers (Fig. 3.14,
arrowhead), and cells that were only labeled with GFP (Fig. 3.14, triangle). I found majority of cells
expressed GFP, calretinin and Goα at both stages (42.8% at stage 42, 54% at stage 50). Cells that were
double positive for GFP and Goα were the second largest subpopulation, with 26.6% detected in stage
42 retinas and 20% at stage 50 respectively. The percentage of cells that were co-labeled by GFP and
calretinin, but not Goα, was the smallest cohort with 11.9% and 12% at these two stages,
respectively. There was 18.7% (stage 42) and 14% (stage 50) of GFP positive cells that did not
express either of the bipolar cell markers (Fig.3.14C-D). These results indicated that more than 80%
of GFP positive cells are labeled with one or both bipolar cell marker(s), and approximately 70% of
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the GFP-positive cells expressed the ON bipolar-specific marker Goα, indicating the transgene labels
bipolar cells in X. laevis retina.
3.3.8 eGFP is found in both rods and cones
The unexpected detection of weak GFP expression in a small number of cells in the ONL of the
developing retina prompted me to ask which photoreceptor cell type expressed GFP. I co-stained
stage 45 retinas for GFP and a rod specific transducin (Gαt1) antibody or the cone specific anticalbindin antibody. GFP co-localized with both transducin Gαt1 (Fig. 3.15A-C, arrow) and calbindin
(Fig. 3.15D-F), indicating both rods and cones expressed eGFP in Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP)2Zuber
retinas.
Transgene expression was not exclusively restricted to retinal bipolar cells. GFP was detected in
both rods and cones of embryonic retinas, and occasionally in the ganglion cell layer. The GFP
staining in transgenic retinas did however became restricted to cells of the INL having a morphology
consistent with that of ON bipolar cells. Most of these cells were positive for the ON bipolar cell
marker Goα. Some of the cells that did not express Goα were instead labeled with calretinin,
suggesting they might still be bipolar cells. Not all GFP positive cells in the INL were accounted for by
these two markers, since 18.7% and 14% of the GFP-positive cells were calretinin- and Goα-negative
at stages 42 and 50, respectively. In conclusion, the mouse Grm6 promoter drives detectable
expression of GFP in multiple retinal cell types of embryonic retina, but gradually becomes restricted
to expression in the INL. The construct Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) mainly labels ON bipolar cells in mature
X. laevis retina, hence the transgenic line should be of use in the study bipolar cell genesis, as well as
monitoring morphological changes to bipolar cells during retinal degeneration and regeneration.

3.4 Discussion
My results indicate that despite the fact X. laevis grm6 expression is not specific to ON bipolar
cells, the expression of GFP via the mouse Grm6 promoter labels only cells of ON bipolar cell
morphology in the mature retina. The majority of eGFP expressing cells co-express bipolar cell
markers in mature X. laevis retina. However, it has been reported that Goα does not labels all, but only
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82% of ON bipolar cells in salamander retina (Zhang and Wu, 2003). Therefore it is possible that
some of the GFP positive Goα negative cells are in fact ON bipolar cells.
The transgene not only labels the somata but also the processes of bipolar cells in mature retina,
suggesting this transgenic line will be of use in tracking the response of bipolar cells to

retinal

degeneration and regeneration by crossing the Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP)and Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB)
lines.
Detectable expression of X. laevis grm6 transcript starts earlier in the brain than in the retina
determined by both RT-PCR and RNA in situ hybridization. The onset of retinal expression is
observed at stage 33/34, right before the formation of inner plexiform layer in the central retina at
stage 35 (Grant et al., 1980). On the other hand, the transgenic protein expression is first observed at
stage 37/38, slightly in advance to observed contact of bipolar cells to photoreceptors at stage 39
(Chen and Witkovsky, 1978).

These observations suggest that the expression of endogenous grm6

and the activity of the mouse Grm6 promoter are closely tied to the development of secondary
neurons in the retina and synaptogenesis between bipolar cells and photoreceptors.
The expression of the transgene in photoreceptors may be a result of position effect variation
(reviewed in (Chesneau et al., 2008)). The transgene may be inserted into a region of the genome that
is highly transcribed by developing photoreceptors and is transcribed during that period of time.
Another possible explanation for GFP expression in photoreceptors is that the mouse promoter is
active in a subgroup of retinal progenitor cells, and the stability of eGFP results in detectable
expression in photoreceptors as late as stage 45.
Interestingly, though the expression of endogenous X. laevis grm6 transcripts coincides with the
development and synaptogenesis of bipolar cells, its retinal expression pattern only partially
matches what has been reported in mammals (Akazawa et al., 1994; Hartveit et al., 1995; Nakajima et
al., 1993; Tehrani et al., 2000) (Table 4.7), and is instead more similar to the expression of grm6 in
zebrafish (Huang et al., 2012). grm6 is detectable by RNA in situ hybridization in inner and outer INL
and GCL in the retinas of X. laevis (stage 33/34 to adult) and zebrafish (5dpf-adult). Expression of
Grm6 in mammals varies among different species. Tehrani et al. reported Grm6 transcript is
transiently detectable by RT-PCR in retinal ganglion cells (RGC) of juvenile rats and diminishes in
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adult RGCs. The observation is consistent with RNA in situ hybridization results in the retina of adult
rats (Tehrani et al., 2000). Grm6 transcript has also been detected in adult human RGC (Klooster et
al., 2011).
In the rat, retinal expression of GRM6 protein is initially diffused in ON bipolar cells, then it is
gradually restricted to the tips of dendrites as the retina matures (Nomura et al., 1994). The
restricted expression is partially conserved in adult zebrafish, in which anti-Grm6b antibody
produces punctate staining in the OPL of adult retina (Huang et al., 2012). However, the protein is
still detected in inner and outer INL, and is not found in GCL where the transcript is strongly
expressed (Huang et al., 2012).
Interestingly, zebrafish grm6b promoter drives transgene expression more comparable to the
endogenous transcript than to the endogenous protein. Transgene expression is found in both ON
and OFF bipolar cells, subsets of amacrine and ganglion cells from dpf5 to adult (Glasauer et al.,
2016). The same mouse Grm6 promoter described in this chapter has similar expression pattern in
transgenic mice. But the transgene expression is detected amacrine cells and RGC only in early
neonatal period, then becomes specific expression in whole ON bipolar cells in adult retina (Dhingra
et al., 2008; Morgan et al., 2006). The activity of the mouse Grm6 promoter in transgenic X. laevis
retina appears to be partially consistent with these two models. The expression of
Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) in RGC in embryonic X. laevis retina is comparable to both mouse and zebrafish,
suggesting similar regulatory mechanism in early retinal development. However, the transgenic eGFP
expression in mature X. laevis retina is only in bipolar cells whose axons only ramify in inner INL as
seen in rodents. This suggests mature X. laevis retina has regulatory components similar to rodents
for this promoter. This implies that regulatory elements of grm6 in the retina is evolutionarily
conserved, and the protein might not be exclusively used by ON bipolar cells postsynaptically in
developing retina.
Grm6 has not been reported to be expressed in the photoreceptors. Currently, I do not have
evidence to determine if the transgene expression in photoreceptors is a result of position effect or if
X. laevis has a slightly different regulation mechanism from other species. Testing different breeding
pairs of frogs or generating more primary transgenics using the same construct may be necessary to
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determine if transgene expression in developing photoreceptors is universally observed in
embryonic X. laevis regardless the insertion sites of the transgene.
The mouse Grm6 promoter drives similar eGFP expression in mouse and X. laevis, but not
analogous to zebrafish Grm6, which has persistent activity in the RGC and amacrine cells. It can be
explained by two hypotheses. One potential explanation is that X. laevis may have regulatory
elements that are not present in zebrafish to control the expression similarly to mouse. The other
possibility is mouse Grm6 promoter contains self-regulatory elements, thus the expression of the
transgene in X. laevis is comparable to mouse. These hypotheses remain to be tested by developing
antibody against X. laevis Grm6 for immunohistochemistry, by analyzing genomic sequences of the
three species to compare regulatory regions of grm6. Comparing my result to the expression pattern
of mouse Grm6 promoter in transgenic zebrafish or investigate the activity of zebrafish grm6b
promoter in X. laevis retina are other experiments that may be considered.
RNA in situ hybridization detects transcript of zebrafish grm6a is detected habenula and optic
tectum; and grm6b in diencephalon and olfactory bulbs (Huang et al., 2012). In the mouse, the
transcript is also found by in situ hybridization in olfactory bulb, hypothalamus and superior
colliculus, the mammalian equivalent of the optic tectum (Lein et al., 2007). The expression of grm6
in X. laevis brain is more restricted compared to zebrafish. X. laevis grm6 transcript is only detected in
the small region in the forebrain, but not in the optic tectum or olfactory bulb. The region that
expresses the transcript is tentatively identified as ScO/pineal gland, which may correspond to the
report of Grm6 expression in mouse ScO detected by RT-PCR (Vardi et al., 2011). The transcript is
also found in mouse hypothalamus by RT-PCR. (Ghosh et al., 1997).
Though the activity of the promoters of zebrafish grm6b and mouse Grm6 are not identical, both
promoters have been reported to drive expression in optic tectum/superior colliculus,
hypothalamus, and olfactory bulb in zebrafish and mouse respectively. (Glasauer et al., 2016; Vardi et
al., 2011). Interestingly, though the endogenous grm6 transcript was not found outside of forebrain
in embryonic X. laevis, the transgene driven by mouse Grm6 promoter was detected in the optic
tectum (Fig.3.16D, G) and the hypothalamus (Fig3.16B-D, F-G, arrows) when brain sections were
stained using anti-GFP antibody. No GFP signal was detected in the olfactory bulb. There is no
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systematic study on endogenous Grm6 protein expression in the brains of zebrafish, mouse and X.
laevis. It remains to be investigated to determine if the Grm6 protein is indeed expressed in the
regions labeled by the transgenes.
I did not observe GFP staining at stage 22, 25, 28 or 33/34. Restricted GFP staining was first
detected at stage 35/36, in a part of the forebrain that was tentatively identified as subcommissural
organ (ScO)/pineal organ (Fig.3.16A, asterisk). This expression was consistently observed in older
animals (Fig.3.16B-D, F-G, I), similar to the endogenous grm6 transcript which has restricted
expression in the dorsal-rostral region of the brain. Anti-transducin Gαt1 antibody stained the
similar dorsal region of the forebrain as the GFP, but no co-localization was observed. My current
data does not fully identify grm6-expressing cells in the brain, and antibodies against known ScO
markers like ScO spondin or transthyretin are not tested in X. laevis yet, thus performing double RNA
in situ hybridization targeting grm6 and the pineal organ/ScO marker(s) like tbx3 (Takabatake et al.,
2000) or six3 (Tessmar et al., 2002) might be a more suitable method to identify these cells.
The pineal organ has long been suggested to be a non-retinal photosensing organ that regulates
circadian rhythm (Blackshaw and Snyder, 1997; Korf et al., 1992; Meissl et al., 1990). If grm6
expression is identified in the pineal organ, it may suggest that the photoreceptors in the pineal gland
use glutamate for phototransduction as in the retina, hence the expression of grm6 as the
downstream receptor of the signal sent by pinealocytes. The presence of glutamate in pineal organ
may serve this purpose (Vigh et al., 1995a; Vigh et al., 1995b). Similarly, reports of light sensitivity in
subcommissural organ (ScO) and hypothalamus (Butcher et al., 2005; Vullings et al., 1983), axon
projections of retinal cells to the optic tectum, habenula, pineal organ and hypothalamus (Ekstrom et
al., 1987; Kita and Oomura, 1982) imply crosstalk among these regions in response to light.
Activity of grm6 promoter in the olfactory bulb is not observed in the tadpoles but was reported
in both zebrafish and mouse. The discrepancy might be a result of different expression patterns
between the two paralogs described in zebrafish since grm6a is expressed in multiple regions of
zebrafish brain but absent from the olfactory bulb. Zebrafish grm6b is only weakly detected in
olfactory bulb and part of diencephalon. The different expression patterns of the two zebrafish grm6
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paralogs may not be conserved in X. laevis. It is also possible that X. laevis expresses a different type
of metabotropic glutamate receptor instead of Grm6 in the olfactory bulb.
In summary, I present evidence that support the idea of using mouse Grm6 promoter to label
bipolar cells in the X. laevis retina. This promoter becomes active during embryonic development and
maintains the expression in post-metamorphic retina. It is an ideal tool to monitor a subgroup of
retinal bipolar cells in long-term studies that might be necessary to assess the retinal re-organization
caused by progressive degeneration. Crossing Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) to Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB)
described in chapter two should generate a rod ablation model that has eGFP-labeled bipolar cells,
allowing identification of both the cell bodies and the processes.
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1

Primer name

Target gene

sequence

use

GRM6 For2

Mouse Grm6

5’-CTGTCACAGACTCGTCC-3’

Genotyping

promoter
2

3 Xtrop EGFP

eGFP

5’-GGACTTCAAGTAGACGTGGT-3’

Genotyping

3

grm6-1 F1 BamHI

X. laevis grm6.S

5’-GATCGGATCCGCCACCATGGGACCCCTGCCAT-3’

Cloning

4

grm6-1 F2

X. laevis grm6.S

5’-AGATCCCGCGGGAGCCACGTCCT-3’

Cloning

5

grm6-1 R2 EcoRI

X. laevis grm6.S

5’-GAATTCTGCAAACCAGATGTTGCGCCTGTTG-3’

Cloning, grm6
expression

6

grm6-1 R1 XbaI

X. laevis grm6.S

5’-GATCTCTAGACTACTTGCTTTCAGGCAGGCTCTTCCCCG-3’

Cloning

7

grm6-2 F1 BamHI

X. laevis grm6.L

5’-GATCGGATCCGCCACCATGAGACAAAATGAGAGG-3’

Cloning

8

grm6-2F2

X. laevis grm6.L

5’-CGTGTGGTCCCGCCAGTCAAAG-3’

Cloning

9

grm6-2 R2 EcoRI

X. laevis grm6.L

5’-CCTCCCAGAATTCAGCAAACCAGATGTT-3’

Cloning, grm6
expression

10

grm6-2 R1 XhoI

11

X. laevis grm6.L

5’-GATCCTCGAGTCACTTGCTCTCAGGCAG-3’

Cloning

AD-DT

5’-GGCCACGAGTCGACTAGTACTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT-3’

Cloning 3’RACE

12

AD

5’-GGCCACGAGTCGACTAGTAC-3’

Cloning 3’RACE

13

grm6 S&L 3’ flanking

5’-ATATCCAGACCACCACCTTGACG-3’

Cloning 3’RACE

X. laevis grm6

1
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14

grm6 S&L 3’ flanking

X. laevis grm6

5’- CACCATGTCTACTCGTCTGTCCCAAA-3’

Cloning 3’RACE

2
15

5 EGFP 65

5’-ACGTAAACGGCCACAAGTTC-3’

GFP expression

16

3 EGFP 251

5’-AAGTCGTGCTGCTTCATGTG-3’

GFP expression

17

Ef1αU

X. laevis Ef1α

5’-CAGATTGGTGCTGGATATGC-3’

Loading control

18

Ef1αD

X. laevis Ef1α

5’-ACTGCCTTGATGACTCCTAG-3’

Loading control

19

H4 F

X. laevis H4

5’-CGGGATAACATTCAGGGTATCACT-3‘

Loading control

20

H4 R

X. laevis H4

5’-ATCCATGGCGGTAACTGTCTTCCT-3’

Loading control

Table 3.1 List of primers
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Antibody

Manufacturer

Product/clone number

Dilution

Chicken anti-GFP

Abcam

Ab13970

1:5000

Mouse anti-GFP

DHSB

4C9

1:820

Mouse anti-Goα

Millipore

MAB3073

1:500

Mouse anti-PCNA

Sigma

P8825

1:250

Rabbit anti-PPH3

Millipore

06-570

1:1000

Rabbit anti-calretinin

Novus Biologicals

NB200-618 (discontinued)

1:200

Rabbit anti-calretinin

Abcam

A13702

1:200

Goat anti-mouse Alexa

Invitrogen

A11001

1:500

Abcam

Ab150169

1:500

Abcam

Ab150079

1:500

Invitrogen

A21236

1:500

Invitrogen

A11003

1:500

Invitrogen

A21428

1:500

Invitrogen

A10040

1:500

488 IgG
Goat anti chicken IgY
Alexa 488
Goat anti-rabbit Alexa 647
IgG
Goat anti-mouse Alexa
647 IgG
Goat anti-mouse Alexa
546 IgG
Goat anti-rabbit Alexa 555
IgG
Donkey anti-rabbit Alexa
546 IgG

Table 3.2: list of antibodies
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Fig. 3.1 Structures of X. laevis grm6 homeologs
Xla grm6 homeologs identified by blast searches (http://www.xenbase.org). A) Structure of machine
annotated X. laevis grm6.S gene, located in chr8S:84995003..85001391. The predicted grm6.S gene
consists of 9 exons and a 431bp-long 3’UTR sequence. (B) Structure of putative grm6.L homeolog,
located at chr8L:647289..655128. Machine annotated grm6.L is predicted to be 7840bp long,
containing 12 exons. (C) Predicted grm6.S transcript. Arrows and arrowheads denote the positions of
primers used for cloning. (D) Predicted grm6.L transcript. Arrows and arrowheads denote the
positions of primers used for cloning. The positions of the last nucleotide of each exon is shown.
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Fig.3.2 Sequence and functional domain of X. laevis grm6.S
X. laevis grm6.S consists of two ligand binding domains LB1 and LB2 that form a venus flytrap
module (Beqollari and Kammermeier, 2010).

The signaling peptide was identified based on

protein hydrophobicity by Kyte-Doolittle method. The nine cysteines conserved among metabotropic
glutamate receptors in the cysteine rich domain (CRD) are labeled by red triangles. X. laevis grm6.S
encodes 7 transmembrane helices that anchor the protein in cell membrane. The carboxyl tail is
intracellular. Protein domains were identified using the published rat Grm6 protein sequence as a
template (Vardi and Morigiwa, 1997; Weiler, 1981).
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Species

Gene

mRNA

Protein

H.sapiens

GRM1

NM_001278064.1

NP_001264993.1

H.sapiens

GRM2

NM_000839.3

NP_000830.2

H.sapiens

GRM3

NM_000840.2

NP_000831.2

H.sapiens

GRM4

NM_000841.3

NP_000832.1

H.sapiens

GRM5

NM_001143831.2

NP_001137303.1

H.sapiens

GRM6

NM_000843.3

NP_000834.2

H.sapiens

GRM7

NM_000844.3

NP_000835.1

H.sapiens

GRM8

NM_000845.2

NP_000836.2

M.musculus

Grm1

NM_016976.3

NP_058672.1

M.musculus

Grm2

NM_001160353.1

NP_001153825.1

M.musculus

Grm3

NM_181850.2

NP_862898.1

M.musculus

Grm4

NM_001013385.2

NP_001013403.1

M.musculus

Grm5

NM_001143834.1

NP_001137306.1

M.musculus

Grm6

NM_173372.2

NP_775548.2

M.musculus

Grm7

NM_177328.3

NP_796302.2

M.musculus

Grm8

NM_008174.2

NP_032200.2

G.gallus

GRM1

XM_004935585.2

XP_004935642.1

G.gallus

GRM2

XM_015292870.1

XP_004944551.1

G.gallus

GRM3

XM_004937499.2

XP_416842.3

G.gallus

GRM4

XM_015298989.1

XP_003642793.1

G.gallus

GRM5

NM_204138.1

NP_989469.1

G.gallus

GRM7

XM_004944718.2

XP_004944775.1

G.gallus

GRM8

XM_425426.5

XP_425426.3

D.rerio

grm1

NM_001302252.1

XP_001921594.3

D.rerio

grm3

NM_001128343.1

NP_001121815.1

D.rerio

grm4

NM_001302241.1

NP_001289170.1

D.rerio

grm6b

NM_001080020.1

NP_001073489.1

D.rerio

grm6a

NM_001123292.1

NP_001116764.1
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D.rerio

grm7

XM_005172912.2

XP_005172969.1

D.rerio

grm8

NM_001287539.1

NP_001274468.1

A. carolinesis

grm1

XM_003215723.2

XP_003215771.1

A. carolinesis

grm2

XM_008105088.1

XP_008103295.1

A. carolinesis

grm3

A. carolinesis

grm4

XM_003220390.2

XP_003220438.1

A. carolinesis

grm5

XM_003219343.2

XP_003219391.2

A. carolinesis

grm6

XM_008103582.1

XP_008101789.1

A. carolinesis

grm7

XM_003217808.2

XP_003217856.2

A. carolinesis

grm8

XM_003221305.2

XP_003221353.1

XM_008111446.1

XP_008109653.1

Table 3.3 list of sequences used in phylogenetic analysis
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Fig.3.3 Cloned sequence is most similar to other known grm6 sequences.
Schematic representation of the phylogenetic analysis of grms. The available mRNA sequences of
human (Hs), mouse (Mm), chicken (Gg), green anole (Ac), zebrafish (Dr) grm1-8 were compared by
clustal W method to the isolated X. laevis grm6.S sequence. X. laevis grm6.S (highlighted in yellow)
and grouped with the grm6 sequences clade (gray shade) of grms.
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Fig.3.4 grm6.S, but not L is detectable in developing animals.
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(A) Primers amplified both homeologs of grm6. X. laevis genomic DNA was used as template and
produced products at about 600bp, a combination of S homeolog (612bp) and L homeolog
(601bp) (lane 1). Treating the PCR product with enzyme ScaI left the 612bp product of S
homeolog undigested and produced two fragments at 392bp and 209bp (lane 2). Digesting
the PCR product with HindIII left the amplified L homeolog at 601 bp intact, and produced a
doublet formed by the two fragments of S homeolog at 319bp and 293bp (lane 3). A
sequential digest of ScaI and HindIII (lane 4) cut the majority of PCR product into fragments
that matched the result of lane 2 and 3. (B) PCR product at about 339bp was observed at all
tested stages when the cDNA synthesized from total RNA of the heads. The signal was barely
detectable at stage 22 and 25 in uncut and ScaI-treated lanes. The smaller fragments of
EcoRV digest was not visible on the gel until stage 42 due to the small sizes (104bp). This
digest pattern was consistent at all tested stages (C) PCR products of 339bp long were
detectable in the developing eyes by stage 33/34 (the level of the same gel was adjusted to
visualize the signal at stage 33/34) and gradually increased as the retinas became more
differentiated. Signal saturation was highlighted in red.
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Fig.3.5 Schematic representation of a differently spliced grm6.L.
(A) Structure of the genomic sequence of grm6 L homeolog predicted by Xenbase BLASTn. (B)
Schematics of putative grm6.L transcript based on sequence in (A). (C) Genomic structure of putative
grm6 L homeolog generated using the splicing pattern of grm6.S as a template. The EcoRV site is
within exon 3 in this version. The sequence was generated by Dr. Michael Zuber. (D) Putative
transcript of grm6.L based on the sequence shown in (C). Restriction digest of EcoRV is predicted to
generat fragments of similar sizes from RT-PCR products of S and L homeologs (S: 235bp, 104bp. L:
233bp, 104bp). Arrow heads: positions of primers used in RT-PCR described in 4-3-1.
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ORF1
ORF3
ORF1
ORF1
ORF2
ORF3
ORF3
ORF2
ORF1
ORF1
ORF3
ORF3
position
28
408
555
937
1478
1640
1806 2081-2082
2251 2381-2382
2384
2537
type of mutation deletion insertion deletion deletion deletion deletion deletion insertion deletion insertion deletion deletion
# of nucleotide
10
1
33
2
2
6
1
2
6
2
18
15
reading stops at
79
426
718
940
1478
1650
1815
2305
2305
2565
2565
2565

Table 3.5 List of mutations in putative grm6.L compared to S homeolog
Mutations found in putative grm6 L homeolog when aligned to isolated grm6.S homeolog. Point
mutations were not included in the list because they may be the natural difference between
homeologs.
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Fig. 3.6 X. laevis grm6.L is a pseudogene.
Transcript of S homeolog is shown in green and used as the reference sequence to label the positions
of nucleotide changes. Putative transcript of L homeolog is shown in orange. Deletions are found at
positions 28 (10 nucleotides), 555 (33 nucleotides), 937 (2 nucleotides), 1478 (2 nucleotides), 1640
(6 nucleotides), 1806 (1 nucleotide), 2251 (6 nucleotides), 2384 (18 nucleotides) and 2537 (15
nucleotides). Insertions are found at positions 408 (1 nucleotide), 2081-2082 (2 nucleotides) and
2381-2382 (two nucleotides). Stars: in frame stop codons, each color represented a different reading
frame.
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Sequence Distances of Probe test.meg ClustalW (Slow/Accurate, IUB)
Percent Similarity in upper triangle
Percent Divergence in lower triangle

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1
Xla grm6.S mRNA Probe(1>1056) ***
Xla grm6.S mRNA(1>1056)
0.1
Xla grm7.Lp_XB(115>1173)
41
Xla grm7.Sp_XB(145>1203)
42
Xla grm4.Sp_XB(573>1640)
43.6
Xla grm8.Sp_XB(36>1101)
54.6
Xla grm2.Lp mRNA(212>1269)
67.4
Xla grm2.Sp mRNA(906>1961)
68.3
Xla grm8.Lp mRNA_Var1(1>833)
69.9
Xla grm1.Lp mRNA(284>1366)
75.4
Xla grm1.Sp mRNA(53>1141)
77.2
Xla grm3p.Lp mRNA(83>1147)
81.2
Xla grm3p.Sp mRNA(811>1862)
81.7
Xla grm5.Sp mRNA(528>1633)
81.6
Xla grm5.Lp mRNA(1>1137)
101.7
Xla grm8.Sp mRNA(169>1260)
174.7
Xla grm8.Lp mRNA_Var2(391>1482) 186.5
1

2
99.9
***
41
42
43.7
54.6
67.6
68.5
69.9
75.7
77.4
81.3
81.7
81.6
101.7
174.1
185.6
2

3
68.7
68.7
***
6.3
49.1
53.4
75.2
75.6
71.6
80
78.7
74.2
75.6
86.7
104.7
147.4
152.8
3

4
68.2
68.2
94
***
49.2
53.6
75.7
76.4
73.7
77.8
75.8
75.2
76.9
83.7
104.1
144.7
146.8
4

5
6
7
8
67.3 61.5 55.9 55.5
67.2 61.5 55.8 55.4
64.3 62.2 52.9 52.7
64.2 62.1 52.8 52.5
***
63.4 52.8 52.9
50.9 ***
52.6 52.5
75.3 76.4 ***
94.9
75.1 76.4
5.3 ***
65.1
27 102.2 102.8
76.7 85.8 77.1 76.1
77.3 82.6 74.9 73.1
75.7 72.6
46 44.9
75.8
72 47.1 46.1
82.1 91.3
80 81.1
108.3 109 99.8 100.6
152.9 102.8 183.6 186.8
158.3 103.8 182.7 190.5
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
54.7 52.6
52 51.2 51.1 50.4 44.5
54.7 52.5 51.9 51.2 51.1 50.4 44.5
54 51.2 51.5 53.2 52.7 49.3 43.9
53.3 51.8 52.5 52.9 52.3 50.1
44
56.8 52.4 52.1 52.6 52.6 50.2
43
77.3 49.5 50.3 53.7 53.8 47.5 42.7
44.8 52.2
53 65.8 65.3 51.7 45.7
44.5 52.5 53.6 66.4 65.7 51.3 45.6
***
42.2 43.3 45.4 45.1 43.4 37.8
111.9 ***
95.1 52.9 52.6 68.7 56.3
106.7
5.1 ***
52.3 52.3 68.7 56.4
98.2 75.6 77.3 ***
96.2 53.1 46.6
98.9 76.4 77.3
3.9 ***
53.6 46.5
106.4
41 41.1
75 73.3 ***
77.5
133.1 66.9 66.8 95.5
96
27 ***
96.5 180 172.6 158 161.6 172.6 183.1
98 177.7 171.1 157.9 164.8 175.4 187.3
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
34.4
34.4
36.8
36.9
36
45.2
32.8
32.4
46.3
32.9
33.3
35.1
34.6
32.9
31.8
***
4.9
16

17
33.9
33.9
36.3
36.8
35.4
45.1
32.7
32.1
46.1
33.1
33.4
34.9
34.2
32.6
31.4
95.2
***
17

Xla grm6.S mRNA Probe(1>1056)
Xla grm6.S mRNA(1>1056)
Xla grm7.Lp_XB(115>1173)
Xla grm7.Sp_XB(145>1203)
Xla grm4.Sp_XB(573>1640)
Xla grm8.Sp_XB(36>1101)
Xla grm2.Lp mRNA(212>1269)
Xla grm2.Sp mRNA(906>1961)
Xla grm8.Lp mRNA_Var1(1>833)
Xla grm1.Lp mRNA(284>1366)
Xla grm1.Sp mRNA(53>1141)
Xla grm3p.Lp mRNA(83>1147)
Xla grm3p.Sp mRNA(811>1862)
Xla grm5.Sp mRNA(528>1633)
Xla grm5.Lp mRNA(1>1137)
Xla grm8.Sp mRNA(169>1260)
Xla grm8.Lp mRNA_Var2(391>1482)

Table 3.6 sequence identity of X. laevis grm 1-8 to RNA probe of grm6.S homeolog
Regions that were most imilar to the RNA probe of grm6.S homeolog were aligned using Clustal W method. Percentage of sequence identity was
listed in the upper triangle. All the grm sequences besides of grm6 itself had sequence identity lower than 70% when compared to the probe (yellow
shade).
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Fig. 3.7 Amino acid alignments of X. laevis Grm6 to immunogens of published anti-GRM6
antibodies
(A) Immunogens of published anti-GRM6 antibodies used in immunohistochemistry. (B) Rat
GRM6 protein aligned to X. laevis GRM6.S protein. The difference in X. laevis amino acid
sequences to the rat protein is shaded in black. (C) Human GRM6 protein aligned to X. laevis
GRM6.S protein. (D) Zebrafish Grm6 protein aligned to X. laevis GRM6.S protein. The
immunogens listed in (A) are highlighted in yellow.
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Fig.3.8 Transcript of grm6.S is detected in the brain by stage 28 and maintained the
expression to stage 37/38.
(A) RNA in situ hybridization using grm6.S probe did not generate observable signal in stage 25

embryos. (B) Restricted expression of grm6.S transcript was found in the brains of stage 28
embryos. Signals were observed in the somites and the brains of stage 33/34 (C) and 37/38
(D) embryos. (A’-B’) Sense probes of grm6S did not produce detectable signals in embryos at
stage 25 and 28. (D’-E’) Sense probes produced detectable signal in the somites of stage
33/34 and 37/38 embryos. No signal was detected in the brain. (F) No staining was
observed in the head of stage 25 embryos. (G) Restricted expression of grm6.S transcript in
the brain of stage 28 embryos. (H) Strong and restricted staining was found in the forebrain
of stage 33/34 embryos. Faint signal was visible all over the head. (I) Staining of grm6.S
homeolog transcript was detected in stage 37/38 embryos. It remained stronger in the
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forebrain and weaker in the head. (F’-I’) Anterior views of embryos hybridized with sense
probes. No detectable signal observed in the heads.
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Fig.3.9 Restricted expression of grm6.S transcript was found in the forebrain.
(A) No signal was detected in the brain of stage 25 embryos. (B) The transcript was detected by
stage 28. The signal located in the dorsal rostral region of the brain, (C-G) The expression of
grm6.S transcript was consistently observed in same brain region in older animals. (H) Sense
probe of grm6.S did not produce observable signal in the brains. Scale bars are 31µm.
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Fig.3.10 Expression of grm6.S transcript is observed in multiple layers of X. laevis retina by
stage 33/34 and onwards.
Section in situ hybridization showing temporal expression pattern of grm6.S in developing X. laevis
retina. The sections are oriented so that dorsal side is at top, ventral side is at bottom. (A)
Endogenous grm6.S transcript was not detected in the retina at stages 28. (B) grm6.S transcript was
first detected at stage 33/34 within the range of selected stages. The signal was observed at the
center of developing retina, and was restricted to the inner retina. (C) As the retinal layers became
more differentiated at stage 37/38, grm6 transcript was observed in INL and GCL, but not in the CMZ.
(D-F) CMZ was labeled by anti-PCNA antibody (green) in (E), merged with anti-phospho histone H3
staining (red) to label proliferating cells. Intense staining of grm6 transcript was consistently
maintained at stages 40-45 in INL and GCL, and was detected in both distal and proximal INL. CMZ
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remained to be free of detectable expression of grm6.S transcript. (G) The expression of grm6
transcript was maintained in INL and GCL in fully differentiated retinas of stage 50 tadpoles. (H)
Post-metamorphic animal still expressed grm6 transcript in multiple layers of retina at a lower level.
(I-J) Magnified view of CMZ in (E). (K) Magnified view of the boxed region in (F). (L) RNA in situ
hybridization using sense probe did not produce detectable signal in stage 50 retina. (M) Magnified
view of the boxed region in (H), showing the multi-layer expression of grm6 transcript in retinal
section of a post-metamorphic animal. Scale bars: 31µm. (INL: inner nuclear layer. GCL: ganglion cell
layer. CMZ: ciliary marginal zone)
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Fig.3.11 Strategy and result of screening for germline transmission of the transgene, and
possible breeders.
(A) F1 animals were generated by fertilizing collected oocytes from the
Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP)1Solessio founder female (yellow circle, center) using wild type sperm in
vitro, or by pairing the founder with a transgenic male (RdCVF) due to the female’s unusually
small body size. Total of 149 progeny (orange) were PCR-genotyped and raised to adulthood.
F1 frogs that are only positive for the transgene Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) (denoted as Grm6, dark
orange) were paired with wild type animals to generate F2 tadpoles to screen for high
expression breeders (B) Percentage of transgenic was quantified for eGFP expression in the
brain once reached stage 43. (C) Transgenic tadpoles that were positive for the transgene
expressed eGFP in the brain at stage 43 (right). The wild type sibling on the left did not
express eGFP.
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Fig.3.12 The numbers of eGFP-expressing cells in INL did not vary significantly among
different batches of animals at stage 43.
F2 progeny of each transgenic F1 frogs were live-scored at stage 43 for eGFP expression in the
brain. The number of eGFP positive cells in the INL of central retina sections was counted then
normalized to the retinal distance then analyzed by one-way ANOVA. The observed difference was
not statistically significant. The data is presented as mean with SEM. α<0.05 was considered
significant.
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Fig.3.13 Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP)2Zuber tadpoles started expressing eGFP in multiple types of
retinal cells at stage 37/38, the expression became restricted to INL in mature retina.
(A) No eGFP positive cells were found in stage 35/36 retina. The yolk probably caused
unspecific staining observed in this image. (B) Multiple cells in the outer nuclear layers
expressed eGFP, some cells in INL were positive for eGFP. The expression pattern was
maintained until stage 45 (C-F). Retinas of older animals did not have photoreceptors
expressing eGFP (G-H). (I) Quantitation of the distribution of eGFP positive cells in the
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retinas of animals at different stages. (J-K) Magnified views of a stage 45 retina. Dendrites of
GFP positive bipolar cells were observable in OPL (arrow), and the cell bodies were found in
distal INL. Axons stained by anti-GFP antibody were only found in sublamina b of IPL. Scale
bars in A-H: 30µm. J-K: 10µm. ONL: outer nuclear layer. INL: inner nuclear layer. IPL: inner
plexiform layer. Cell count was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, α=0.05. Number of
animals/sections scored: Stg 37/38: N=5/11, Stg 40: N=5/25, Stg 42/43: N=6/25, Stg 45:
N=6/24, Stg 50: N=4/15, Froglet: N=2/12.
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Fig.3.14 eGFP expressing cells in the INL may co-express markers of bipolar cells.
(A) Retinal section of stage 42 Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP)2Zuber transgenic animals stained with
anti-GFP antibody (green). GFP positive cells were observable in ONL and INL at this
stage. (A’) Merged image of retinal section shown in (A) stained for GFP (green) and
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calretinin (orange). (A”) Merged view of (A) and (A’). Arrow: A cell that was positive for
GFP calretinin was indicated. Triangle: A cell that was GFP positive but negative for
calretinin. (B) A different region of the section in (A). Arrowhead pointed to the same cell
shown in (A-A”) GFP (green). (B’) Region shown in (B) with anti-Goα staining (red). Goα
staining in cell bodies was observed in outer INL. Neural processes in OPL and IPL were
also strongly labeled by Goα. (B”) Merged view of (B) and (B’). Triangle: A cell that was
positive for GFP but negative for Goα. Asterisk: A cell that was GFP positive and Goα
positive. Arrowhead: A cell that was positive for GFP, calretinin and Goα. Scale bar is
30µm. (C) The percentage of each category of eGFP cells in INL at stage 42.
Animals/sections scored: N=6/26 (D) The percentage of each category of eGFP cells in
INL at stage 50. Animals/sections scored: N=2/5.
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Fig.3.15 eGFP was expressed in both rods and cones in embryonic retina.
Stage 45 retinas were co-stained with anti-GFP antibody and anti-transducin Gαt1 antibody (rods)
(N=2) or anti-calbindin antibody (cones) (N=4). (A) Anti-GFP (green) staining visualized eGFP
positive cells in both ONL (arrow) and INL. (B) Anti-transducin Gαt1 (red) staining labeled both
outer segments and inner segments of rod photoreceptors. (C) Merged image of (A) and (B), showing
cells that co-expressed transducin Gαt1 and eGFP (arrow, yellow). (D) Anti-GFP (green) staining
visualized eGFP positive cells in both ONL (arrow) and INL. (E) Anti-calbindin staining strongly
labeled the inner segments of cones. (F) Merged image of GFP and calbindin stainings. Co-localization
was found in some cones (arrowhead, yellow). Scale bars: 32µm.
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species

Retinal grm6

Retinal

Brain grm6 transcript

Activity of grm6

transcript

Grm6

expression

promoter in transgenics

expression

protein

Tentative pineal

Mmu Grm6: Optic tectum,

proximal

organ/subcommissural

tentative pineal

INL, GCL

organ (ScO)

organ/ScO, BP,

reference

expression
X. laevis

Distal INL,

n/a

embryonic PR and RGC
mouse

ON BP

Dendrites

Superior colliculus, inferior

Mmu Grm6: ON BC,

(Kim et al.,

tips of ON

colliculus, olfactory bulb

neonatal AC, RGC,

2008; Lein et al.,

BP

(OB), accessory OB, lobule ii

superior colliculus,

2007; Morgan et

granular layer,

corpus callosum,

al., 2006; Ueda

accessory OB, ScO, B

et al., 1997;

lymphocytes, corneal

Vardi et al.,

endothelium, testis,

2011)

kidney
zebrafish

INL, ON BP,

OPL, IPL,

Habanula, tectum opticum,

Dre grm6: hypothalamus,

(Glasauer et al.,

RGC

ON/OFF BP

medulla oblongata, midbrain,

purkinje cells, optic

2016; Huang et

OB, diencephalon

tectum, olfactory bulb,

al., 2012)

pallium. ON and OFF BP,
AM, RGC
Rat

human

Juvenile or

Dendrites

injured RGC

tips of rod

1994; Tehrani et

BP

al., 2000)

RGC

n/a

n/a

n/a

(Nomura et al.,

Nerve fiber

Cerebral cortex,

(Berglund et al.,

in IPL and

hippocampus, caudate,

2008; Klooster

OPL

cerebellum granular layer,

et al., 2011)

purkinje cells

Table 3.7 Reported expression pattern of grm6 among different species
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Fig.3.16 Detectable eGFP expression in the forebrain started at stage 35/36 and was observed
in multiple brain regions.
(A) Brain section of stage 35/36 embryo. GFP staining (green) was found in the forebrain,

tentative ScO/pineal organ (asterisk). (B-C) GFP staining was observed in tentative
ScO/pineal organ (asterisk) and hypothalamus (arrow) at stage 37/38 and stage 40. (D)
Brain section of stage 42 animals stained using anti-GFP (green) and anti-transducin Gαt1
(red) antibodies. The signals located in proximity, but no co-localization was observed. (E)
Brain section of a wild type animal stained using anti-GFP and anti-transducin Gαt1.
Autofluorescence was observed in the skin, but not in the brain. Anti-transducin Gαt1
staining labeled similar region of the brain. (F) GFP signal was maintained in the dorsal
forebrain (asterisk) and hypothalamus (arrow) at stage 43. (G) Co-staining of GFP (green)
and transducin (red) produced identical result in brain of stage 45 animals. No colocalization observed. GFP was still found in hypothalamus and optic tectum (OT) at this
stage. (H) Brain section of a wild type animal stained using anti-GFP and anti-transducin
Gαt1. (I-I’) GFP expression was observed in stage 50 brain and in the ependymal cells
aligning the ventricle. Scale bars are 31µm.
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Chapter 4 General discussions and future
directions
4.1 Introduction
Loss of vision has a deep impact on the quality of life. The transduction cascades required for
normal vision can be easily disrupted by physical injury, genetic mutations, and dysregulated
homeostasis. Many diseases often affect a single retinal cell type at the onset, but develop into a panretinal progressive degeneration, causing blindness (Kempen et al., 2004; Werner et al., 2011). To
further our understanding of progressive retinal degeneration, various animal models have been
developed in the hope of treating or preventing the vision loss. Species capable of regenerating
retinal tissue have also come into focus as tools for investigating potential of cell replacement
therapies.
Non-regenerative mammalian models have the advantage of being evolutionarily closer to human
and present with a clear manifestation of progressive retinal degeneration. The regenerative fish
models show robust regeneration of retinal tissue, but do not mimic the progression of retinal
degeneration observed in human.

In this dissertation, I present data using a transgenic X. laevis

model to explore both the potential of investigating progressive retinal degeneration and
regeneration.
Amphibians like newts and X. laevis are known for their ability to regenerate the retina following
retinectomy (Miyake and Araki, 2014; Stone, 1950; Vergara and Del Rio-Tsonis, 2009; Yoshii et al.,
2007). Previous work from our lab provided evidence that in the inducible rod ablation model,
Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB), X. laevis showed signs of progressive degeneration, including reactive gliosis
and the loss of cones. X. laevis also demonstrated robust regeneration of lost rods when provided
recovery period. Following this observation, we characterized the change of intermediate filament
protein during X. laevis Müller gliosis. We reported that the gfap gene was likely lost after anura
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diverged from caudata. Our data indicated that the cross-reactivity of commercially available antiGFAP antibody to X. laevis intermediate filaments produce misleading interpretation of retinal gliosis
in this model. Other intermediate filament proteins, specifically vimentin and peripherin, are
upregulated in X. laevis retina during gliosis in the absence of gfap (chapter 2).
Retina degenerates progressively following initial damage. In the case of photoreceptor
degeneration, the secondary neurons are the next class of cells to degenerate, initiating the
remodeling of retinal circuitry. To further understand the response of the bipolar cells after the loss
of rods in a regenerative species that also shows signs of progressive retinal degeneration, I
characterized the X. laevis grm6 for its potential as a bipolar cell marker. I compared the expression
pattern of endogenous grm6 to the transgene that used the mouse Grm6 promoter driving eGFP in X.
laevis retina. Though the expression of the transgene does not fully mimic the endogenous grm6
transcript, the transgene does label bipolar cells in mature X. laevis retina. The transgenic line is
therefore of potential use to investigate secondary degeneration of bipolar cells in this regenerative
species (chapter 3).

4.2 Retinal expression of intermediate filament proteins
4.2.1 Retinal expression of peripherin
Depending on the species, the retinal neurons express various intermediate filament proteins at
different stages of development, including type III vimentin, peripherin, type IV α-internexin and
neurofilaments, type VI nestin and synemin (Canger et al., 1998; Chien and Liem, 1995; Drager, 1983;
Gervasi et al., 2000; Kong and Cho, 1999; Liu et al., 2013; Lohrke et al., 1995; Mayer et al., 2003; Tawk
et al., 2003; Troy et al., 1990; Zhao and Szaro, 1997). The retinal Müller glia, on the other hand,
specifically express vimentin, whose upregulated expression is consistently observed in damaged
mammalian retina.
In mammals, peripherin only has been detected in neurons (Brody et al., 1989; Errante et al.,
1998; McLenachan et al., 2008; Parysek et al., 1988). In the retina, peripherin protein is detected in
ganglion cells and the optic nerve (Escurat et al., 1990; Fuchs et al., 1994; McLenachan et al., 2008;
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Troy et al., 1990). Currently, the expression of peripherin protein in Müller glia has only been
reported in X. laevis (Gervasi et al., 2000; Martinez-De Luna et al., 2016). Detectable peripherin
protein expression in mammalian Müller cells has not been reported, though insignificant
upregulation of peripherin transcript in mouse Müller glia is recently detected by a microarray
screening (Roesch et al., 2012b).
The expression of IFPs is known to be growth-regulated or influenced by injury (Beaulieu et al.,
2002; Ferrari et al., 1986; Gervasi et al., 2000). The expression of vimentin and peripherin has been
suggested to be a characteristic of progenitor cells in the central nervous system, and may be
involved in neurite outgrowth (Beaulieu et al., 2002; Boyne et al., 1996; Canger et al., 1998; Dubey et
al., 2004; Schmitt et al., 2009; Troy et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 2004). The expression of peripherin in
the retinal ganglion cells is upregulated following optic nerve crush in goldfish, a model that is known
for its ability to recover from such injuries (Fuchs et al., 1994; Glasgow et al., 1992). The observation
implicates a link between peripherin expression and axonal growth during optic nerve regeneration.
The regulation and function of peripherin during photoreceptor-initiated retinal degeneration is
not well studied. Similar to GFAP and vimentin, which are upregulated by transcription factors like
STAT1/3 that respond to cytokine as part of the inflammatory response, inflammatory signal is
implicated to influence peripherin (Izmailova et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2004; Yeo et al.,
2013). The expression of peripherin is also linked to inflammatory signal. STAT1/3 binding sites
have been identified in mouse peripherin promoter, suggesting that peripherin expression may be
regulated by immune responses induced by retinal degeneration (Leconte et al., 1996; Robertson et
al., 2001).

4.2.2 Future experiment of IFP expression in X. laevis retina
Our data indicates that X. laevis Müller glia not only express low levels of peripherin in healthy
retina, but also upregulate the expression along with vimentin during retinal gliosis (chapter 2).
GFAP forms heteropolymers with vimentin (Eliasson et al., 1999; Quinlan and Franke, 1983). Thus
the loss of gfap gene in X. laevis may change the heteropolymer composition of intermediate
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filaments in the glial scar, providing a more permissive environment that allows the rod-less
Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) animals to regenerate the lost rods for at least a period of time.
It would be interesting to know if the glial expression of peripherin in X. laevis retina correlates
with the lack of gfap in this species. If peripherin replaces Gfap in the frog, then it may be functionally
necessary for peripherin to polymerize with vimentin. Zebrafish peripherin forms heteropolymer
with vimentin, suggesting that it is possible to peripherin may polymerize with vimentin in the
absence of Gfap (Asch and Schechter, 2000). Determining if this is also a characteristic of X. laevis
peripherin should provide some supportive evidence to this hypothesis.
If the hypothesis of peripherin functionally replacing Gfap during glial scar formation in the
anuran retina is true, then the species that still have the gfap gene are not expected to upregulate
peripherin expression in reactive Müller glia. Peripherin in normal fish retina is detected in the
differentiating retinal ganglion cells but not in the Müller cells, and mouse Müller cells only show
mild, but not significant upregulation of peripherin in retinal degeneration (Canger et al., 1998; Fuchs
et al., 1994; Glasgow et al., 1992; Roesch et al., 2012a). Currently, there is no reports of peripherin
expression in injured salamander or newt retina. The retinal expression of peripherin therefore
remains to be determined in the caudates.
One approach to investigate the correlation between the expression of peripherin in X. laevis
Müller glia and the loss of gfap is analyzing the regulatory elements of the peripherin promoters of
different species. The promoter of peripherin in species that still have the gfap gene is expected to
lack glia-specific element, while X. laevis peripherin promoter should contain the sequence that
allows the expression in normal or reactive Müller cells.

X. laevis peripherin promoter may also

have higher similarity to the regulatory elements of the vimentin promoter if the animals express
peripherin to replace Gfap during retinal gliosis. The promoters of GFAP, vimentin and peripherin are
relatively well-characterized in human and rodents (Besnard et al., 1991; Desmarais et al., 1992;
Desmarais and Royal, 1996; Izmailova et al., 2000; Lecomte et al., 1998; Leconte et al., 1996; Lee et
al., 2008; Lilienbaum et al., 1990; Lilienbaum and Paulin, 1993; Miura et al., 1990; Salmon and
Zehner, 2009; Thompson et al., 1992; Thompson and Ziff, 1989; van de Klundert et al., 1992; Wu et
al., 2004; Wu et al., 2007; Yeo et al., 2013). Comparing the promoter sequences of X. laevis vimentin
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and peripherin to the published analysis may provide some insights on if peripherin replaces Gfap in
the frog.
Mammalian GFAP and vimentin promoters have NFκB and AP1 binding sites (Besnard et al., 1991;
Lee et al., 2008; Lilienbaum et al., 1990; Lilienbaum and Paulin, 1993; Miura et al., 1990; Rittling et
al., 1989) that are not reported in rodent peripherin promoters. If X. laevis or other anuran species
have the binding sites of these two transcription factors that are parts of the cytokine/inflammatory
signaling (Hajishengallis and Chavakis, 2013; Wang et al., 2013) in the peripherin promoter, it would
be an additional piece of correlative data that supports the hypothesis.
A different experiment to study the observed correlation between the presence of glial scar and
the absence of rods would be reducing the glial hypertrophy by knocking down vimentin and
peripherin in X. laevis. It is established in the mice that lacking both GFAP and vimentin show
reduced glial hypertrophy in a retinal detachment model (Nakazawa et al., 2007). If the number of
the newborn rods increases when the animals have lower expression of vimentin and peripherin
during gliosis, then the correlation is consistent to the hypothesis that the upregulation of IFP is at
least partially responsible for inhibiting retinal regeneration.
The increased stiffness of the reactive glia is suggested to prohibit regeneration and neurite
extension (reviewed in (Reichenbach and Bringmann, 2013)). The IFP content correlates with the
stiffness of the Müller cells (Lu et al., 2011). The hypothesis may be tested by altering the IFP levels in
Müller cells in the retina of Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) animals whose rods express bacterial nitroreductase
under the control of Xenopus opsin promoter. The expression of nitroreductase enables rod ablation
upon exposure to an antibiotic prodrug metronidazole (Mtz). By treating the transgenic tadpoles
with Mtz, the Müller gliosis is induced due to the loss of rods.
The expression level of these two IFPs in the Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) retinas could be modulated by
the genome-editing tools TALEN or CRISPR-Cas9 system (Nakade et al., 2014; Nakajima and Yaoita,
2015). Gene disruption could be homeolog-specific allowing partial knockdown or complete
knockout, to determine if the effect is dose-dependent. The L homeologs of both vimentin and
peripherin are more highly expressed, making Prph.L and Vim.L preferred targets for partial
knockdown (Session et al., 2016). The comparison of regeneration would be done in
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Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) tadpoles expressing only wild type vimentin and peripherin, tadpoles that have
the L

homeologs disrupted or both homeologs of vimentin and peripherin disrupted. If

regeneration is more efficient in the animals with reduced or no expression of vimentin and/or
peripherin, a link between the extent of glial scar formation and rod regeneration in X. laevis could be
supported (Choi, unpublished).
The upregulation of GFAP and vimentin is considered a hallmark of retinal gliosis, but why and
how the intermediate filament proteins upregulate in reactive Müller cells remained to be answered.
Because retinal gliosis is easily induced in the mouse by detaching the retina, and the promoter
sequences of GFAP and vimentin have been previously described in the mouse (Benazzouz and
Duprey, 1999; Kuzmanovic et al., 2003), mouse may be more suitable for this purpose. The mouse
promoters of GFAP and vimentin contain the NFκB binding site (Lee et al., 2008; Nakamura et al.,
1995), and it is known that NFκB level increases in degenerating mouse retina (Zeng et al., 2008). To
answer the question if NFκB directly regulates the IFP expression in reactive Müller glia, ChIP assays
that using NFκB as bait could be performed to detect evidenced binding to GFAP and vimentin
promoter sequences in degenerating and control retinas.
Treating Müller glia culture (Lawrence et al., 2007; Otteson and Phillips, 2010) with NFκB or
giving the animal intraocular injection of NFκB to determine if it induces GFAP or vimentin
expression would be another piece of evidence that supports the hypothesis.

4.3 Characterization of X. laevis grm6 and the usability of Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) to
label retinal ON bipolar cells
4.3.1 Introduction
The dendrite retraction of bipolar cells marks the beginning of retinal remodeling during the
progressive retinal degeneration (Marc et al., 2003). To develop a tool to investigate the response of
the bipolar cells during retinal degeneration and regeneration, we generated transgenic Xenopus
laevis with the previously characterized mouse Grm6 promoter driving eGFP (Ueda et al., 1997). The
expression of GFP was not detectable using anti-GFP staining until stage 37/38, approximately the
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time at which the inner plexiform layer and synapses to photoreceptors form in X. laevis. Postmetamorphic animals maintained the expression of the transgene in the retina.
I reported in chapter 3 that at least 70% of GFP-positive retinal cells were bipolar cells in the
developing X. laevis retina based on their immunoreactivity to bipolar cell markers Goα and
calretinin. Overall, I present evidence indicating the expression of both endogenous grm6 and the
transgene Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) are similar and correlated with bipolar cell maturation. These results
suggest this transgenic line will be a useful tool for tracking the morphological changes of ON bipolar
cells during the progressive retinal degeneration, overcoming the insufficiency of bipolar cell
markers in X. laevis.

4.3.2 Response of the bipolar cells to photoreceptor degeneration
The loss of photoreceptors removes the neuronal inputs to the secondary neurons including the
horizontal and the bipolar cells, triggering retinal remodeling and secondary degeneration of the
retina. The effect of photoreceptor degeneration on bipolar cells is first indicated by the retraction of
their dendrites (Peng et al., 2000; Strettoi and Pignatelli, 2000; Strettoi et al., 2003). In the case of
retinitis pigmentosa (RP), the degeneration of rods and the survival of cones at early stages of
degeneration are suggested to induce reprograming of the rod bipolar cells (Marc et al., 2007). While
no loss of bipolar cells is detected at this stage, the number of rod bipolar cells (on-centered)
decreases while the number of cells in the OFF pathway increases (Jones et al., 2016).
The progressive remodeling of the retina continues with the bipolar cells being displaced to the
ganglion cell layer, reducing the inner nuclear layer to a single layer of cells. The formation of ectopic
synapses between two bipolar cells in the inner plexiform layer during retinal degeneration is also
observed (Jones et al., 2003).
The loss of bipolar cells at late stages of retinal degeneration is common in humans and
mammalian models of RP (Jones et al., 2016; Peng et al., 2000; Strettoi and Pignatelli, 2000; Strettoi
et al., 2003). Evidence suggests that the ON bipolar cells degenerate earlier than the OFF bipolar cells
in mammalian rod degeneration model (Puthussery et al., 2009). This may be because the retinas of
mice and rats are rod-dominant, making the rod bipolar cells more vulnerable to the loss of rods
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(Carter-Dawson and LaVail, 1979; Yang et al., 1999). It is also hypothesized that the different
expression of the glutamate receptors on the dendrites of OFF bipolar cells may provide more
resistance to deafferentation (reviewed in (Strettoi et al., 2010)).
The rod bipolar cells are exclusively ON bipolar cells (Wässle et al., 2009), and they are the most
abundant bipolar cells in the rod-dominant mammalian retina.

Since the ON bipolar cells

specifically express GRM6 on the dendritic tips to detect the inputs from photoreceptors (Vardi et al.,
2000; Vardi and Morigiwa, 1997). I investigate if GRM6 has been used as a marker to monitor the
response of the ON bipolar cells following rod loss. Reports are inconsistent with respect to the effect
of rod loss on GRM6 expression. In a transgenic RP rat model that carries mutated rhodopsin gene,
the expression of GRM6 is reduced when 50% of photoreceptors are lost (Fransen et al., 2015).
Similar responses were also reported in two different mouse models of photoreceptor degeneration
(Strettoi and Pignatelli, 2000; Tse et al., 2015). In contrast, GRM6 levels are unchanged in retinal
degeneration resulting from a mutation of the RPE-expressed MERTK in rat, even when the
photoreceptors are completely lost (Nomura et al., 1994).

4.3.3 Future experiments and questions to be answered
The data described in chapter 3 concludes that the endogenous grm6 is expressed in both the INL
and the GCL. To determine if the loss of rods changes the expression pattern of grm6, RNA in situ
hybridization against grm6 transcript could be used on retinal sections of Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB)
tadpoles. The animals would be treated with metronidazole (Mtz) to ablate rods and initiate
subsequent retinal degeneration. The expression pattern of grm6 transcript would then be
monitored to determine if and when transcription is altered.
To determine if the transgene, Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP), still labels ON bipolar cells in degenerating X.
laevis retina, it will be necessary to cross Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) with Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) animals
to generate double transgenic tadpoles. Treatment of the progeny with Mtz for various periods of
time (i.g. 3, 5, 10, 17 days etc.) could then be used to ablate rods and initiates retinal degeneration.
The retinal expression pattern of the eGFP would then be characterized using immunohistochemistry
to detect eGFP. If the transgene expression remains detectable in degenerating X. laevis retina, then
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we should be able to generate a detailed description of the morphology of bipolar cells through the
progression of retinal degeneration and regeneration.
Questions that may be answered by this experiment include: When do ON bipolar cells retract
their dendrites; and when do bipolar cells start to degenerate because of the rod loss. By counting the
eGFP-expressing cells and the nuclei in the INL, it will also be possible to determine if X. laevis ON
bipolar cells go through cell fate reprograming similar to that observed in mammals when inputs
from the rods are lost (Jones et al., 2016).
eGFP expression driven by the mouse Grm6 promoter labels both the cell bodies and processes of
the ON bipolar cells in Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) animals. Since X. laevis regenerates the rod
photoreceptors when allows to recovery under permissive condition, it should also be possible to
determine if surviving bipolar cells establish synapses with newborn rods. By counting the number
of BrdU-positive, eGFP-expressing bipolar cells and characterizing their connectivity to the
photoreceptors, it would also be possible to determine if X. laevis generate new bipolar cells to
synapse to newborn photoreceptors.

4.3.4 Regulatory elements of the grm6 promoter
The activity of the mouse Grm6 promoter is exclusively found in the inner nuclear layer (INL) of
mature X. laevis retina, consistent with what has been reported in the transgenic mice (Morgan et al.,
2006; Ueda et al., 1997; Vardi et al., 2011). The endogenous grm6 transcript is detected in the outer
and inner INL in addition to the ganglion cell layer (GCL), similar to zebrafish grm6 but different from
the mouse (Huang et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2008b). The observation leads to three hypotheses. It is
possible that the construct used for transgenesis did not contain the full promoter, resulting the lack
of detectable expression in retinal cells other than ON bipolar cells. Reports of endogenous mouse
Grm6 transcript and protein do not support this hypothesis since the transcript is only detected in
the outer INL, and the protein is only detected on the dendrites of rod bipolar cells (Kim et al., 2008b;
Nomura et al., 1994). The second hypothesis is that mouse may have lost the cis- regulatory element
(CRE) that controls the Grm6 expression in retinal cells other than ON bipolar cells in evolution.
Conversely, lower vertebrates like X. laevis and zebrafish may not have the CRE that represses grm6
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expression in inner INL and GCL. Combining with what is known about the mouse Grm6 promoter
(Kim et al., 2008a), analyses that include in silico screen of possible transcription factor binding sites
in the grm6 promoters among these three species, or characterizing in vivo expression of reporter
constructs that contain different fragments of the promoters in the brain and retina may provide
some insights on the regulatory mechanism.
The retinal ganglion cells (RGC) of adult zebrafish express grm6b but not the protein. It would be
interesting to determine if the X. laevis maintains this expression pattern in mature retinas. If Grm6 is
highly expressed in mature X. laevis RGCs, then determining if Grm6 has a function in RGCs should be
considered. We have a previously characterized construct that uses zebrafish isl2b promoter driving
transgene expression specifically in the retinal ganglion cells (Pittman et al., 2008). This Tg(Dre.Isl2bgata2a:eGFP)1Zuber construct drives eGFP expression in X. laevis RGCs (Appendix II). This promoter
should be of use in determining if Grm6 plays a role in RGC development and/or functions.

4.4 Concluding remarks
In summary, my dissertation provides evidence that X. laevis reactive gliosis is distinct from that
of other species, with respect to the expression of ntermediate filament proteins in the injured retina.
The loss of gfap may alter the properties of the glial scar, with the interesting possibility that a more
permissive environment for retinal regeneration is the result. In collaboration with Dr. Martinez-De
Luna et al., we demonstrated the upregulation of vimentin and peripherin in two X. laevis retinal
injury models.
My characterization of Xla.Tg(Mmu.Grm6:eGFP) indicates it will be a useful model to investigate
the development of bipolar cells. Furthermore, it will now be possible to track the response of ON
bipolar cells to rod degeneration and regeneration in X. laevis.
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Preface
The founder frog of transgenic line Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) was generated by Dr. Gustav Engbreston.
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Appendix 1
Determining the usability of F2 XOPNTR
animals as a model for studying retinal
degeneration and regeneration
A1.1 Introduction
Vision plays a critical role in our day to day lives. And as the primary receptor of the visual stimuli
in the central nervous system (CNS), the health of retina is of top importance. However, like other
part of the CNS in mammals, retina does not recover well from injury or diseases. It undergoes
progressive degeneration after the damage, leaving the retinal function compromised or lost.
Therefore, regeneration of retina has been an interest of research in hope of overcoming this
limitation. Various retinal damage models have been used to understand how lower vertebrates like
fish and amphibians are able to completely recover from the damage (Hitchcock et al., 1992; Sarthy
and Lam, 1983; Stone, 1950; Thummel et al., 2008; Yoshii et al., 2007).
Our lab previously reports progressive degeneration in a transgenic X. laevis model of rod
ablation, despite the animals regenerate lost rod photoreceptors (Choi et al., 2011b). It is found the
efficiency of rod regeneration decreases as the induced ablation of rods was extended (Choi,
unpublished). This observation suggests that progressive degeneration limits the ability of
regenerating lost retinal cells.
I hypothesized that retinal regeneration of X. laevis is limited, and eventually blocked by the
exacerbating secondary degeneration during a prolonged ablation of rods. By treating the tadpoles
with Mtz for different length of time up to three months, and assessing the retinal regeneration
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occurred when different recovery periods provided. A long term study would elucidate if a negative
correlation between the degree of degeneration and ability to regenerate exists. It may also provide
insights on the molecular mechanisms that prevent regeneration of rods.
Here I validate the continuous use of this transgenic X. laevis model, Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB),

to

examine the mechanism of retinal regeneration and optimized the conditions to conduct a long term
experiment in a larger scale. I reported the two tested salt contents of the water do not have different
efficiency of induced rod ablation. However, this enzyme-mediated ablation of rods is affected by
water temperature. Most importantly, I found that while different generations of the transgenics do
not follow the same time line of retinal regeneration, it still occurs.

A1.2 Materials and methods
A1.2.1 Generation of Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) transgenic animals
The founder transgenic Xenopus laevis was generated using restriction enzyme mediated
integration (REMI) to insert the construct Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) that drives E. coli nitroreductase by
Xenopus rhodopsin promoter(Knox et al., 1998) into the genome. This transgenic line,
Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB)Engbreston, which was generated by Dr. Gustav Engbreston, will be noted as
XOPNTR in following texts. The F1 animals were generated by fertilizing oocytes collected from the
founder female with wild type sperm in vitro.
To generate F2 tadpoles, PCR-genotyped transgenic F1 females were primed with 100 unit of
pregnant mareʼs serum gonadotropin (PMSG) (Millipore, Billerica, MA. Product no. 367222) one
week before being paired with transgenic XOPNTR males. The females were injected with 700 units
of human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) (Merck, Kenilworth, NJ. Product no. 57176) on the day of
pairing, two hours prior to being placed with the male. An alternative induction protocol is priming
the female with 100U of PMSG but induce ovulation with Ovine LH at 2µg /g of body weight (National
Hormone Peptide Program, Torrance, CA). The males received 50 units of HCG or Ovine LH at 0.5µg
of Ovine LH/g body weight three days prior to the mating and another dose of HCG/Ovine on the day
of pairing. Fertilized embryos were collected and grown to stage 50 according to the normal table of
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X. laevis by Nieuwkoop and Faber. All procedures were approved by the Committee for the Humane
Use of Animals at SUNY Upstate Medical University.
A1.2.2 Preparation of metronidazole and treatment to induce ablation of rods
10mM of metronidazole (Sigma Aldrich, product no. M-1547) was prepared fresh in frog water
(aquarium salt 1g/L and sodium phosphate 0.002M) or 0.1X Marc’s Modified Ringer solution
containing 0.2% DMSO. To induce ablation of rods, 30 stage 50-52 tadpoles were placed in 600mL of
10mM metronidazole (Mtz) solution and grown in dark due to the photosensitivity of metronidazole
for indicated time. The control group was treated with solution containing 0.2% DMSO in the dark for
the same period of time. Animals were fed daily, and the solution was changed every other day
throughout the experiment. The water temperature was maintained at 19°C or 22°C. The number of
days of Mtz treatment will be referred as T number in the following text.

A1.2.3 Animal recovery
Subgroups of tadpoles were transferred to drug-free solution in ambient lighting with 12-12 lightdark cycle at 19°C or 22°C after periods of Mtz treatment for recovery. The days of animal in recovery
will be noted as R number in the text below.

A1.2.4 Sample collection and preparation for PCR genotyping, cryosectioning and
immunohistochemistry
Tadpoles were euthanized in 1% Tricaine methanesulfonate (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis MO). Tail
snips were isolated for genomic DNA extraction. Genomic DNA was extracted using DNeasy Blood &
Tissue Kit (Qiagen Incorporated, Valencia, CA. Product # 69506). Primers that amplify the transgene
(5ʼ XOPNTR: 5ʼ-CGCTAAATCCTTTGTTGCTGACGC-3ʼ and 3ʼ XOPNTR: 5ʼGTTGAACACGTAATTACCGGCAGC-3ʼ) were used to determine the genotypes of the animals.
The heads were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS for one hour at room temperature, then cryoprotected in
20% sucrose in 1X PBS overnight at 4°C. The samples were mounted in OCT and cryosectioned at
12µm for immunohistochemitry. The sections were washed in 1x PBS containing 0.1% Triton-X 100
(PBST) three times, blocked in 5% goat serum and incubated in primary antibody overnight at 4°C.
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Samples were washed in PBST three times prior to incubation in secondary antibody solution
containing 10 mg/ml 4,6-Diamidino-2-phenyindole, dilactate (DAPI, Sigma Aldrich) for two hours at
room temperature. Slides were mounted in FluorSave reagent (VWR, Radnor, PA) containing 2% 1,4Diazabicyclo [2.2.2]octane (DABCO, Sigma Aldrich) after three washes in PBST. For PCNA staining,
sections were boiled in sodium citrate buffer (19mM citric acid and 9.34mM of sodium citrate) pH 6.0
for ten minutes prior to blocking. Antibodies used in this study were listed in table A1.1.

A1.2.5 Imaging and cell counting
Stained sections were imaged using Leica DM6000 B upright fluorescence light microscope with
motorized Z-focusing (Leica Microsystems, Bannockburn, IL) fitted with a Retiga-SRV camera (QImaging, Surrey, BC, Canada). The acquired data was processed by Volocity 6.3 (Perkin Elmer,
Waltham, MA). To quantify the degree of rod loss, three sections of central retina of an eye that
contained the optic nerve head were scored if available, or the section that was immediate to the
central retina section was included. The region of interest (ROI) is defined as the 50 µm regions that
spans each side from the center of a section determined by dividing the circumference of the retina.
The values of the measurement of an animal was averaged. The data was then analyzed using Prism 6
(Graphpad, La Jolla, CA) with one way ANOVA.
To quantify the degree of regeneration in animals that were recovered for more than a month, the
increase of eye size was considered. The retinas of Mtz-treated animals that had no recovery were
divided into ten equal-sized bins determined by the total length of the outer nuclear layer of the
sections. Retinas of animals from the recovery group were divided into bins whose size was the
average bin size of Mtz-treated only samples. The number of rods in each bin was manually counted
based on immunostaining of rod marker transducin Gαt1. The number of rods in each bin was
normalized to average values of control retinas. To exclude the increase of rods from natural growth
supplied by the ciliary marginal zone (CMZ) at periphery, the distribution of rods in Mtz-treated
retinas was superimposed onto the data from recovered animals based the position of the optic
nerve. Due to the dynamic change of the size of CMZ, the dorsal and ventral tips of the Mtz-treated
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only retina were not included in the analysis. The number of rods in corresponding bins was then
analyzed by two-way ANOVA.

A1.3 Results
A1.3.1 Transgenic XOPNTR tadpoles need prior test due to cross-specific degeneration of
rod photoreceptors in the absence of metronidazole treatment
Several modifications were needed to perform the long term experiment. The experiments
described in (Choi et al., 2011a) used F1 XOPNTR tadpoles generated from one founder female. The
tadpoles were treated in Mtz solution made in 0.1X Marc’s modified Ringer (MMR) and maintained at
22°C. Due to the advanced age of the founder, I first asked if F1 transgenic frogs could be used as
breeders and whether there is variability in the percentage of transgenic F2s from different parents.
To answer the questions, I test-crossed three pairs of transgenic F1 frogs (denoted as A, B, C pair in
the following text). The percentage of transgenic F2 in each cross was determined by PCR using
XOPNTR-specific primers (N=20, respectively). 45% of A cross tadpoles were transgenic, 85% of B
cross were positive for the transgene. But only 25% of tadpoles were transgenic from C cross. In
conclusion, F1 frogs generated transgenic F2 tadpoles at variable rates.
Since only 25% of animals in C cross were transgenic, making it an inefficient option to study
retinal degeneration, I focused on A cross and B cross in my following experiment. To determine if
the F2 animals have morphologically normal retina, retinal sections of untreated stage 50 XOPNTR
F2 tadpoles from both crosses (N=20, respectively) with anti-transducin Gαt1 antibody to label both
the inner and outer segment of rod photoreceptors. Tadpoles of A cross, 6 transgenics and 14 wild
type, all had morphologically healthy retina regardless of the genotypes (Fig.A1.1A-B). Wild type
tadpoles of B cross had healthy retinas (Fig.A1.1C), nevertheless, thirteen out of fourteen transgenic
tadpoles of B cross had degenerated rods (Fig. A1.1D). I also examined the retinas of an adult B cross
frog by immunostaining using anti-XAP2 antibody to label the rod outer segments (Fig. A1.1 E-F).
The retina of the frog had large rodless regions, and the surviving rods were wrinkled, a sign of
unhealthy photoreceptors (Fig. A1.1 F) (N=1). This observation indicated majority of transgenic
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tadpoles from B cross did not have normal retinas, and suggested that further screening was needed
to determine the usability of F1 breeders.
The observation of rod degeneration in the absence of metronidazole (Mtz) treatment led me to
ask if this is a mating pair-specific outcome, and if the spontaneous degeneration of rods correlates to
the percentage of transgenic animals in a clutch. To answer the questions, I screened the progeny of
other XOPNTR frogs along with Dr. Reyna Martinez-De Luna. Collected embryos were grown to stage
48 then the retinas were sectioned and stained with rod marker XAP2. The genotypes of the tadpoles
were determined by PCR (N=20, respectively. table A1.2).
The outer segments of photoreceptors start to develop at stage 37/38 in X. laevis (Kinney and
Fisher, 1978), and are readily distinguishable by morphology and immunostaining by stage 48.
The XAP2 positive rods in retinas of J cross, though shorter, were evenly distributed over the section
regardless the genotypes (Fig. A1.1G-H). Wild type animals of F cross had retinas similar to what was
observed in J cross (Fig. A1.1I), but the rods at the ventral periphery of transgenic retina were
wrinkled, a sign of degeneration (Fig. A1.1J).
The percentage of transgenic animals in each clutch varied from 17% to 85%. Degeneration of
rods, regardless the severity, was observed occasionally in retinas of transgenic animals in ten out of
twenty-five clutches when the wild type siblings had morphologically healthy retinas. High
percentage of transgenics did not correlate to spontaneous degeneration of rods since J cross
tadpoles, of which 85 % were transgenic had healthy retinas, while progeny of female 28 (40%
transgenic) had degenerating retina.
In summary, the percentage of transgenic tadpoles varied from different parents. The
degeneration of rods in the absence of Mtz treatment did not correlate to the percentage of
transgenic animal in each clutch, since the degeneration was observed in the clutch that had
relatively low percentage of transgenic tadpoles (40%). Therefore, all XOPNTR transgenic frogs,
whether to be paired with a transgenic animal or not, should be tested to ensure the progeny have no
loss of rods in the absence of Mtz treatment. A cross tadpoles was selected for future experiment for
the lack of rod degeneration in the absence of Mtz.
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A1.3.2 The two tested culture media used in Mtz treatment did not alter the efficiency of rod
ablation
Choi et al. treated the tadpoles in 10mM Mtz dissolved in 0.1X Marc’s Modified Ringer solution
(MMR). But to treat the tadpoles in Mtz solution for as long as three months, I needed to maintain the
animals in regular frog water that contained aquarium sea salt and sodium phosphate. To test if Mtz
prepared in regular frog water ablates the rods as effectively as it does in 0.1X MMR, I treated two
groups of F2 XOPNTR A cross tadpoles in Mtz prepared in 0.1XMMR or frog water for ten days. I then
sectioned and stained the retinas with anti-transducin Gαt1 antibody to label the rods (Fig. A1.2).
Transgenic tadpoles that were maintained in DMSO-containing vehicle solution (Fig. A1.2 A,D)
and wild type tadpoles treated with Mtz (Fig.A1.2B,E) all had healthy retinas, indicated by strong
transducin labeling throughout the retina. Transgenic XOPNTR tadpoles in both groups showed loss
of transducin positive rods after ten days of Mtz treatment. (Fig. A1.2C, F).
I then quantified the number of transducin positive cells in a 100µm region at the center of retinal
sections to quantify the loss of rods. (Fig. A1.2G) Transgenic animals treated with DMSO only had no
significant difference in the number rods (tadpoles in 0.1X MMR had 20.8± 0.52 rods, N=5 and
tadpoles in frog water had 21.33± 1 rods, N=2). There was also no significant difference in the
number of transducin positive rods in the animals that were maintained in Mtz prepared in water of
different salt contents (1.33± 0.84 transducin positive cells in 100µm region for MMR group, N=3 and
1.16± 0.64 cells for frog water group, N=4). The transgenic animals treated with Mtz lost significant
number of rods in both conditions compared to controls and did not differ significantly from each
other. In summary, the efficiency of rod ablation in XOPNTR animals did not change when Mtz was
prepared in frog water instead of 0.1X MMR.

A1.3.3 The degree of rod loss by T10 is similar in F1 and F2 XOPNTR tadpoles
F1 tadpoles generated from single founder female were exclusively used in previous analysis by
Choi et al.. However, the advanced age of the founder animal made it necessary to use progeny of F1
or F2 frogs for future studies. To determine if different generations of XOPNTR tadpoles respond to
Mtz treatment at various rates, I treated F1 and F2 tadpoles with Mtz for ten days then quantify the
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ablation of rods. Anti-XAP2 or anti-transduin Gαt1 antibody were used to label the rods. XAP2 and
transducin both label the rods in stage 50 X. laevis retina, hence were used interchangeably based on
the combination of antibodies needed. The number of rods in the 100µm region in the center of the
retinal sections were then compared.
The number of rods labeled by anti-transducin Gαt1 or anti-XAP2 in the 100µm ROI did not vary
significantly in two generations of XOPNTR tadpoles that were treated in identical condition (Fig.
A1.3). F1 wild type animals had 14.78±0.39 of XAP2 positive cells, similar to 15.77± 1.13 transducin
positive cells in F2 wild type tadpoles. F1 transgenics had 6.99± 1.38 XAP2 positive rod outer
segments after ten days of Mtz treatment, a number that did not vary significantly from the 6.77±
1.36 rods with outer segment observed in retinas of F2 transgenic tadpoles. This observation
suggested F1 and F2 XOPNTR tadpoles lost similar number of rods when they were treated with Mtz
in identical condition for ten days.

A1.3.4 Temperature affects the efficiency of metronidazole-induced ablation of rods
Retinas of X. laevis undergo morphological change when the animals go through metamorphosis
(Grant et al., 1980), which may affect the analysis. Choi et al. conducted the Mtz treatment at 22°C, at
which the tadpoles are expected to metamorphose in about two months, well within the time range
of the long term experiment I proposed. X. laevis tadpoles develop more slowly if maintained at lower
temperature, which extends the pre-metamorphosis period. It should reduce the analytical at least in
samples collected at earlier time points. To determine if doing treating XOPNTR tadpoles with Mtz at
19°C changes the efficiency of rod ablation, I treated two groups F1 XOPNTR tadpoles for ten days at
22°C or 19°C, then analyzed the degree of rod loss by immunostaining retinal sections using antiXAP2 antibody (Fig. A1.4).
The numbers of XAP2 positive cells in the 100µm ROI were compared by one-way ANOVA. The
number of XAP2 positive rod outer segments did not vary significantly in wild type animals that were
treated with Mtz for ten days at both temperatures. (Fig. A1.4A, 14.66± 0.51 XAP2 positive cells in
wild type animals maintained at 19°C and 13.78± 0.39 in tadpoles maintained at 22°C. N=3
respectively). Transgenic XOPNTR tadpoles had significant reduction of the number of XAP2 positive
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rod outer segments in both conditions compared to the wild type tadpoles. However, transgenic
tadpole that were treated at 22°C lost significantly more XAP2 positive rod outer segments than
those treated at 19°C (Fig. A1.4B. 19°C: 7.99± 1.89 rod OS, N=3. 22°C: 0.33± 0.38 rod OS, N=3).
Animals that were treated at 19°C had degenerating rods, indicating the Mtz-induced ablation
worked. But the outer segments were still observable (Fig. A1.4C-D). Tadpoles that were treated at
22°C barely had XAP2 positive rod outer segments in the center of the sections (Fig.A1.4E). In
summary, lowering water temperature by three degrees Celsius significantly reduced the efficiency
of Mtz-induced ablation of rods. Future experiments should be performed at 22°C to maintain the
consistency to previous observations.

A1.3.5 Regeneration of rods is observed with shortened Mtz treatment
Choi and colleagues reported observing regeneration of rods in animals that were treated with
Mtz for twelve days and recovered for thirty days (T12R30) (Choi et al., 2011a). I then asked if A
cross XOPNTR tadpoles were able to regenerate lost rods when given recovery. To answer this
question, F2 A cross tadpoles were treated at 22°C for seven days (T7) and recovered for thirty days
(R30). The numbers of transducin positive cells of T7 animals (Fig. A1.5 A-C) were compared to the
T7R30 to determine if regeneration occurred (Fig. A1.5 D-F). The size increase due to retinal growth
was considered. Since new retinal cells were added to the periphery of X. laevis retina during
development, the tips of T7 retinal sections (bin1 and 10) and regions of T7R30 that corresponded to
retinal growth were not included in the analysis.
Though I observed more healthy rods in recovered retina (Fig. A1.5C, F) and the ratios of
transducin positive cells per unit length in transgenic animals increased in bin2-5 in the dorsal
retina, and bin8-9 in the ventral retina after recovery, the increase was not statistically significant
(Fig. A1.5G). The observed increase of transducin positive cells were more robust in the periphery
and the center of the retinal sections remained free of rods. In summary, I did not find significant
regeneration of rod photoreceptors in F2 tadpoles when they were treated with Mtz for seven days
and recovered for thirty days.
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Because regeneration of rods was not observed in F2 tadpoles that were recovered for a month
after a seven-day treatment. I asked if rods of F2 tadpoles degenerate at a faster rate than F1 animals,
so that the damage (e.g. reactive gliosis) caused by Mtz treatment is already beyond the animal’s
capability of regeneration by day seven. To determine if regeneration occurs with shorter Mtz
treatment, I treated F2 A cross tadpoles with Mtz for 3 days and collected the samples on day seven
since the beginning of the experiment (T3R4), and gave a subgroup of treated tadpoles to recover for
57 days after the three-day Mtz treatment (T3R57) before collection. This treatment protocol was
expected to be long enough to allow the ablation to occur but short enough to not damage the retina
beyond the animal’s regenerative capacity. The longer recovery period would provide sufficient time
for regeneration. The retinal sections were stained with anti-transducin Gαt1 antibody and R5
antibody to assess the loss of rods and Müller gliosis. (Fig. A1.6)
Wild type tadpoles did not have obvious change in transducin expression with or without recovery
(Fig. A1.6A, C). R5 antibody only labeled the endfeet of Müller cells in the healthy retinas (Fig. A1.6A’,
C’). It was found that three days of Mtz treatment followed by four days of drug-free “ablation” was
sufficient to ablate the majority of transducin positive rods in F2 XOPNTR A cross tadpoles. (Fig.
A1.12B) Müller cells became hypertrophic in response to loss of rods, a sign of reactive gliosis (Fig.
A1.12B’). After fifty-seven days of recovery, transducin positive rods again covered most of the
retina, though rodless gap was still observed in the center (Fig. A1.6D).
The intensity of R5 staining, which represented the degree of Müller gliosis, was reduced in
animals that were given long recovery (Fig. A1.6D’). Strong R5 staining in outer retina was observed
in regions that had no regeneration. (Fig. A1.6D”, arrow) Significant increase of rods was found in
both dorsal (bin3) and ventral (bin8) the retina in animals that were treated with Mtz for three days
and recovered for 57 days (Fig. A1.6E).
Consistent with the T7R30 animals described in previous section, rod regeneration was only
observed in the periphery. Overall, we were able to conclude that F2 A cross XOPNTR tadpoles were
capable of regenerating ablated rods with shortened Mtz treatment and longer recovery.
Reactive gliosis of Müller cells in degenerating retina has long been suggested as an inhibitory
factor that prevents regeneration in mammals (Canning et al., 1996; Lu et al., 2011). In order to find
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out whether this correlation between Müller gliosis and retinal regeneration also exists in
amphibians, I co-stained the retinal sections of Mtz treated only T3R4 animals and recovered T3R57
tadpoles with anti-PCNA and R5 antibodies to label proliferative cells and Müller glia. Proliferating
cell labeled by anti-PCNA staining was observed at the border of newborn rods and rodless region
that is covered by hypertrophic processes of Müller cells (Fig. A1.6D’’’, asterisk), suggesting ongoing
rod regeneration outside of the glial seal. This indicated regeneration of rods occurred in places
where Müller hypertrophy was less severe, implying a negative correlation between gliotic Müller
glia and regeneration of rods in retina of X. laevis.

A1.3.6 Müller gliosis exacerbated in F2 retinas treated for longer time
Because we observed reduction of Müller hypertrophy in recovered F2 animals, we hypothesized
that the gliosis in F2 retina exacerbates when the Mtz treatment extends as observed in F1 (Choi et
al., 2011b). F2 A cross tadpoles were treated with Mtz for seven or ten days. Retinal sections were costained with R5 and anti-Gαt1 antibody (Fig. A1.6 E-H). Qualitatively, animals that were treated with
Mtz for ten days had more R5 staining in the disrupted outer nuclear layer (Fig. A1.6H, arrow)
compared to tadpoles that were treated for seven days (Fig. A1.6G).

A1.4 Discussion
In this project, I report that regeneration of rods after Mtz-induced ablation is observed in F2
XOPNTR animals but only with shortened treatment time and longer recovery. This result suggests
that it is not necessary to treat the tadpoles with the antibiotic prodrug for an extended time to reach
the limit of X. laevis regenerative ability as we originally proposed. It also implies that exposing the
tadpoles periodically with Mtz instead of continuously would achieve long term ablation of rods. This
treatment protocol is potentially advantageous because it no longer requires keeping the tadpoles in
the dark in all time due to Mtz’s photosensitivity. Therefore, a relatively undisrupted circadian
rhythm could be maintained.
Choi et al. observed regeneration of lost rods in F1 tadpoles after 17 days of Mtz treatment when
they were given thirty days of recovery. However, I did not observe the regeneration when F2
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animals were treated for only ten days and recovered for the same period of time. One explanation
for the inconsistent outcome is that the F2 XOPNTR tadpoles were the progeny of two transgenic F1
frogs. Because transgenesis using REMI method inserts multiple copies of transgene of interest at
multiple positions in the genome of the founder depending on where the restriction sites located.
Consequently, it is not surprising that the progeny inherits the transgene differently, leading to
various levels of expression of the transgene (reviewed in (Chesneau et al., 2008)). F2 A cross
tadpoles may express nitroreductase at a higher level compared to the F1 tadpoles described in
previous publication, therefore ablation of rods is more efficient in the F2. This hypothesis could be
tested by doing Q-RTPCR to compare the levels of transgene expression in eyes of F1 and F2.
Various expression level of the transgene may also explain the spontaneous degeneration of rods
was observed in some clutches of F2 transgenic tadpoles.

It is known that transgene expression in

vivo may have cytotoxicity to the organism regardless the nature of the transgene (Gangoda et al.,
2012) and Xenopus opsin promoter has been reported to have such unexpected effect (Morris et al.,
2005). Determining the level of Nfs transcripts by Q-PCR from retinas of F2 tadpoles may be able to
answer if the spontaneous degeneration of rods correlate to high expression of the transgene in the
rods.
Because it is impossible to preselect the breeders by determining the expression level of the
transgene in the retinas without removing the eyes, directly screening the F2 tadpoles to exclude
clutches that have congenital degeneration of rods prior to starting an experiment is a more
pragmatic strategy to overcome this issue.
In this chapter I present evidence that indicates that F1 and F2 tadpoles had similar degree of rod
loss after ten days of Mtz treatment. The possibility that the ablation has reached the plateau of rod
loss by day 10 should also be considered. This piece of data does not completely answer the question
whether the rods were ablated at a faster rate in F2 retinas than in F1. We would need to treat F1 and
F2 tadpoles side by side with Mtz and compare the degree of rod loss at several short time points to
test the hypothesis. Considering the advanced age of the founder female, it is not of our interest to
further characterize and use the F1 tadpoles in future experiment.
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Treating XOPNTR tadpoles with Mtz at lower temperature significantly reduced the efficiency of
rod ablation. Though NfsB enzymatic reaction is known to be temperature sensitive (Zenno et al.,
1996), it was unexpected to us that ablating rods at a three-degree Celsius lower condition in a tenday treatment would have such a difference. Because it is essential to completely ablate the rods to
determine if retinal regeneration in X. laevis occurs regardless of the degree of damage, the future
experiments should be conducted at 22°C.
My data also points out that the timeline of rod regeneration in F2 A cross tadpoles is different
from what is known in F1 XOPNTR tadpoles. I did not observe significant regeneration of rods when I
treated F2 tadpoles for seven days followed by thirty days of recovery until the treatment was
shortened to three days. This observation maintains the hypothesis that retinal regeneration in X.
laevis has a limit; though F2 A cross animals might reach the threshold of regenerative failure at an
earlier time than the F1 tadpoles.
Significant regeneration of rods was observed when the Mtz-induced ablation was shortened to
three days. Nevertheless, regeneration of rods was rarely detected in the central region of scored
sections. Most of regenerated rods were found in relatively peripheral parts of the retinas in T7R30
and T3R57 tadpoles. This observation implies that retinal progenitors triggered by the degeneration
are more likely to be in the periphery. However, Yoshii et al. reported the source of retinal
progenitors in a X. laevis retinectomy model is likely the retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE)(Yoshii
et al., 2007). RPE is a tissue that completely surrounds the retina and its new cells are also supplied
by the CMZ (Wetts et al., 1989). This suggests the “stemness” of RPE cells may depend on the age of
the cells, since cells in the central retina are generated first during retinal development.
The other possible explanation of why the regeneration of rods is usually observed in the
periphery is that the degeneration starts first in the central retina, as shown in fig. A1.6. This region
therefore is likely the most damaged part of the retina based on the pattern of Müller glia
hypertrophy described in fig. A1.6.
Immunohistochemistry evidence from my experiment supports the preliminary data obtained
from F1 animals, which showed that hypertrophy of retinal Müller glia increased as Mtz treatment
extended, and regeneration became less robust (Choi, unpublished). My observation is consistent
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with the hypothesis suggested by Choi’s preliminary data, that regeneration of rods is negatively
correlated to the severities of Müller hypertrophy.

Newborn rods in F2 retina appeared in regions

where less staining of Müller glia was observed. DNA synthesis in preparation of cell proliferation by
PCNA staining was also found adjacent to the part of retina.
Hypertrophy of Müller glia is one of the characteristics of reactive gliosis during retinal
degeneration and is usually marked by upregulation of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) and
vimentin. Hypertrophic Müller cells are observed in damaged retinas of both regenerative and nonregenerative species (Choi et al., 2011b; Thomas et al., 2016). Interestingly, this response persists in
mammalian retinas but not in zebrafish, which tunes down the expression of GFAP within three days
of induced degeneration and begins regeneration of damaged cells (Thummel et al., 2008). Whether
GFAP expression during Müller cell hypertrophy plays a role in regenerative ability was discussed in
chapter 2.
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Appendix 2: Improvement of
Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB): CFP-NTR
PCR-genotyping is required when using Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) animals in experiment. If this
process could be simplified by adding a visual marker that enables us to determine the phenotype in
vivo and in bulk, it would greatly reduce the time needed to process the samples. To add a visible tag
to transgenic Xla.Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) animals, we generated Xla.Tg(rho:CFP-Eco.nfsB) animals that
expressed nitroreductase fused to CFP under the control of Xenopus opsin promoter by
meganuclease-mediated transgenesis (Pan et al., 2006). The fluorescence in the retina was
observable on dissecting fluorescence microscope, but was too dim to be photographed.
To determine the expression pattern of the fusion protein, I did double immunostaining against
rod outer segment marker XAP2 and GFP on retinal sections of transgenic tadpole (fig.A2.1A). The
retina was morphologically normal and the fusion protein is only detected in the inner segments of
rods (N=1).
I then asked if Xla.Tg(rho:CFP-Eco.nfsB) tadpoles lose rods when treated with Mtz. I treated the
animals with 10mM Mtz for 17 days then stained the retinal sections using anti-GFP antibody and
anti-XAP2. Loss of rods was observed in the periphery (fig.A2.2B, N=1). The surviving rods showed
very low or undetectable GFP staining, suggesting low expression of transgenic protein, which might
be the reason why these rods were not ablated by the Mtz treatment.
Since these animals were F0, mosaicism is expected. It is possible the transgene was not
universally expressed by the rods hence the incomplete ablation.
This strategy was recently reported in a study by Langhe et al (Langhe et al., 2017). Langhe and
colleagues fused the nitroreductase gene to the GFP and express the transgene in the tadpoles under
the control of the X. laevis opsin promoter. The GFP expression in the retina allows visual screening
in vivo by stage 47, and the animals show consistent transgene expression pattern to Xla.Tg(rho:CFP-
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Eco.nfsB). The fusion protein was exclusively expressed in the inner segments of the rods, and the
fusion protein converted Mtz to ablate the rods efficiently.
In conclusion, the preliminary data I present here suggests this transgenic line is indeed of
potential use in future study of rod degeneration.
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Appendix 3. Response of ganglion cells in
retinal degeneration: Xla.Tg(Dre.Isl2bgata2a:eGFP)
The late phase of progressive retinal degeneration includes formation of microneuroma by
tangled processes of various types of retinal neurons (reviewed in (Marc et al., 2003)). Because the
retinal ganglion cells are known to be resilient in retinal degeneration that begins from loss of
photoreceptors (Lin and Peng, 2013), it would be of interest to accurately determine when each
different type of neurons respond to retinal stress in X. laevis. To do so, we need a steady retinal
ganglion cell marker that labels both the soma and the neurites. Pittman and Chien previously
characterized the activity of zebrafish isl2b promoter in the retina. The promoter drives strong GFP
expression in the retinal ganglion cells, labeling majority of RGCs (Pittman et al., 2008). To determine
whether this promoter also labels RGC in X. laevis, we generated a construct Tg(Dre.Isl2bgata2a:eGFP)1Zuber using the isl2b promoter driving eGFP with the gata2a enhancer and used
meganuclease I-SceI to generate transgenic animals. The optic nerves formed by the axons of RGC
were fluorescent by stage 42, allowing screening by phenotype (Fig.A.3B). The retinal sections of
stage 50 tadpoles were stained using anti-GFP antibody to determine the expression pattern of the
transgene. The GFP signal was found in ganglion cell layer (GCL) only, and labeled part of the
neurites (Fig.A.3D and inset). This result suggested Tg(Dre.Isl2b-gata2a:eGFP)1Zuber labels retinal
ganglion cells and is of potential use for RGC study.
It would be interesting to treat tadpoles that carry both Tg(Dre.Isl2b-gata2a:eGFP) and
Tg(rho:Eco.nfsB) with Mtz for a long period of time to see when the X. laevis RGCs start to have
detectable responses to photoreceptor degeneration.
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Appendix 4. Lineage tracing of X. laevis
retinal progenitor cells
To analyze the reason how X. laevis regenerates the retina, it is necessary to identify the source of
retinal progenitors. The work of Yoshii et al. demonstrates X. laevis RPE cells transdifferentiate to
regenerate the retina and lens after retinectomy (Yoshii et al., 2007). Around the same time,
Raymond and colleagues utilize zebrafish gfap promoter to drive GFP in the Müller glia cells (MGC). It
is found that after damaging the retina by intense light, the newborn photoreceptors are GFP
positive, demonstrating the new rods come from the MGC (Bernardos et al., 2007; Bernardos and
Raymond, 2006). I have preliminary data showing cells in RPE and INL entering cell cycle when rod
photoreceptors were ablated in XOPNTR tadpoles (fig.A.3). This implies both RPE and MGC have the
potential to act as retinal progenitors when needed in X. laevis. Just recently, Langhe et al report the
proliferation of MGC in two different X. laevis retinal injury models by BrdU labeling the cells(Langhe
et al., 2017), demonstrating the potential of MGC as retinal progenitors.
Using promoters that are specific to MGC or RPE in X. laevis may be another way to identify the
progenitor cells by lineage tracing. Our lab has tested mouse RPE65 promoter described in
(Boulanger et al., 2000) in X. laevis. But the low activity of the transgene (1/22 PCR genotyped
tadpoles expressed detectable GFP by immunostaining) indicated the construct is not suitable for use
in X. laevis (Choi and Ku, unpublished). The recently characterized salamander RPE65 promoter may
be an alternative but remains to be tested (Casco-Robles et al., 2015).
To determine if the published MGC promoters are active in X. laevis MGC, we performed
transgenesis using meganuclease I-SceI or restriction enzyme mediated integration (REMI) method. I
found no detectable activity of the zebrafish gfap promoter (Bernardos and Raymond, 2006) in X.
laevis, likely a result of the lack of gfap gene in Xenopus described in chapter 3. The X. tropicalis
vimentin promoter (Love et al., 2011) did not have MGC-specific expression (Martinez-De Luna,
unpublished). The mouse Rlbp1 promoter (Vazquez-Chona et al., 2009)

had no detectable activity
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in X. laevis retina either (Choi and Martinez-De Luna, unpublished). Because the data presented in
chapter three indicates that the peripherin upregulates in damaged X. laevis retina, suggesting the
use of peripherin promoter to drive transgene expression in frog MGC. Therefore, the previously
characterized mouse peripherin promoter may be suitable for this purpose (Zhou et al., 2002).
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Figures
Antibody

Manufacturer

Product/clone number

Dilution

Anti-transducin Gαt1

Santa Cruz Biotech

SC-389

1:100

Anti-XAP2

DSHB

5B9

1:25

Anti-PCNA

Sigma

P8825

1:250

R5

W. Harris lab,

1:5

Cambridge, UK
Donkey anti-rabbit Alexa 488

Invitrogen

A21206

1:500

Goat anti-mouse Alexa 555 IgG

Invitrogen

A21424

1:500

Goat anti-mouse Alexa 555 IgM

Invitrogen

A21426

1:500

Goat anti-mouse Alexa 546 IgM

Invitrogen

A21045

1:500

Goat anti-mouse Alexa 488 IgG

Invitrogen

A11001

1:500

Goat anti-rabbit Alexa 647 IgG

Abcam

Ab150079

1:500

Goat anti-mouse Alexa 647 IgG

Invitrogen

A21236

1:500

Goat anti-mouse Alexa 546 IgG

Invitrogen

A11003

1:500

Table A1.1 List of antibodies used in this chapter
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Figure A1.1 Transgenic tadpoles from B cross had no transducin positive rod photoreceptors
at stage 50. Sections were stained with anti-transducin Gαt1 antibody to label the rod
photoreceptors (green). (A) Retinal section of a wild type tadpole from A cross. (B)Transgenic
tadpoles of A cross without Mtz treatment. (C) Retinal section of a wild type tadpole from B cross. (D)
Retinal section of a transgenic tadpole from B cross Insets are magnified views of the boxed regions
in (A-D). (E) Retinal section of an adult frog from B cross. The rod outer segments were labeled by
anti-XAP2 antibody (green). (F) Magnified view of the boxed region in (E). (G) Retinal section of a
stage 48 WT tadpole from J cross stained with rod outer segment marker XAP2 (red) and
counterstained with DAPI (blue). (H) Retinal section of a stage 48 J cross transgenic tadpole. (I) Wild
type retina of F cross. (J) Transgenic retina of F cross. Scale bars are 60µm in A-D, 130µm in E, 30µm
in F-J) (A-F): Tadpole generation, staining and image acquisition were done by me. (G-J) Samples
were sectioned and stained by me, imaged by Dr. Reyna Martinez-De Luna. All retinal sections
presented in this chapter were oriented so the dorsal side was at the top, ventral retina was at the
bottom of the images.
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F1
breeder
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
I
J

%
transgenic
45%
85%
25%
45%
80%
63%
85%
56%
85%

spontaneous
rod
degeneration
N
Y (13/14)
n/a
Y (5/9)
Y (2/16)
Y
N
Y
N

F2
breeder
11
13
16
19
20
21
23
24
27

%
transgenic
45%
48%
55%
75%
35%
60%
45%
40%
60%

spontaneous
rod
degeneration
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y

M
N

50%
85%

N
Y

28
32

40%
40%

Y
N

Q

85%

Y

34

75%

N

S

17% N
Table A1.2 List of screened XOPNTR breeders
Oocytes of adult F1 or F2 XOPNTR transgenic females were fertilized with sperms of transgenic or

wild type males. Twenty tadpoles were PCR genotyped to determine the percentage of transgenic
animals per clutch. Number of transgenic animals that had spontaneous degeneration out of all
examined transgenic tadpoles were included if available.
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Fig.A1.2 Rods of XOPNTR F2 A cross tadpoles degenerated in Mtz prepared in either 0.1X MMR
or frog water. Rod photoreceptors were labeled by anti-transducin Gαt1 antibody (red), nuclei were
counterstained with DAPI. (A, D) Rods of transgenic tadpoles were not affected by the vehicle
solution containing 0.2% DMSO. (B, E) Mtz did not ablate the rods of wild type animals. (C, F) Rod
photoreceptors in the center of the retinas degenerated after the animals were exposed to Mtz. (Scale
bars are 32µm.) (G) Numbers of transducin positive cells were compared between transgenics that
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were maintained in vehicle solution to transgenic tadpoles maintained in Mtz solutions of different
salt content. Control tadpoles in DMSO solution had similar number of rods (20.8±0.52 for MMR
group, N=5. 21.33±1 in frog water group, N=2.) Transgenic tadpoles lost significant number of rods in
Mtz prepared in 0.1X MMR (1.33±0.84, N=3) or frog water (1.16±0.64, N=4) compared to the
controls. No significant difference of rod loss was observed between Mtz-treated animals. The bar
graph is presented as group means with SEM. The numbers were analyzed by one-way ANOVA,
α<0.05 was considered as significant.
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Fig.A1.3 F1 and F2 XOPNTR tadpoles lost similar number of rods by ten days of Mtz treatment.
The number of rods that still have outer segments labeled by either anti-XAP2 or anti-transducin
Gαt1 in F1 and F2 tadpole retinas. The counts are shown as mean± SEM. F1 WT =14.78±0.39, F1
TG=6.99± 1.38. F2 WT=15.77± 1.13, F2 TG=6.77± 1.36. N=3, respectively. P<0.05 was considered
significant.
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Fig.A1.4 Mtz-induced rod ablation is more efficient at 22°C than at 19°C. XOPNTR tadpoles
were treated with Mtz for ten days at 19°C or 22°C. (A) XAP2 positive rods (red) in wild type retina
were not ablated by Mtz. (B) Quantitation and comparison of XAP2-labeled rod numbers. Wild type
animals treated at 19°C had average of 14.66±0.51 XAP2 positive rod outer segments in the 100µm
ROI in central retina. 22°C wild type tadpoles had 13.78±0.39 XAP2 cells. 19°C transgenic had
7.99±1.89 XAP2 positive rod outer segments, and transgenics treated at 22°C had 0.33±0.38 XAP2
positive cells. The data was analyzed by one-way ANOVA, α<0.05 was considered significant. N=3,
respectively. Values are presented as mean with SEM. (C-D) Two transgenic tadpoles that were
treated with Mtz for ten days at 19°C. (E) Retinal section of a transgenic treated at 22°C for ten days.
No XAP2 positive cells observed in the center of the section. Scale bars: 60µm.
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Fig. A1.5 No robust regeneration of rods observed in retina of transgenic tadpoles after
thirty days recovery. Rod photoreceptors were visualized by anti-transducin Gαt1 antibody (red),
the retinas were counterstained with DAPI. (A, D) Retinas of wild type tadpoles treated with Mtz for
seven days had no ablation of rods before or after recovery. (B, E) The vehicle solution did not cause
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rod degeneration in transgenic animals. (C) Transgenic XOPNTR tadpoles lost rods in the central
region of the retina after seven days of Mtz treatment. Transducin positive debris was observed but
did not colocalize with DAPI staining. (F) The number of transducin positive cells increased in the
periphery, but no regrowth of rods was observed in the central region. (G) Proportions of transducin
positive cells per unit distance in XOPNTR transgenic retinas treated with Mtz for seven days
increased after 30 days of recovery in bin2-5, 8-9 (T7: N=4, T7R30: N=3). Optic nerve head (ON) in
sections was aligned in bin6. The change of ratios was analyzed by two-way ANOVA, α<0.05 was
considered significant. Bar graph presented the mean values of transducin positive cells per unit
length of retina. (Scale bars are 32µm in A-C. 60µm in D-F).
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Fig. A1.6 Significant regeneration of rods was observed in F2 XOPNTR animals with
shortened Mtz treatment. (A, C) Retinas of wild type animals were not affected by the Mtz
treatment. Transducin Gαt1 labeled rods (red) remained healthy. (A’) The section in (A) merged with
R5 staining, which labeled the endfeet and processes of Müller cells (orange) in wild type retina. The
skin that surrounded the periphery was also labeled by R5 antibody. (B) Three days of Mtz treatment
followed by four days of recovery was sufficient to ablate the majority of rods (red) in transgenic
animals. (B’) R5 signal became more intense and staining was visible in outer retina (arrow). (C’)
Müller glia in wild type retina 57 days after the three-day treatment. Staining remained stronger in
the endfeet, and no strong labeling in the apical layer of the retina. (D) Retina of XOPNTR transgenic
tadpole 57 days after the three-day Mtz treatment. Transducin positive rods were observed further
toward the center of retina, where rodless region was still observed. (D’) Hypertrophy of Müller cells
was reduced in T3R57 retina compared to T3R4 shown in (B’). (D”) Magnified view of the boxed
region in (D), R5 staining was found in both apical and basal part of retina in the rodless region. The
apical staining of R5 (arrow) was not observed in the region that had regrown the rods (arrowhead).
(D’’’) Image shown in D” merged with PCNA (green) staining to label proliferating cells (asterisk).
PCNA positive cells were found at the border region that had weaker R5 staining next to the new
rods. (E) Quantitation of the ratio of transducin positive rods in transgenic compared to control
throughout the retina. The value in each bin of transgenic T3R4 retina (burgundy, N=6) were
superimposed onto the counts of transgenic T3R57 retina (blue, N=3) based on the position of optic
nerve head (ON, bin6), and analyzed by two-way ANOVA, α=0.05. Significant increase of rod was
found in bin 3 and 8. Scale bars are 80µm in A-B’, 90µm in C-D’. (E) Rod photoreceptors labeled by
anti-transducin Gαt1antibody (red) were not abled by Mtz in wild type retinas. R5 staining (orange)
was mainly observed in endfeet of Müller glia in IPL and GCL. Skin and the optic nerve were labeled
by R5 as well. (F) Vehicle solution did not ablate rods in transgenic retina. Minimal staining of R5 was
observed in the endfeet of Müller cells. (G) Retinal section of a transgenic animal that was treated
with Mtz for seven days. Hypertrophic Müller glia was observed in where rods were ablated. R5
staining did not increase in the periphery where rods were still present. (H) Retinal section of a
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transgenic tadpole treated with Mtz for ten days. Intense R5 staining was still observed in inner
retina. R5 signal was detected in disrupted outer nuclear layer (arrow) Scale bars are 40um.
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Fig. A2.1 Expression of Tg(rho:CFP-Eco.nfsB) in X. laevis retina and its effect on the rods in
the presence of Mtz.
(A) Retinal section of a tadpoles phenotypically sorted based on CFP fluorescence in the eye. The
section was stained with anti-GFP, and anti-XAP2 antibody to the fusion protein (green) and
rod outer segments (red). The section was counterstained with DAPI. Scale bar is 60µm. (B)
Retinal section of a transgenic tadpole that was treated with Mtz for 17 days. Rod outer
segments were labeled with anti-XAP2 antibody (red), and the fusion protein was labeled by
anti-GFP antibody (green). The section was counterstained with DAPI. Scale bar is 80 µm.
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Fig.A3.1 Expression pattern of eGFP in Xla.Tg(Dre.Isl2b-gata2a:eGFP)1Zuber
(A) wild type stage 45 tadpoles. (B) Stage 45 tadpoles that expressed eGFP in its optic nerve.
eGFP expression was also observed in other nerves in the head at this stage. (C) Retinal
section of a stage 50 wild type tadpole stained with anti-GFP antibody. (D) Retinal section of a
stage 50 Xla.Tg(Dre.Isl2b-gata2a:eGFP)1Zuber animal. Inset: retinal section of a different
transgenic animal at higher magnification. The dendrite was visible by anti-GFP staining.
Scale bars are 30µm. Drs. Michael Zuber and Zahra Motari performed the transgenesis along
with me. Staining and imaging were done by me.
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Fig.A4.1 Müller glia and retinal pigment epithelium entered the cell cycle after rod ablation
(A) DIC view merged to fluorescent stainings of a wild type retina. The tadpole was treated with Mtz
for three days and recovered for four days. (B) DIC view merged to fluorescent staining of a XOPNTR
retinal section. (C) Magnified view of the boxed region in B. PCNA positive cells were observed in RPE
and INL (white arrows) (A’) Section in (A) showing only immunostaining. Rods were labeled using
anti-transducin Gαt1 (red), Müller glia were labeled by R5 antibody (orange), cells at S phase were
labeled using anti-PCNA antibody (green). (B’) Section in (B) with immunostaining only. (C’)
Magnified view of the boxed region in (B’). Scale bars are 60 µm.
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Abstract
Proliferation and differentiation are tightly controlled during neural development. In the
embryonic neural plate, primary neurogenesis is driven by the proneural pathway. Here we report
the characterization of Maturin, a novel, evolutionarily conserved protein that is required for normal
primary neurogenesis. Maturin is detected throughout the early nervous system, yet it is most
strongly expressed in differentiating neurons of the embryonic fish, frog and mouse nervous systems.
Maturin expression can be induced by the proneural transcription factors Neurog2, Neurod1, and
Ebf3. Maturin overexpression promotes neurogenesis, while loss-of-function inhibits the
differentiation of neuronal progenitors, resulting in neural plate expansion. Maturin knockdown
blocks the ability of Neurog2, Neurod1, and Ebf3 to drive ectopic neurogenesis. Maturin and Pak3,
are both required for, and can synergize to promote differentiation of the primary neurons in vivo.
Together, our results suggest that Maturin functions during primary neurogenesis and is required for
the proneural pathway to regulate neural differentiation.

Keywords: Pak3, primary neurogenesis, neuronal differentiation, neural plate
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Introduction
Normal neural development requires a precise balance of proliferation and differentiation
(Dehay and Kennedy, 2007; Donovan and Dyer, 2005; Salomoni and Calegari, 2010). Identifying the
genes and signaling systems that regulate the differentiation of neuronal progenitors is essential, as
premature or postponed neurogenesis can alter the number and types of neurons generated during
development (Agathocleous and Harris, 2009; Donovan and Dyer, 2005; Dyer and Cepko, 2001;
Guillemot, 2007; Hindley and Philpott, 2012). In Xenopus laevis the first progenitors to differentiate
generate the primary neurons, which have served as a valuable model for identifying the genes and
signaling systems driving vertebrate neurogenesis (Henningfeld et al., 2007). Shortly after
gastrulation, the primary neurons differentiate along three, longitudinal, bilaterally symmetric
stripes on either side of the embryonic midline and are detected by their expression of neuralspecific, class II beta-tubulin (tubb2b) (Chitnis et al., 1995; Hartenstein, 1989; Oschwald et al., 1991).
Primary neurogenesis is driven by a cascade of proneural basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH)
transcription factors that regulate the activity of downstream targets required for cell fate
determination, cell cycle exit and the eventual differentiation of neuronal progenitors. Neurogenin 2
(neurog2; also known as X-ngnr-1), is the first proneural gene of the cascade and induces the
expression of the bHLH transcription factors neuronal differentiation 1 (neurod1, also known as
XNeuroD) and early B-cell factor 3 (ebf3, also known as Xcoe3) (Lee et al., 1995; Ma et al., 1996;
Pozzoli et al., 2001). Neurog2, neurod1 and ebf3 are all expressed in the primary neurons, and when
misexpressed, can induce ectopic neurons and drive their differentiation in vivo and in vitro (Lee et
al., 1995; Ma et al., 1996; Pozzoli et al., 2001).
The p21-activated kinase 3 (Pak3) functions downstream of the proneural transcription factors
and is required for cell cycle exit and differentiation of the primary neurons (Souopgui et al., 2002).
Neurog2, neurod1 and ebf3 can all induce ectopic expression of pak3. Pak3 expression is detected in
the primary neurons as they differentiate in the neural plate. Similarly, the cells of other neural
tissues also express pak3 during differentiation. Pak3 function is required for primary neurons to
exit the cell cycle and differentiate, since morpholino oligonucleotides that block pak3 translation
inhibit neural differentiation and increase cell proliferation, resulting in neural plate expansion. Pak3
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can be made constitutively active by artificial myristoylation, which targets the protein to cell
membranes. Misexpression of myrPak3 results in cell cycle arrest and premature neuronal
differentiation. Interestingly, non-myristoylated Pak3 was found to be functionally inactive, as it
neither altered primary neurogenesis (tubb2b expression), nor embryonic development when
misexpressed (Souopgui et al., 2002).
Here we report the identification of Maturin, an acidic, evolutionarily conserved protein that is
required for normal primary neurogenesis. Maturin has no identifiable functional or structural
domains, yet its primary amino acid sequence has been highly conserved in vertebrates.

Xenopus

laevis maturin is detected throughout the early nervous system, but is most highly expressed in
differentiating neurons. A similar expression pattern is observed in both zebrafish and mouse
embryos. Blocking Maturin function inhibits differentiation of the primary neurons, increases the
number of proliferating neural progenitors, and results in neural plate enlargement. Conversely,
Maturin overexpression promotes neural differentiation within the neural plate. The proneural
pathway transcription factor(s) Neurog2, Neurod1 and Ebf3 can all induce maturin transcription and
Maturin knockdown blocks neural differentiation initiated by Neurog2, Neurod1 and Ebf3. Maturin
gain- and loss-of-function phenotypes mimic those of Pak3, and Maturin and Pak3 functions are both
required for differentiation of the primary neurons. Maturin and the constitutively active myrPak3
can synergistically drive primary neurogenesis. Surprisingly, Maturin can also synergize with nonmyristoylated Pak3. Our results suggest that Maturin and Pak3 are both required, and function
synergistically in the neural plate to regulate normal primary neurogenesis.
Materials and methods
Animals
Xenopus embryos were obtained by in vitro fertilization following standard protocols and
developmental stages were determined according to Nieuwkoop and Faber (Nieuwkoop and Faber,
1994). Wild-type AB and Tg(elav3l:GFP) zebrafish (Danio rerio) were obtained from the Zebrafish
International Resource Center (ZIRC). Zebrafish embryos were staged as described (Kimmel et al.,
1995). Swiss Webster E14 timed-pregnant females were purchased from Charles River Laboratories
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International (Wilmington, MA). The Committee for the Humane Use of Animals at SUNY Upstate
Medical University approved all procedures.
Xenopus Maturin and ortholog analysis
The X. laevis (IMAGE: 5570100; pCMVSport6.Maturin) and mouse (IMAGE: 4535651;
pCMVSport6.mouseMaturin) full-length cDNA clones was purchased from Open Biosystems
(ThermoScientific, Huntsville, AL). Zebrafish Maturin (Accession: NM_001144806) was PCR
amplified from 48hpf whole larvae cDNA using primers DrMaturinfor and DrMaturinrev (Supp. Table
1), TA cloned, and sequence verified. Putative Maturin orthologs were identified using BLASTP
and/or BLASTN searches of GenBank and ENSEMBL databases. Protein sequences were aligned using
the ClustalW algorithm and MegAlign ver. 10.1.2 (DNASTAR Inc., Madison, WI). Maturin is required
for the differentiation (maturation) of neural progenitors, hence the name (first suggested by Andrea
Viczian). The Human Gene Nomenclature Committee has approved the official gene name as:
“maturin, neural progenitor differentiation regulator homolog (Xenopus)”, and the gene symbol as
MTURN.
Plasmid construction
pCS2R.MattargetYFP was generated by amplification of YFP (primers YFPfor and YFPrev) and
Mattarget (primers Mattargetfor and Mattargetrev)(Supp. Table 1). PCR products were TA cloned,
then excised and ligated in frame into pCS2R. pCS2R.Pak3 was obtained by excising Pak3 from pBKCMV.Pak3 and ligating into pCS2R. Construction of pCS2.Ngnr1, pCS2+MT.XNeuroD, pCS2.Xebf3, and
pCS2.myrPak3 were previously described (Lee et al., 1995; Ma et al., 1996; Pozzoli et al., 2001;
Souopgui et al., 2002). All plasmids and sequences are available upon request.
Reverse transcription PCR analysis
For analysis of maturin expression at different stages five eggs or whole embryos at the indicated
stages were homogenized using Qiashredder (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), total RNA was extracted
(RNeasy Mini Kit; Qiagen), and cDNA was synthesized using 500 ng of total RNA (Quantitect Reverse
Transcription Kit; Qiagen) per manufacturers instructions. RT-PCR was performed using equal
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amounts of template cDNA. The primer pairs used were: Maturinfor and Maturinrev, Pax6for and
Pax6rev, and H4for with H4rev (Supp. Table 1) (Zuber et al., 2003). For zebrafish maturin cloning, 30
embryos at 48hpf were homogenized in TRIzol reagent (Life technologies, Invitrogen, Grand Island,
NY) to extract total RNA. Zebrafish cDNA was synthesized using 500 ng total RNA (M-MLV Reverse
Transcriptase; Promega, Madison, WI) per manufacturer’s instructions.
Animal cap assay
Total RNA was isolated from animal caps (10 per condition) or two embryos per stage, reverse
transcribed and RTPCR performed as previously described (Viczian et al., 2009; Zuber et al., 2003).
The primers used were tubb2for, tubb2brev, ncam1for, ncam1rev, actc1for, actc1rev (Supp. Table 1).
Antisense morpholino oligonucleotides, RNA synthesis and microinjection
Embryos were injected into one ventral blastomere at the 8-cell stage with 30 ng of CoMO or
MatMO2 with 200 pg nlsβ-Gal cRNA. Noggin (20 pg) was used as a positive control. Sox2 expression
was detected by in situ hybridization as described below. Capped RNAs were synthesized in vitro
from NotI linearized plasmids using the SP6 mMessage Machine kit (Ambion, Austin, TX). CoMO,
Pak3MO and MatMO1/2 morpholino oligonucleotides were obtained from GeneTools (Philomath,
OR; Supplementary Table 1). cRNAs and morpholinos were injected into one blastomere at the 2-, 4or 8-cell stage. Embryos were devitellinized at stage 10, cultured to stage 15, and the relative size of
the neural plate was determined using an optical micrometer.
Probes and whole mount in situ hybridization
Digoxigenin (DIG) or fluorescein (FL)-labelled antisense riboprobes were transcribed in vitro
from pCMVSport6.Maturin (EcoRI, T7), pCMVSport6.mouseMaturin (BamHI, T7),
pGEMTEZ.zebrafishMaturin (NdeI, T7), pBSKS+.tubb2b (BamHI, T3), pBSSK+.Sox2 (XbaI, T7), and
pGEM-T Easy.Rax (NcoI, SP6) using RNA Polymerase Plus (Ambion) as previously described (Good et
al., 1989; Mizuseki et al., 1998; Zuber et al., 2003). Fast Red (Roche) was used to visualize probes
when section in situs were co-labeled with DAPI.
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β-Gal staining and wholemount in situ hybridization was performed as described previously
(Viczian et al., 2006; Zuber et al., 2003). In situ hybridization of tissue sections was performed as
previously described (Chalmers et al., 2003; Regad et al., 2007; Viczian et al., 2006), except that stage
15 and 32 embryos were fixed in Dent’s fixative and embedded in 15% fish gelatin/15% for
sectioning.
Immunohistochemistry and BrdU labeling
For immunohistochemistry sections were stained as previously described (Viczian et al., 2003),
with the exception that blocking was done for 1hr. Phosphorylated Histone H3 wholemount
immunostaining was carried out as previously described (Saka and Smith, 2001; Sive et al., 2000).
For bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling, stage 32 embryos were incubated in 1 mM BrdU (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO) in 0.1X Modified Marc’s Ringer (MMR) solution for 3 hours at 18°C. Stage 42 embryos
were incubated in BrdU for 3 hr at RT. Primary antibodies were: anti-GFP polyclonal (1:500; Life
Technologies, Madison, WI), anti-BrdU monoclonal (1:20, clone G3G4; DSHB, Iowa City, IA), antiPCNA (1:250, Sigma, St. Louis, MO), anti-phophorylated Histone H3 (1:1,000, Millipore, Billerica, MA)
and anti-acTUBB3B (TuJ1) (1:1,000, Covance, Princeton, NJ). Secondary antibodies were: goat antirabbit Alexa Fluor 488, goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 555, goat anti-mouse IgG2a Alexa fluor 555, goat
anti-mouse IgG2a Alexa Fluor 488 (all at 1:500; Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, Eugene, OR), and goat
anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (1:1,000, Millipore, Billerica, MA).
TUNEL staining
Wholemount TUNEL staining was performed as described (Hensey and Gautier, 1998). For
imaging, embryos were dehydrated in 100% methanol and cleared in BBBA (2 parts Benzyl
Benzoate: 1 part Benzyl alcohol). TUNEL counts were performed within an area of 0.138 mm2 on
both sides of the midline of each embryo using Image J (NIH) plugins for cell counting and ROI
managing.
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Western blotting
Using standard protocols, 30 µg of total protein was loaded per lane, separated by SDS-PAGE and
blotted onto a PVDF membrane (BioRad). Antibodies used were: polyclonal anti-GFP (1:1000;
Molecular Probes), polyclonal anti-β-actin (1:1,000; Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA) and goat anti-rabbit
HRP conjugate (1:1,000; Millipore, Billerica, MA).
Neural plate/eye field expansion, cell density and neural plate cell number
Sox2 and rax expression domains were determined by measuring the distance from the midline
to lateral edge of expression and the average per cent change relative to the uninjected side ± s.e.m
determined. Cell density was determined by counting the number of DAPI positive nuclei within a
100 μm x 200 μm area in five consecutive sections per embryo and averaging. Total neural plate cell
number was calculated by counting all nuclei within the sox2 expression domain on 3 consecutive
sections per embryo and averaging. All graphs and statistical analysis was performed using Graph
Pad Prism version 5.0c (Graph Pad Software, La Jolla, CA). Two tailed Student’s t-tests were used and
P≤0.05 was considered significant.
Image acquisition and processing
Whole embryo images were taken using a Leica MZ16A fluorescence stereomicroscope with a
MicroPublisher 3.3 RTV digital camera (Q-Imaging, Surrey, BC, Canada) and Q-Capture software
version 3.1.2 (Q-Imaging, Surrey, BC, Canada). Section images were obtained with a DM6000 B
upright microscope with motorized Z-focusing (Leica Microsystems, Bannockburn, IL) fitted with a
Retiga-SRV camera (Q-Imaging) and Volocity Software version 6.2.1 (PerkinElmer). All images were
prepared for publication using Photoshop and Illustrator CS6 version 13.0.4 (Adobe Systems Inc., San
Jose, CA).
Results
Maturin is a novel, evolutionarily conserved vertebrate protein
Maturin was identified in a screen designed to detect genes required for eye field specification
((Viczian et al., 2009) and M. E. Zuber, unpublished). The Xenopus laevis maturin cDNA codes for a
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predicted protein of 131 amino acids (a.a.) with a molecular weight of 15 kDa (Fig. 1A). A search of
protein domain databases (including Prosite, InterProScan, NCBI Conserved Domain Database and
Motif-Scan) failed to identify any known functional or structural motifs (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2011;
Pagni et al., 2007; Quevillon et al., 2005; Sigrist et al., 2010). Putative signal peptide cleavage sites
were not detected suggesting Maturin is not a secreted protein (Petersen et al., 2011). Maturin is an
acidic protein with a predicted net charge of -21.5 at pH 7 (pI=3.9). Thirty of the 131 Maturin
residues are either aspartic (D) or glutamic (E) acid, nearly half of which are located in a 22 residue
acidic domain near the carboxy-terminus (Fig. 1A; asterisks).
Whole genome scans indicated the presence of a single maturin gene in diploid vertebrate
organisms. No significant homology with any other gene was detected (not shown). Despite the lack
of any identifiable functional domain, Maturin has been highly conserved among vertebrate species
(Fig. 1A). The X. laevis Maturin protein is 92.4% and 90.8% identical to the human (synonym
C7ORF41) and mouse (synonym 2410066E13RIK) Maturin proteins, respectively (Fig. 1B). Less
conservation is observed with the predicted chicken and zebrafish orthologs (Fig. 1B). Of the 30
highly acidic amino acids (aspartic and glutamic acid) in X. laevis Maturin, 19 are invariant (Fig. 1A).
Of the remaining 11 variant positions, all but four (two in chicken, two in zebrafish) are conservative
(D → E or E → D) substitutions (Fig. 1A, caret). We also identified a novel 29-residue region (a.a. 5482 of X. laevis) with perfect conservation (Fig. 1A). Due to its high level of conservation this region
was named the Maturin Motif (Fig. 1A; red over-line).
Maturin is expressed maternally and is enriched in neural tissues
By RT-PCR maturin was detected in the egg, indicating it is expressed maternally (Fig. 1C). In
contrast to pax6 transcripts, which were only detected after the late blastula stage (stage 9), maturin
was detected through the eye vesicle stage (stage 20).
Maturin transcript was first detected by whole mount in situ hybridization in blastula, with the
most intense staining located in the animal half of the embryo (Fig. 1D and E). Expression extends
into the marginal zone, but was not observed in other areas of the vegetal half of the embryo, nor in
the outer epithelial cell layer of the blastocoel roof (Fig. 1E). At the small yolk plug stage (stage
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12.5), expression was faint in central and posterior regions of the neural plate, yet robust in the
anterior neural plate, including the eye field (Fig. 1F; ef). By the neurula stage (stage 15), expression
became more intense in the posterior neural plate (Fig. 1G). Expression is also first detected in
presumptive neural crest at these stages. At later developmental stages, transcripts appeared
restricted to the developing nervous system (Fig. 1H-K). Expression was detected in the developing
brain, spinal cord and optic vesicles at early and late tailbud stages (stages 24 to 31; Fig. 1J and K).
Thus, maturin codes for a novel evolutionarily conserved vertebrate gene, which is expressed
maternally, but is enriched in neural tissues.
Maturin is expressed in differentiating neurons of the vertebrate nervous system
Whole mount in situ hybridization indicated that frog maturin transcripts were expressed in
developing neural tissues (Fig. 1). To confirm this observation and determine if maturin is similarly
expressed in other vertebrates, in situ hybridization was used to detect maturin expression in brain,
spinal cord and retinal sections. Markers that label mitotic and differentiated regions were also used
to compare the maturin expression patterns of actively proliferating and post-mitotic regions of the
nervous system.
Regions of neural differentiation can be identified by the very early expression of neural-specific
type II β tubulin (tubb2b) (Chitnis et al., 1995; Oschwald et al., 1991). Similar to tubb2b, maturin
transcripts were detected in the dividing (BrdU-positive) cells of the frog ventricular zone, but were
more intensely expressed in post-mitotic (BrdU-negative) neurons of the stage 32 spinal cord and
brain (Fig. 2A-B’’). Similar results were observed in the retina. However, maturin was expressed
more broadly than and preceded tubb2b in later differentiating regions (Fig. 2C-C’’). Retinal ganglion
cells (RGCs) are the first neurons of the Xenopus retina to exit the cell cycle and differentiate (Holt et
al., 1988). Maturin expression was detected most intensely throughout the presumptive RGC layer
before tubb2b expression (compare Fig. 2C to 2C’). Similarly, maturin expression precedes that of
tubb2b throughout the central retina, but was significantly reduced or undetectable in the most
peripheral region, where retinal progenitors continue to divide (Fig. 2C and 2C”). In stage 42
tadpoles, when central retinal differentiation is complete, maturin expression is significantly reduced
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(relative to earlier stages and tubb2b; Fig. 2D-D’). Maturin transcripts were not detected in the
proliferating cells of the ciliary marginal zone, but were detected adjacent to the CMZ, where maturin
expression overlaps that of tubb2b (Fig. 2D-D’, inset). Maturin transcripts were not detected in the
lens at any stage tested (Fig. 2C and D and not shown).
Zebrafish maturin expression in the developing retina, brain and spinal cord was similar to that
of GFP driven from the elav3l promoter/enhancer (elav3l:GFP), which marks early born,
differentiating neurons (Park et al., 2000). Similar to frog, zebrafish maturin expression was absent
or reduced in proliferating (PCNA-positive) cells of the ventricular zones (Fig. 2E-F’’). In the early
retina, maturin transcripts were detected in elav3l:GFP-positive presumptive ganglion cells (Fig. 2GG’’). Maturin was not detected in the retina before the onset of ganglion cell differentiation (not
shown). At later stages, similar to elav3l:GFP, maturin was expressed in differentiated ganglion cells
and the IPL (Fig. 2H and H’), yet was absent from proliferating cells of the ciliary marginal zone (Fig.
2H and H’’). elav3l:GFP expression appeared to preceded maturin expression in the fish INL (Fig. 2H
and H’). As in frog, fish maturin was not detected in the lens at any developmental stage tested (Fig.
2G, H and not shown).
As in fish and frog, mouse Maturin transcripts were detected in differentiating cells of the
embryonic brain, spinal cord and retina (Fig. 2I-K’’). Mouse Maturin transcription was most intense
in differentiating (acTUBB3B-positive) cells and was undetectable or reduced in proliferating (PCNApositive) cells (Fig. 2I-K’’).
In summary, maturin transcripts are expressed prior to and in differentiating neurons and are
reduced or absent in regions of the developing nervous system that are actively proliferating.
Furthermore, this pattern of maturin expression appears to be evolutionarily conserved as similar
patterns are observed in fish, frog and mice.
Maturin knockdown results in neural plate expansion
Two non-overlapping antisense morpholino oligonucleotides (MatMO1 and MatMO2) were
generated to inhibit maturin translation (Figs. 3A, S1A). A reporter construct (Mat target-YFP),
generated by fusing the morpholino target sites with the open reading frame of YFP, was used to
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determine if the morpholinos could inhibit protein translation (Figs. 3B, S1B). Embryos were injected
with capped RNA (cRNA) coding for YFP or the Mat target-YFP fusion alone, or with morpholinos.
Western blot analysis was performed on whole embryo extracts to detect expression of YFP or fusion
protein (Fig. 3C). YFP protein was detected when YFP cRNA was injected alone, or with control or
Maturin morpholinos (Fig. 3C; lanes 2-4 and not shown). Similarly, Mat target-YFP protein was
detected when injected alone or with control morpholino (Fig. 3C; lanes 5 and 6). In contrast, the Mat
target-YFP fusion protein was undetectable when coinjected with MatMO2 (Fig. 3C; lane 7). To
confirm target knockdown in living embryos, fluorescence was analyzed in neurula embryos that had
been injected in one blastomere at the two-cell stage with cRNA coding for Mat target-YFP, mCherry
RFP (as a tracer) and either control or Maturin morpholinos (Fig. 3D-F”, S1C-F”). Both mCherry and
YFP fluorescence were detected when injected alone (Fig. 3D-D”; 100% of embryos mCherry and YFP
positive, n=40) or in combination with control morpholino (Fig. 3E-E”; 100% of embryos mCherry
and YFP positive; n=50). However, only mCherry was detected with coinjection of Maturin
morpholino (Fig. 3F-F”; 100% of embryos mCherry positive; 0% of embryos YFP positive; n=44).
These results demonstrate the Maturin morpholinos can inhibit the translation of transcripts
containing the maturin target sequence in vivo.
Coincident with the loss of YFP fluorescence, we also observed an expansion of the neural plate
on the Maturin morpholino-injected side of embryos (compare Fig. 3D and E with F). Both MatMO1
and MatMO2 expanded the neural plate (Fig. 3 and S1). However, due to the greater frequency with
which it could generate the expanded neural plate phenotype (MatMO1; 67%, n=58 vs. MatMO2;
80%, n=45), MatMO2 was used for all subsequent experiments. To confirm neural plate expansion, in
situ hybridization was used to detect changes in the expression of sox2 (neural plate) and rax (eye
field) (Andreazzoli et al., 2003; Mathers et al., 1997; Mizuseki et al., 1998). Unilateral injection of the
control morpholino did not alter neural plate size on the injected side (Fig. 3G; 0%, n=65), and the
expression patterns of sox2 and rax remained bilaterally symmetric (Fig. 3H, I, M; sox2, 487.4  9.1
m uninjected side vs. 495.4  8.1 m injected side, n=65; and rax, 380  5.1 m uninjected side vs.
377.2  4.8 m injected side, n=58; ns P>0.05). In contrast, the neural plate (Fig. 3J) and expression
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domains of both sox2 and rax (Fig. 3K and L), were enlarged with Maturin knockdown (Fig. 3M; sox2,
474.1  5.5 uninjected side vs. 514.6  5.2 m injected side, n=74; and rax, 377.8  8.8 uninjected side
vs. 423.5  9.0 m injected side, n=63; *** P<0.0001). These results, and the observation that two,
non-overlapping Maturin morpholinos generate the same phenotype, strongly suggest that Maturin
knockdown results in neural plate expansion.
Maturin knockdown expands the neural plate by increasing cell number
Neural plate enlargement could result from either larger cells, or an increase in the number of
cells. If due to an increase in cell size, the number of cell nuclei per unit area (nuclear density) should
be reduced in morpholino injected embryos (Fig. 4A). Nuclear density was compared on both sides of
the embryonic midline in embryos unilaterally injected with Maturin morpholino. For comparisons,
we selected bilaterally symmetric regions of equal size within the areas of the anterior neural plate
showing the greatest change in neural plate size (Fig. 4B). Counts of DAPI-labeled nuclei showed that
the average nuclear density on the uninjected and Maturin morpholino-injected sides of embryos
were similar (Fig. 4C; uninjected side 39 ± 1 cells/0.02 mm2, n=2,520 cells vs. MatMO2-injected side
38 ± 1 cells/0.02 mm2, n=2,583 cells, P=0.5812). This result suggests Maturin knockdown did not
alter cell size and was therefore not likely to be responsible for neural plate expansion.
To determine if Maturin knockdown increased cell number within the expanded neural plate
region, sections of neurula embryos were costained for sox2 by in situ hybridization to identify the
boundary of the neural plate, and with DAPI to identify cell nuclei. Sox2 expression was clearly
expanded in sections, consistent with the sox2 expansion observed in whole mount embryos (Fig. 3K
and 4D). Importantly, the average number of DAPI-labeled cells within the sox2 expressing domain
was significantly higher on the Maturin morpholino-injected side (Fig. 4E; uninjected side 193 ± 10
cells/section, n=5,649 cells vs. MatMO2-injected side 230 ± 9 cells/section, n=6,702 cells, P=0.0101).
Together, these results indicate that Maturin knockdown expands the neural plate by increasing cell
number and not by altering cell size.
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The increase in neural plate cell number following Maturin knockdown does not result from a reduction
in cell death or a change in cell fate
Neural plate enlargement following Maturin knockdown could result from a reduction in cell
death during embryonic development, ultimately leading to a larger pool of neural progenitors and a
larger neural plate. To determine if Maturin knockdown inhibited cell death, embryos were stained
using the Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) method. The
number of TUNEL-positive cells on the control and morpholino-injected sides of embryos were
compared (Fig. 4F-H). The control morpholino did not significantly alter the number of TUNELpositive cells (Fig. 4F and H; uninjected side 0 ± 0 vs. CoMO-injected side 1 ± 1; n=15 embryos). In
contrast, Maturin knockdown dramatically increased the number of TUNEL-positive cells (Fig. 4G
and H; uninjected side 3 ± 1 cells vs. MatMO2-injected side 109 ± 19; n=16 embryos). These results
are consistent with other reports in which an increase in apoptotic cell death was observed following
excessive proliferation in the Xenopus nervous system (Klisch et al., 2006; Zuber et al., 1999). We
conclude that neural plate expansion following Maturin knockdown, did not result from a reduction
in cell death.
Neural plate enlargement in response to Maturin knockdown could result from a change in cell
fate. Conversion of cells from a non-neural to neural lineage would result in an increase in the
number of neural plate cells and a larger neural plate. To determine if Maturin loss of function was
sufficient to induce neural tissue, we injected Maturin morpholinos into both blastomeres of two-cell
staged embryos, collected animal poles prior to gastrulation (stage 8.5) and cultured the explants to
the equivalent of neurula stages. In contrast to the neural inducers noggin (nog) and neurog2,
Maturin morpholinos did not induce the expression of the neural progenitor markers neural cell
adhesion molecule 1 (ncam1) or tubb2b, suggesting Maturin knockdown is not sufficient to induce
neural tissue (Fig. 4I).
Although unable to induce neural markers in isolated primitive ectoderm, it is still possible that
morpholino-mediated knockdown of Maturin could result in neural expansion in vivo. Therefore we
injected Maturin morpholinos into ventral blastomeres at the 8-cell stage, cultured the embryos to
neurula stages and used in situ hybridization to detect sox2 expression. Noggin was sufficient to
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induce ectopic neural tissue in every injected embryo, resulting in expansion of the sox2 expression
domain (Fig. 4J, 100%, n=82). In contrast, control and Maturin morpholinos neither expanded the
neural plate nor induced ectopic sox2 expression in ventrally injected embryos (Fig. 4K, L; CoMO, 0%,
n=56; MatMO2, 0%, n=40).
These results indicate that Maturin knockdown is not sufficient to induce neural markers in vitro
or in vivo, and is therefore unlikely to drive neural plate expansion by conversion of early
progenitors from a non-neural to neural lineage.
Maturin knockdown expands the neural plate by inhibiting neuronal differentiation
An increase in neural plate cell number could result from an accumulation of neural progenitor
cells resulting from a failure to differentiate. To test this possibility, we used whole mount in situ
hybridization for tubb2b, to determine the effect of Maturin knockdown on primary neurogenesis. In
embryos injected unilaterally with control morpholino, tubb2b expression remained bilaterally
symmetric in the vast majority of embryos, with only a small minority showing asymmetric
expression (Fig. 5A; 3%, n=105). The frequency of asymmetry was similar to that observed in
uninjected embryos, suggesting an infrequent, yet detectable variation in tubb2b expression during
normal development (Fig. 5B; 3%, n=91). In contrast, tubb2b expression was dramatically reduced or
completely lost on the injected side of every Maturin morpholino-injected embryo (Fig. 5C; 100%;
n=290). Similar results were observed with MatMO1 (Fig. S1G). These results suggest that Maturin
knockdown blocks the differentiation of the primary neurons.
Inhibition of differentiation could result from an increase in the number of proliferating neural
progenitor cells. To determine if Maturin knockdown also increased proliferation in the neural plate,
mitotic cells were labeled using phosphohistone H3 wholemount immunostaining. The ratio of
mitotic cells on the injected vs. uninjected side of control and Maturin morpholino injected embryos
was compared (Fig. 5D-F). Since neural plate expansion was most dramatic anteriorly, we selected
this region of the neural plate to score. Control morpholinos only slightly increased the number of
mitotic cells detected (injected/uninjected = 1.234 ± 0.047; n=1,916 pHH3+ cells on injected side
versus 1,684 cells on uninjected side of 116 embryos; Fig. 5D and F). However, the ratio of mitotic
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cells between the injected and uninjected side was consistently higher in Maturin morpholino
injected embryos (injected/uninjected = 1.505 ± 0.068; n=2,249 pHH3+ cells on the injected side
versus 1,759 cells on uninjected side of 148 embryos; Fig. 5E and F). From these results we conclude
that Maturin knockdown not only inhibited neuronal differentiation, but also increased the number
of proliferating cells in the neural plate.
The above results suggest that Maturin function is required for primary neurogenesis. If so,
excessive Maturin might be expected to promote the differentiation of the primary neurons. To test
this possibility, we overexpressed Maturin unilaterally by cRNA injection, and stained embryos for
tubb2b expression. Injection of βgal cRNA, had no effect on primary neurogenesis (Fig. 5G). In
contrast, maturin cRNA resulted in an increase in the number of tubb2b-positive cells only on the
injected side of embryos (Fig. 5H; 43%; n=172 embryos). The increase in tubb2b expression was
restricted to the neural plate, as ectopic tubb2b expression was not detected in more lateral or
ventral regions. We conclude, that Maturin is sufficient to induce the differentiation of primary
neurons in the context of the neural plate.
Our results indicate that Maturin function is required for the differentiation of the primary
neurons. When misexpressed, Maturin can induce excessive neural differentiation. Conversely,
blocking Maturin function inhibits neural differentiation, increases the number of proliferating
neural progenitors and ultimately results in an enlarged neural plate.
Maturin transcription is induced by the proneural transcription factors Neurog2, Neurod1 and Ebf3
The above results suggest Maturin is required for normal primary neurogenesis. Differentiation
of the primary neurons is driven by transcription factors of the proneural pathway (Henningfeld et
al., 2007). To determine if maturin transcription could be induced by the proneural transcription
factors, we injected cRNA coding for neurog2, neurod1 or ebf3 into one blastomere at the 2-cell stage
and used whole mount in situ hybridization to determine the effect on maturin expression. No
change in maturin expression was detected when YFP was expressed alone (Fig. 6A-A’; 0%, n=27). In
contrast, expression of neurog2, neurod1, or ebf3 all resulted in unilateral, ectopic transcription of
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maturin (Fig. 6B-D’; neurog2, 54%, n=35; neurod1 1, 39%, n=36; ebf3, 86%; n=35). These results
suggested to us that Maturin may function downstream of the proneural transcription factors.
Maturin function is required for the activity of the proneural transcription factors Neurog2, Neurod1
and Ebf3
When overexpressed, proneural genes induce ectopic primary neurons as determined by
expression of the neuronal marker tubb2b (Lee et al., 1995; Ma et al., 1996; Pozzoli et al., 2001). To
determine if Maturin might function within the proneural pathway, we coinjected cRNA coding for
the proneural transcription factors neurog2, neurod1 or ebf3, with either CoMO or MatMO2.
Misexpression of neurog2, neurod1, or ebf3 by cRNA injection resulted in unilateral, ectopic
expression of tubb2b as previously reported (Fig. 6E, H and K; neurog2, 99%, n=86; neurod1, 100%,
n=67; ebf3, 100%; n=30) (Lee et al., 1995; Ma et al., 1996; Pozzoli et al., 2001). Coinjection of control
morpholino did not alter the ability of the proneural transcription factors to induce ectopic tubb2b
expression (Fig. 6F, I and L; neurog2 + CoMO, 100%, n=75; neurod1 + CoMO, 100%, n=61; ebf3 +
CoMO, 97%; n=32). In contrast, Maturin knockdown reduced or completely blocked ectopic tubb2b
expression in 92%, 89% and 100% of embryos injected with neurog2, neurod1 and ebf3, respectively
(neurog2 + MatMO2, n=66; neurod1 + MatMO2, n=59; ebf3 + MatMO2, n=15; Fig. 6G, J and M). These
results demonstrate that maturin can be transcriptionally regulated by all three proneural
transcription factors, is required for the activity of Neurog2, Neurod1 and Ebf3 in vivo and therefore
most likely functions downstream of these proneural pathway transcription factors during primary
neurogenesis.
Maturin and Pak3 are both required for, and synergize to promote neural differentiation
The maturin expression pattern, loss-of-function and overexpression phenotypes indicate
Maturin regulates the differentiation of the primary neurons. The p21-activated kinase 3 (Pak3)
regulates the cell cycle exit and differentiation of primary neurons (Souopgui et al., 2002). Pak3 is
expressed in differentiating neural cells, and like Maturin, is required downstream of the proneural
transcription factors. Similar to Maturin knockdown, Pak3 knockdown (with Pak3MO) also inhibits
primary neurogenesis and increases cell proliferation resulting in neural plate expansion (compare
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Fig. 7A and 7B; MatMO2, 100%, n=290 and Pak3MO, 81%, n=84). Misexpression of Pak3 by cRNA
injection alters neither tubb2b expression nor embryonic development (Souopgui et al., 2002).
However, when localized to the cell membrane by artificial myristoylation, myrPak3 is made
constitutively active and at very low doses (5 pg) induces additional tubb2b expression in the neural
plate in a manner similar to maturin misexpression (compare Fig. 7C and 7D; maturin, 62%, n=149
and myrPak3, 74%, n=38 and see (Hing et al., 1999; Souopgui et al., 2002)).
To determine if Maturin function was required before, after, or with Pak3, we blocked the
function of endogenous Maturin or Pak3 with MatMO2 or Pak3MO, and asked if primary
neurogenesis could be rescued by coinjection with myrPak3 and maturin, respectively. Control
morpholino did not block the ability of either myrPak3 or Maturin to induce tubb2b expression (Fig.
7E and 7F; CoMO + myrPak3, 82%, n=38 and CoMO + maturin, 62%, n=40). Interestingly, Maturin
loss-of-function could not be rescued by constitutively active myrPak3 (Fig. 7G; 0%, n=20). Similarly,
Maturin could not significantly rescue Pak3 loss-of-function (Fig. 7H; 15%, n=27). Together, these
results demonstrate that both Maturin and Pak3 are required for primary neurogenesis. To
determine if they might function synergistically, we coinjected sub-maximal amounts of maturin and
myrPak3 cRNAs. Reducing the amount of maturin (400 to 150 pg) or myrPak3 (5 to 3 pg) cRNA,
lowered the per cent of embryos with an increase in tubb2b expression from 62% to 12% and from
74% to 26%, respectively (Fig. 7L). Interestingly, when coexpressed at sub-maximal levels, Maturin
and myrPak3 induced tubb2b expression synergistically (Fig. 7L). To test this idea further, we
injected maturin with non-myristoylated pak3 cRNA (pak3). In contrast to constitutively active
myrPak3 (74% at 5 pg), concentrations as high as 150 pg of pak3 only weakly (14%) induced tubb2b
expression (Fig. 7I and 7M). Surprisingly, Maturin even functioned synergistically with nonmyristoylated Pak3 (Fig. 7I-K and M). Together, these results indicate that functional Maturin and
Pak3 are both required for primary neurogenesis. Furthermore, Maturin can function synergistically
not only with constitutively active myrPak3, but also non-myristoylated Pak3 to activate neural
differentiation.
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Discussion
We report the identification of Maturin, a novel protein required for differentiation during
primary neurogenesis. Our conclusions are supported by the observations that: (1) maturin
transcripts are enriched in the neural plate at the time of primary neurogenesis and in other neural
progenitors as they differentiate; (2) Maturin knockdown inhibits, while overexpression induces
neuronal differentiation in the neural plate; (3) maturin expression is induced by the proneural
transcription factors Neurog2, Neurod1 and Ebf3; (4) Maturin is required for the proneural
transcription factors to induce neurogenesis; (5) Maturin and Pak3 are both required for primary
neurogenesis; and (6) Maturin functions synergistically with Pak3 to promote neural differentiation.
Evolutionary conservation of Maturin
A striking feature of Maturin is its high degree of sequence conservation, particularly the 29
residue Maturin Motif which is invariant among vertebrates tested (Fig. 1). Due to its perfect
sequence conservation, it is logical to assume that the Maturin Motif is critical for the protein’s
function. Structure-function analysis of the Maturin Motif (and other conserved regions) will help
define the importance of these regions during primary neurogenesis and for Pak3 synergy.
Primary neurogenesis in Xenopus laevis has proven to be an invaluable tool for discovering
conserved genes and genetic interactions required for neurogenesis (Henningfeld et al., 2007). In
frog, maturin has a dynamic, yet consistent, developmental expression pattern - low in proliferating
neural progenitors, high during differentiation, then reduced again following differentiation (Fig. 1
and 2). In the embryonic zebrafish and mouse nervous system, a remarkably similar expression
pattern is also observed (Fig. 2 and R. I. Martinez-De Luna and M. E. Zuber, unpublished results).
Conservation of both the primary amino acid sequence and expression patterns of zebrafish, frog and
mouse maturins does not of course demonstrate an identical function for Maturin in all three species.
However, it does strongly suggests Maturin may have an important role, not only in Xenopus primary
neurogenesis, but also during neural differentiation in other vertebrate species.
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The nature of Maturin/Pak3 synergy
Maturin and Pak3 share many similarities. Both are required for primary neurogenesis.
Morpholino knockdown of either Maturin or Pak3 inhibits neural differentiation, increases cell
proliferation and results in neural plate expansion. Neurog2, Neurod1 and Ebf3 can all induce both
maturin and pak3 transcription (this work and (Souopgui et al., 2002)). Both Maturin and Pak3 lossof-function also block the ability of the proneural transcription factors Neurog2, Neurod1 and Ebf3 to
induce ectopic neural differentiation. Both Maturin and Pak3 are sufficient for primary neurogenesis.
Maturin and Pak3 (myrPak3) gain-of-function by cRNA injection promotes neural differentiation
(this work and (Souopgui et al., 2002)). Despite the fact they can both induce primary neurogenesis,
Maturin and Pak3 appear to be interdependent. MyrPak3 and Maturin cannot rescue the Maturin and
Pak3 knockdown phenotypes, respectively. Furthermore, Maturin functions synergistically not only
with constitutively active myrPak3, but also Pak3. Together, these results are most consistent with a
role for Maturin in the proneural pathway, downstream of the proneural transcription factors where
both Maturin and Pak3 functions are required during primary neurogenesis (Fig. 8).
Pak3 kinase activity is required for myrPak3 to induce differentiation, and 14 of the 131 Maturin
residues are serines or threonines (Fig. 1 and (Souopgui et al., 2002)). Although only eight of these
residues are conserved and none lie in a Pak consensus phosphorylation site, it will be important to
determine if a physical association of these proteins is required for synergy, Pak3 kinase activity,
and/or possible Maturin phosphorylation (Fig. 1 and (Gururaj et al., 2005; King et al., 2001;
Rennefahrt et al., 2007)).
Known activators of Pak protein kinase activity are Rac1 and Cdc42 GTPases, and Paks are
recruited to the plasma membrane via their interactions with adaptor proteins (Arias-Romero and
Chernoff, 2008; Bokoch, 2003; Kreis and Barnier, 2009). For example, human Pak1 is recruited to
active tyrosine kinase receptors in the membrane by the SH3 domain of the adaptor protein Nck and
its membrane localization results in kinase activation (Galisteo et al., 1996; Lu and Mayer, 1999). The
increase in neural differentiation observed after misexpression of Maturin with non-myristoylated
Pak3 may suggest a role for Maturin in recruiting or targeting Pak3 to the plasma membrane.
However, Maturin may be part of a protein complex that recruits Pak3 to the membrane for kinase
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activation and subsequent activation of downstream differentiation signals. In this model, a direct
interaction of Maturin and Pak3 would be predicted (Fig. 8A)
It is important to note, that we cannot discount alternative hypotheses. Unlike pak3 (and the
proneural transcription factors), maturin expression is not only detected in the differentiating
primary neurons, but also throughout the neural plate before and during primary neurogenesis (Fig.
1 and (Chalmers et al., 2002; Lee et al., 1995; Ma et al., 1996; Pozzoli et al., 2001; Souopgui et al.,
2002)). Maturin and Pak3 may function in independent pathways, both of which are required for
primary neurogenesis (Fig. 8B). In addition, Maturin may also have a role in regulating neural
progenitor proliferation prior to neural differentiation. This possibility is consistent with our
observation that Maturin knockdown results in an expansion of the sox2 and rax expression domains
in the anterior neural plate, where neural differentiation has not yet started (Fig. 3K and L).
Primary neurogenesis in the Xenopus neural plate has served as an important model for
identifying the molecules and mechanisms responsible for neural differentiation in other tissues and
species. The expression of Maturin in differentiating retina, brain and spinal cord neurons in fish,
frog, and mice, implies a role not only in primary neurogenesis, but also in the differentiation of cells
in other regions of the nervous system. Maturin is an evolutionarily conserved, novel protein with no
identifiable functional domains. Understanding the mechanism(s) by which Maturin regulates
neurogenesis will identify it as a new molecular component of know signaling systems, or as part of a
new, previously unidentified signaling system required for differentiation of the primary neurons.
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Fig. 1. Maturin predicted protein sequence, conservation and expression during Xenopus laevis
embryonic development. (A) Maturin protein sequence alignment. Predicted amino acid sequence
of X. laevis Maturin aligned with putative orthologs from other vertebrates. Periods indicate
amino acid identity, while gaps (dashes) were inserted to optimize the alignment. The 29-residue
Maturin Motif is indicated by a red over-line. Aspartic (D) and glutamic (E) amino acids in the
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acidic domain are labeled with asterisks. The four positions at which non-conservative changes of
highly acidic amino acids have taken place are indicated with a caret (^). (B) Amino acid identity
among vertebrate Maturins. Percent identity shared with X. laevis Maturin is shown. Genbank
accession numbers are: X. laevis BC045253, H. sapiens NM_152793 (C7orf41), M. musculus
BC042507 (2410066E13Rik), G. gallus XM_003640720.1, D. rerio NM_001144806. (C) Detection
of maturin and pax6 transcripts using RT-PCR. Gene specific primers were used to detect maturin
and pax6 transcripts in total RNA isolated from eggs (E) and whole embryos of the indicated
developmental stage. Histone h4 was used as a loading control. (D-K) Maturin expression in
developing embryos. Whole mount in situ hybridization was used to detect Xenopus laevis maturin
expression. Developmental stage is indicated above each panel. (E) Stage 9 embryo cut open with
a razor following whole mount in situ hybridization. An, animal; Veg, vegetal; b, blastocoel; A,
anterior; P, posterior; np, neural plate; ef, eye field; nc, neural crest; D, dorsal; V, ventral; sc, spinal
cord; ov, optic vesicle;

e, eye. Scale bars = 400μm.
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Fig. 2. Maturin expression during neural differentiation. Expression of maturin (A-K), differentiation
(A’-K’) and proliferation markers (A’’-K’’) in frog (A-D’’), zebrafish (E-H’’) and mouse (I-K’’) neural
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tissues. Expression of maturin (A-K) and tubb2b (A’-D’) was determined using in situ hybridization.
Differentiating neurons were identified by GFP immunolabeling to detect elav3l:GFP
transgene expression in zebrafish (green in E’-H’) and by acTUBB3b (orange in I’-K’) immunolabeling
in mouse. Proliferating neuroblasts were identified by either BrdU in Xenopus (pink in A’’-D’’) or
PCNA immunolabeling in zebrafish and mouse (orange in E’’- H’’ and green in I’’- K’’). Nuclei were
stained blue with DAPI (A’’-D’’). Inset in panel D is magnified view of region encompassing the dorsal
CMZ. MZ, marginal zone; VZ, ventricular zone; LP, lens placode; gc, ganglion cells; *, retinal periphery;
L, lens; G, ganglion cell layer; I, inner plexiform layer; P, photoreceptor layer; NE, neuroepithelium;
CP, cortical plate; IZ, intermediate zone; DCL, differentiated cell layer; NBL, neuroblastic layer. Scale
bars, 50 μm.
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Fig. 3. Maturin knockdown results in neural plate expansion. (A-F”) Design and test of Maturin
morpholino activity. (A) Sequence alignment of a and b homeologs of X. laevis maturin showing
relative position of the Maturin morpholino MatMO2 (red overline). (B) Schematic of the Mat targetYFP reporter construct used to test morpholino activity. (C) Western blots were used to detect the
expression of YFP and β-actin (loading control) in extracts prepared from embryos injected with the
indicated morpholino, and cRNA coding for YFP or Mat target-YFP. (D-F’’) Brightfield (D, E and F),
mCherry fluorescent (D’, E’ and F’) and YFP fluorescent (D”, E” and F”) images of stage 15 embryos
unilaterally injected with cRNA for mCherry and Mat target-YFP alone (D - D”), with CoMO (E-E’’), or
MatMO2 (F-F’’). (G-M) Neural plate expansion following Maturin knockdown. The extent of neural
plate expansion was determined by comparing the distance between the embryonic midline (white
dashed line) and outer edge of the neural ridge on the control (uninjected) and injected side of
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embryos injected with CoMO (G-I) or MatMO2 (J-L). In situ hybridization for sox2 (H, K) and rax (I, L)
was used to more precisely quantitate the extent of neural plate expansion (M). Graph shows the size
of the sox2 and rax expression domains in the uninjected and injected side of either CoMO or MatMO2
embryos. Error bars show the s.e.m. Asterisks indicate P-values calculated using a one-way ANOVA
analysis (ns P>0.05; *** P<0.0001). Right side (viewer’s perspective) of all embryos is the injected
side. Scale bars, 400μm.
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Fig. 4. Maturin knockdown increases neural cell number without reducing cell death or inducing
neural cell fate. (A-C) Neural plate cell density in MatMO2-injected embryos. (A) Diagram illustrating
the predicted effect on cell density if a change in cell size is responsible for neural plate expansion.
(B) The number of nuclei (Blue - DAPI) in a 100 μm by 200 μm region on either side of the midline of
embryos unilaterally injected with MatMO2 and GFP cRNA (green) was determined. Inset shows how
the embryos were positioned for sectioning. (C) Average number of nuclei observed in 0.02 mm2
area. (D, E) Neural plate cell number in MatMO2-injected embryos. (D) Neural plate sections were
stained for sox2 expression (red) and DAPI (blue). Dashed line indicates embryonic midline, and the
lateral extent of sox2 expression is indicated by the arrowheads. Inset shows how the embryos were
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positioned for sectioning. (E) Total number of cells (nuclei) within the sox2 expression domain. (F-H)
TUNEL staining was used to detect cell death in CoMO- (F) and MatMO2-injected embryos (G). Insets
in F and G show the location of the 0.138 mm2 area on the control and injected side of each embryo
scored to generate results (H). (I) RT-PCR for ncam1, tubb2b, actc1 (actin, alpha cardiac muscle 1)
and H4 on animal cap explants from embryos injected into both blastomere at the 2-cell stage with
CoMO, MatMO2, noggin or neurog2. Actc1 was used to confirm neural induction resulting from nog
and neurog2 injection was direct (not via mesoderm induction) (Hemmati-Brivanlou and Melton,
1994). H4 was used as a loading control. Controls included RNA isolated from whole embryos and
processed without (WE-RT) and with (WE) reverse transcriptase, as well as uninjected animal cap
explants. Similar results were obtained from two independent experiments and when explants were
cultured to the equivalent of stg 22. (J-L) Sox2 in situ hybridization on embryos injected into one
ventral blastomere at the 8-cell stage with noggin (J), CoMO (K) or MatMO2 (L). The injected side is
on the right (viewer’s perspective). In the graphs the error bars show the s.e.m. P-values obtained
using Student’s t-test: ns, not significant; *P=0.0101; ***P<0.0001. Scale bars, (B)=100 μm; (F and
J)=400 μm.
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Fig. 5. Maturin knockdown inhibits differentiation of neural progenitors. (A-C) Whole mount in situ
hybridization for tubb2b following Maturin knockdown. tubb2b expression in CoMO injected (A),
uninjected (B), or MatMO2 injected embryos (C). A similar effect on tubb2b expression was also
observed with MatMO1 (Fig. S1G). (D-F) Proliferation in Morpholino-injected embryos. Proliferating
cells were labeled using pHH3 whole mount immunostaining in CoMO (D) and MatMO2 injected
embryos (E). Insets in D and E show the 0.138 mm2 area on the control and injected side of each
embryo in which pHH3-positive cells were counted to generate the results (F). (G-I) Whole mount in
situ hybridization for tubb2b after maturin overexpression. tubb2b expression in β-Gal (G) and
maturin cRNA (H) injected embryos. In all panels of this figure, the injected side is to the right
(viewer’s perspective). The s.e.m.

is shown. P-values obtained using Student’s t-test: **P=0.0023.

Scale bars, 400μm.
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Fig. 6. Maturin transcription is induced by, and Maturin function is required for the activity of the
proneural transcription factors. (A-D’) Anterior (A-D) and lateral (A’-D’) views of maturin expression
in embryos misexpressing YFP-only (A, A’), neurog2 (B, B’), neurod1 (C, C’), and ebf3 (D, D’),
respectively. Arrows show areas normally lacking maturin (A, A’), express ectopic maturin when
proneural transcription factors are misexpressed (B-D’). (E-M) One blastomere of 2-cell staged
embryos were injected with the indicated proneural transcription factor alone (E, H and K), with
control (F, I and L) or Maturin (G, J and M) morpholinos. The effects on tubb2b expression were
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detected by whole mount in situ hybridization at stage 15. Right side (viewer’s perspective) is the
injected side. Scale bar, 400μm.
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Fig. 7. Maturin and Pak3 synergy. (A-K) Embryos were injected unilaterally into one blastomere at
the 2-cell stage with the indicated morpholino(s) and/or cRNA(s). At stage 15 in situ hybridization
was used to determine the effect on tubb2b expression. (L, M) Graphs illustrate the percent of
embryos with additional tubb2b-positive cells in the lateral stripe, when injected with sub-maximal
amounts of maturin, myrPak3, pak3 or the indicated combination of cRNAs. Scale bars, 400μm.
Injected side in all embryos is right side (viewer’s perspective).
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Fig. 8. Proposed gene network illustrating the most likely position of Maturin in the proneural
pathway. Maturin and Pak3 function together downstream of the proneural transcription factors to
promote differentiation of the primary neurons. Our results are consistent with models in which
Maturin and Pak3 form a complex (A), or function independently (B). In both models, Maturin and
Pak3 are both required for normal primary neurogenesis.
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Fig. S1. Maturin knockdown using MatMO1 also results in neural plate expansion, and inhibition of
tubb2b expression, but with a reduced frequency relative to MatMO2. (A) Sequence alignment
showing a and b homeologs of X. laevis maturin and the relative position of the sequences targeted by
MatMO1 & MatMO2 morpholinos (red overlines). (B) Schematic of the Mat target-YFP reporter
construct used to test morpholino activity. The relative positions of MatMO1 & MatMO2 are shown.
(C-F’’) Effect of morpholinos on the translation of Mat target-YFP reporter protein. Brightfield (C, D, E
and F), mCherry fluorescent (C’, D’, E’ and F’) and YFP fluorescent (C”, D”, E” and F”) images of stage
15 embryos unilaterally injected (right side, viewers perspective) with cRNA for mCherry (as tracer)
and Mat target-YFP alone (C-C”; n=44; 100% YFP-positive), with CoMO (D-D’’; n=50; 100% YFPpositive), MatMO1 (E-E’’; n=47; 66% YFP-positive) or MatMO2 (F-F’’; n=44; 0% YFP-positive). (G)
Percentage of embryos with reduced tubb2b expression in uninjected, CoMO, MatMO1 and MatMO2
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injected embryos (n≥24, embryos for all treatments). Panels A, B, C-C”, D-D”, F-F” are duplicated from
Figure 3 (A, B, & D-F”) to allow direct comparison of results generated using MatMO1 to MatMO2.
Scale bar, 400μm.
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